
Soil Testing
(We Use MLSN Guidelines)

Course Name
Date 
Sample ID
Superintendent

Category Target Range Actual Data Remarks CATEGORY meq/ltr
pH 6.7 to 7 7.2 High EC - (mmhos/cm) 1.3

Organic Matter 0.5 to 1.8 1.1 Good Saturation Index 39.6
CEC 5 to 10 3.5 Low SOIL SOLUTION meq/ltr ppm ppm % ANIONS

Saturation Index 30 to 45 39.6 Good Sodium 8.1 185.6 50.5%
Soil Reserve Target Range Actual Data Remarks Calcium 3.8 91.7 24.9%

Nitrate N - ppm 10 to 25 3.2 Low Magnesium  1.9 23.6 6.4%
Phosphorous - ppm 20 to 29 9.0 Low Potassium  1.1 43.3 11.8%
Potassium - ppm 69 to 84 101.0 High Amonium Nitrogen  0.2 3.0 0.8%
Magnesium - ppm 48 to 61 72.9 High Nitrate Nitrogen 0.0 3.0 0.8%
Calcium - ppm 349 to 450 464.0 High Phosphorous  0.0 1.3 0.4%
Sulfur - ppm 6 to 10.5 9.4 Good Bicarbonate  0.1 3.4 0.9% 21%
Zinc - ppm 2.2 to 4.6 3.7 Good Sulfate 0.1 7.0 1.9% 44%
Manganese - ppm 11.5 to 27 4.5 Low Chloride  0.2 5.6 1.5% 35%
Copper - ppm 0.8 to 1.8 0.2 Low Boron  0.2 0.1%
Iron - ppm 7 to 28 14.5 Good
Boron - ppm 0.8 to 1.5 0.2 Low

       Soil pH and Buffer SAR 1.8
pH 6.2 to 6.7 7.2 High %Sodium 8.1 54% 10% High
Buffer pH 7.5 %Calcium 3.8 26% 53% Low

          Carbonates and Salts %Magnesium 1.9 13% 22% Low
Excess Carbonates 5 to 25 0.0 Low %Potassium 1.1 7% 15% Low
Soluble Salts 0.01 to 2.9 1.3 Good
Na - ppm 0 8 70.1 High GUIDELINES REMARKS

           Base Saturation Ca:Na (Ideal 5:1) 0.5 To 1 Low
%Potassium 2 to 5 14% Low Na (< 1.5) 8.07 High
%Magnesium 10 to 15 10% Low Ca+Mg > HCO3 Ca+Mg HCO3
%Calcium 65 to 75 66% Low Actual-----> 5.71 0.05  Ideal
%Sodium 1 to 2 10% Low Na>Cl Na Cl
%Hydrogen 0% Actual-----> 8.07 0.16  Ideal

           Critical Ratio's NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1) 1.0 To 1 Low
Ca:K Ratio 13 to 1 4.6 Low K>N   (Minimum 1.3:1) 0.1 To 1 Low
Ca:Mg Ratio 8 to 1 6.4 Low
Mg:K Ratio 1.5 to 1 0.7 Low
Ca:Na Ratio 35 to 1 6.6 Low
Mg:Na Ratio 4.5 to 1 1.0 Low
K:Na Ratio 2 to 1 1.4 Low

REMARKS

McArthur East
3/21/2023

GRN 4
THOMAS BARRETT

ELEMENT DATA % PBS

MCARTHUR GOLF CLUB

IDEAL

9270 w indiantown road unit c8
jupiter, Florida  33478

239-707-9974

Nutritional Consulting Plant and Soil Analysis


TransferData

		Report Type																										 Date Reported										 Client Sample ID		 Field ID		 Crop Name		 Desired Yield		 Desired Yield Units		 Crop Variety		 Plant Population		 Previous Crop Name		 Number of Acres		 Tillage Type Code		 Grower Name		 Grower Address		 Grower City		 Grower State		 Grower Zip		 % OM		 N ppm		 Bray 1 P ppm		 Unused		 K ppm		 Mg ppm		 Ca ppm		 S ppm		 Zn ppm		 MN ppm		 Cu ppm		 Fe ppm		 B ppm		 pH		 Buffer pH		 Excess lime Code		 Soluble Salts		 Na ppm		 % K		 % MG		 % Ca		 %  Na		 % H		 CEC		 Ammonium ppm		 Cl ppm		 Bray 2 P ppm		 Profile Nitrate Depth 1 ppm		 Profile Nitrate Depth 2 ppm		 Profile Nitrate Depth 3 ppm		 Profile Ammonium Depth 1 ppm		 Profile Ammonium Depth 2 ppm		 Profile Ammonium Depth 3 ppm		 Profile Chloride Depth 1 ppm		 Profile Chloride Depth 2 ppm		 Profile Chloride Depth 3 ppm		 Profile Sulfur Depth 1 ppm		 Profile Sulfur Depth 2 ppm		 Profile Sulfur Depth 3 ppm		 % Sand		 % Silt		 % Clay		 Texture		 EC		 Saturation %		 Na Meq/L		 Ca Meq/L		 Mg Meq/L		 K Meq/L		 NH4 ppm		 NO3 ppm		 PO4 ppm		 HCO3 ppm		 SO4 ppm		 Cl ppm		BO3 ppm		 SAR

																												03/21/2023										GRN 4																				McArthur East										1.1		3.2		9				101		72.9		464		9.4		3.67		4.5		0.246		14.5		0.193		7.21		7.5				1.34		70.1		7.4		17.4		66.3		8.7		0		3.5																																								1.34		39.6		8.07		3.82		1.89		1.11		3		3		1.32		3.37		6.98		5.64		0.193		1.78

																												 % OM										 Saturation %																																						K ppm		Mg ppm		Ca ppm		Na ppm		% H		SUM

																												1.1										39.6																																						101.0		72.9		464.0		70.1		0.0		708.0

																																																																												0.14		0.10		0.66		0.10		0.00
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Targets

																MCARTHUR GOLF CLUB



																Course Name		McArthur East

																Date 		3/21/23

																Sample ID		GRN 4

																Superintendent		THOMAS BARRETT

		Category 				Target Range				Actual Data		Remarks				CATEGORY		meq/ltr

		pH		6.7		to		7		7.2		High				EC - (mmhos/cm)		1.3

		Organic Matter		0.5		to		1.8		1.1		Good				Saturation Index		39.6

		CEC		5		to		10		3.5		Low				SOIL SOLUTION		meq/ltr		ppm		ppm %		ANIONS

		Saturation Index		30		to		45		39.6		Good				Sodium		8.1		185.6		50.5%

		Soil Reserve 				Target Range				Actual Data		Remarks				Calcium 		3.8		91.7		24.9%

		Nitrate N - ppm		10		to		25		3.2		Low				Magnesium  		1.9		23.6		6.4%

		Phosphorous - ppm		20		to		29		9.0		Low				Potassium  		1.1		43.3		11.8%

		Potassium - ppm		69		to		84		101.0		High				Amonium Nitrogen  		0.2		3.0		0.8%

		Magnesium - ppm		48		to		61		72.9		High				Nitrate Nitrogen		0.0		3.0		0.8%

		Calcium - ppm		349		to		450		464.0		High				Phosphorous  		0.0		1.3		0.4%

		Sulfur - ppm		6		to		10.5		9.4		Good				Bicarbonate  		0.1		3.4		0.9%		21%

		Zinc - ppm		2.2		to		4.6		3.7		Good				Sulfate 		0.1		7.0		1.9%		44%

		Manganese - ppm		11.5		to		27		4.5		Low				Chloride  		0.2		5.6		1.5%		35%

		Copper - ppm		0.8		to		1.8		0.2		Low				Boron  				0.2		0.1%

		Iron - ppm		7		to		28		14.5		Good				ELEMENT		DATA		% PBS		IDEAL		REMARKS

		Boron - ppm		0.8		to		1.5		0.2		Low

						       Soil pH and Buffer 										SAR		1.8

		pH		6.2		to		6.7		7.2		High				%Sodium		8.1		54%		10%		High

		Buffer pH								7.5						%Calcium		3.8		26%		53%		Low

						          Carbonates and Salts										%Magnesium		1.9		13%		22%		Low

		Excess Carbonates		5		to		25		0.0		Low				%Potassium		1.1		7%		15%		Low

		Soluble Salts		0.01		to		2.9		1.3		Good

		Na - ppm		0				8		70.1		High				GUIDELINES								REMARKS

						           Base Saturation										Ca:Na (Ideal 5:1)		0.5		To		1		Low

		%Potassium		2		to		5		14%		Low				Na (< 1.5)		8.07						High

		%Magnesium		10		to		15		10%		Low				Ca+Mg > HCO3		Ca+Mg		HCO3

		%Calcium		65		to		75		66%		Low				Actual----->		5.71		0.05				 Ideal

		%Sodium 		1		to		2		10%		Low				Na>Cl 		Na		Cl

		%Hydrogen								0%						Actual----->		8.07		0.16				 Ideal

						           Critical Ratio's										NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)		1.0		To		1		Low

		Ca:K Ratio		13		to		1		4.6		Low				K>N   (Minimum 1.3:1)		0.1		To		1		Low

		Ca:Mg Ratio		8		to		1		6.4		Low

		Mg:K Ratio		1.5		to		1		0.7		Low

		Ca:Na Ratio		35		to		1		6.6		Low

		Mg:Na Ratio		4.5		to		1		1.0		Low

		K:Na Ratio		2		to		1		1.4		Low
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Nutritional Consulting Plant and Soil Analysis



Biologicals













		March 2023										MCARTHUR GOLF CLUB																GRN 4



				BIOLOGICALS																ACTUAL								RATES OF PRODUCT

				Amino Acids												NO3:NH4 Ratio				8.1										HIGH RATE

				Protein																8.1										HIGH RATE

				Humic Acid										Cation Exchange Capcity						3.5										MEDIUM RATE

				Fulvis Acid																3.5										MEDIUM RATE

				Chemical Acid																3.5										HIGH RATE

				Hormones (Sea Weed)												Saturation Index				39.6										HIGH RATE

				Hydrogen Peroxide																39.6										HIGH RATE

				Carbohydrates												Organic Matter				1.1										EXTRA HIGH RATE

				Enzymes																1.1										LOW RATE

				Microbes																1.1										EXTRA HIGH RATE

				Natural Plant Extracts																1.1										HIGH RATES



Nutritional Consulting 
Plant and Soil Analysis



SetCEC

		CEC #		3.5



																																																																2%												PBS

		% BASE SATURATION														     2.5 - 5.0%						    65 - 75%						      10 - 15%																																				2%												CEC

				P						P						K						Ca						Mg						S						Zn						Mn						Cu						Fe						Na						B

				wk. Bray						(Olsen)

		CEC 

		0		20		-		29		12		-		17		45		-		55		117		-		150		27		-		35		4		-		7		1.0		-		1.2		3.0		-		4.0		0.4		-		0.5		4.5		-		5		3		-		7		0.3		-		0.4		0

		1		20		-		29		12		-		17		45		-		55		117		-		150		27		-		35		4		-		7		1.0		-		1.2		3.0		-		4.0		0.4		-		0.5		4.5		-		5		3		-		7		0.3		-		0.4		1

		2		20		-		29		12		-		17		57		-		70		233		-		400		36		-		50		5		-		9		1.6		-		2.9		7.3		-		15.5		0.6		-		1.1		6		-		16		3.5		-		7.5		0.4		-		0.9		2

		3		20		-		29		12		-		17		69		-		84		349		-		450		48		-		61		6		-		10.5		2.2		-		4.6		11.5		-		27.0		0.8		-		1.8		7		-		28		4		-		8		0.8		-		1.5		3

		4		20		-		29		12		-		17		81		-		99		475		-		600		57		-		75		7		-		13		2.8		-		6.2		15.8		-		38.5		1.0		-		2.4		9		-		39		4.5		-		8.5		1.0		-		2.0		4

		5		20		-		29		12		-		17		93		-		113		575		-		750		69		-		89		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		5		-		9		1.2		-		2.5		5

		6		22		-		30		13		-		17		114		-		140		700		-		900		82		-		105		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		10		-		17		1.2		-		2.5		6

		7		24		-		31		24		-		31		135		-		167		775		-		1050		93		-		121		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		15		-		25		1.2		-		2.5		7

		8		26		-		33		26		-		33		157		-		195		950		-		1200		104		-		134		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		20				33		1.2		-		2.5		8

		9		28		-		34		28		-		34		178		-		222		1050		-		1350		116		-		148		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		25		-		42		1.2		-		2.5		9

		10		30		-		35		30		-		35		200		-		250		1175		-		1500		125		-		160		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		30		-		50		1.2		-		2.5		10

		11		30		-		35		30		-		35		212		-		265		1300		-		1650		134		-		172		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		34		-		54		1.2		-		2.5		11

		12		30		-		35		30		-		35		224		-		280		1425		-		1800		142		-		183		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		38		-		58		1.2		-		2.5		12

		13		30		-		35		30		-		35		236		-		295		1525		-		1950		149		-		193		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		42		-		62		1.2		-		2.5		13

		14		30		-		35		30		-		35		248		-		310		1650		-		2100		157		-		203		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		46		-		66		1.2		-		2.5		14

		15		30		-		35		30		-		35		260		-		325		1800		-		2250		164		-		210		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		50		-		70		1.2		-		2.5		15

		16		30		-		35		30		-		35		272		-		340		1925		-		2400		169		-		218		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		54		-		74		1.2		-		2.5		16

		17		30		-		35		30		-		35		284		-		355		2025		-		2550		174		-		226		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		58		-		78		1.2		-		2.5		17

		18		30		-		35		30		-		35		296		-		370		2175		-		2700		177		-		229		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		62		-		82		1.2		-		2.5		18

		19		30		-		35		30		-		35		308		-		385		2300		-		2850		183		-		237		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		66		-		86		1.2		-		2.5		19

		20		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		20

		21		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		21

		22		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		22

		23		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		23

		24		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		24

		25		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		25

		26		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		26

		27		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		27

		28		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		28

		29		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		29

		30		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		30

		31		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		31

		32		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		32

		33		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		33

		34		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		34

		35		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		35

		36		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		36

		37		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		37

		38		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		38

		39		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		39

		40		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		40

		41		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		41

		42		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		42

		43		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		43

		44		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		44

		45		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		45

		46		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		46

		47		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		47

		48		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		48

		49		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		49

		50		30		-		35		30		-		35		320		-		400		2450		-		3000		185		-		240		8		-		14		3.4		-		7.9		20.0		-		50.0		1.2		-		3.0		10		-		50		70		-		90		1.2		-		2.5		50



		DROP AND COPY TO BELOW

		CEC #				P				P								K						Ca						Mg						S						Zn						Mn						Cu						Fe						Na						B

		3		20		-		29		12		-		17		69		-		84		349		-		450		48		-		61		6		-		10.5		2.2		-		4.6		11.5		-		27		0.8		-		1.8		7		-		28		4		-		8		0.8		-		1.5		3



		TARGET Ca - Mg RATIOS																														Organic Matter																														Soluble Salt Notes

				Target												Developing																Target						7.7																				Target						0.00

		CEC		Ratio												Problem																0.1 - 0.7								Low Range																												Extraction (mmhos/cm)

		0.0-1.0		4		:		1								2:1/6.5		:		1												.8 - 1.4								Satisfactory																		0.01		-		0.45				Satisfactory

		1.0-1.5		5		:		1								2.5:1/8		:		1												1.5 - 2.0								High																		0.46		-		1.50				Possible Problem

		1.5-2.5		6		:		1								3.5:1/9		:		1												< 2.1								Excessive																		1.51		-		2.90				Developing Problem

		2.5-3.5		7		:		1								4:1/10		:		1																																										>2.9				Severe Problem

		3.5-7.5		8		:		1								5:1/11		:		1																																						0.01		-		0.45				Satisfactory												<----INPUT DATA

		7.5-11.5		9		:		1								6:1/13		:		1

		11.5-15.0		10		:		1								6.1:1/14		:		1						Input Data------>						< 2.1								Excessive

		15.0-17.0		11		:		1								7.5:1/15		:		1

		17.0-19.0		12		:		1								8.5:1/16		:		1

		19.0-22.0		13		:		1								9.5:1/17		:		1



		3.5-7.5		8		:		1								5:1/11		:		1





																																Saturation Index

																																Target						5.20

																																0.1 - 0.4								Low Range

																																0.5 - 0.9								Satisfactory

																																1.0 - 1.5								High

		TARGET Ca - K RATIOS												9.5057471264																		1.6 - 2.0								Excessive																		TARGET Mg-K RATIOS																7.5871559633

		<10:1												Low																																												<1.2 to 1																Low

		11:1 to 14 to 1												Good												Input Data------>						1.0 - 1.5								High																		1.3 to 1.7																Good

		>15:1												High																																												> 1.8 to 1																High

		<10:1												Low								<----INPUT DATA																																				<1.2 to 1																Low				<----INPUT DATA
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pH-Hi

















				Soil pH



				pH   7.21

				Bicarbonate     21%





				High Soil pH

				In high pH soils (7.0 higher) phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, calcium, magnesium and molybdenum are readily available to the plant, while iron manganese, boron, copper and zinc are mostly unavailable to the plant.  In determining fertility programs, these factors must be taken into account for maintenance of healthy turf.  In most cases the best way to compensate for discrepancies in nutrient availability is through the use of foliar nutritional.



				Both high and low pH can be amended with the use of elemental sulfur and dolomitic limestone, but usually only for short periods of time.  The major influencing factor on the soils pH typically comes from the water supply.  Check the irrigation pH, you can expect for the soil pH to be very close to that level.  If there is a significant difference in the soil pH in comparison to the water pH, it’s most likely due to poor soil structure. 



				The optimum pH range for turfgrass is 6.5 to 7.0.  However, if the soil pH is 7.0 100% of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium is available for plant uptake.  The effectiveness of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium remains at nearly 100% up to soil pH of 8.0.  Calcium, magnesium, and sulfur are also extremely available in the pH range of 6.5 to 8.0.  The chart below shows the efficiency of NPK as soil pH changes.  



				Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium Efficiency as Soil Acids Decrease		                

				Soil Acidity                                           Nitrogen            Phosphate            Potash            Fertilizer Waste   

				Extremely Acid — 4.5 pH                          30%                       23%                    33%                        71%

				Very Strong Acid — 5.0 pH                       53%                      34%                     52%                        54%

				Strongly Acid — 5.5 pH                             77%                       48%                    77%                        33%

				Medium Acid — 6.0 pH                              89%                       52%                  100%                       20%

				Neutral — 7.0 pH                                     100%                     100%                  100%                         0%

				Medium Alkalinity 7.5 pH                           97%                       95%                  100%                         2%

				Strongly Alkalinity 8.0 pH                           97%                       85%                  100%                        8%



				Conversely, the micronutrients iron, manganese, copper, zinc, and boron regress in efficiency as the pH increases above 6.5.  As alkalinity increases, the efficiency of all the above mentioned micronutrients decrease in proportion the soil pH.  In fact when the soil pH reaches 8, the chance of the plant root taking in micronutrients through mass flow is negligible.  However, sufficient amounts of micronutrients chelated with complex sugars or organic acids can easily supply the plant with sufficient amounts of micronutrients; absorbed through plant tissue.  Therefore, it’s my opinion that using elemental sulfur to reduce soil pH is completely unnecessary, and can potentially lead a deterioration of soil structure. 



				An acid is defined as an element that releases hydrogen ions (H+).  On the other hand, a base is defined as an element that releases hydroxyl ions (OH-). 



				All acids contain hydrogen, and the strength of the acid depends on the amount of hydrogen that is released from a molecule. Free hydrogen replaces calcium and magnesium on the soil exchange sites.  The more hydrogen held on the soil exchange sites, the greater the acidity of the soil. 



				Bases also contain hydrogen, as well as oxygen.  The base ion has a negative charge so it will not attach to soil exchange sites.  Bases flow freely through the soil solution and forms bonds with other molecules.  Although bases can form many different molecules when they are exposed to oxygen the OH- ion reacts rapidly with soil and atmospheric carbon dioxide to form the bicarbonate ion (OH- + CO2 =HCO-).



				Lowering Soil pH

				Sulfur is the element usually recommended for acidification. Theoretically, this is a sound practice. Sulfur applied to the soil is converted to sulfuric acid by soil microbes that lower pH. The problem is that in many soils, the amount of sulfur required to lower pH is so large that the process is impractical.



				Typically high pH soils are calcareous. Calcareous soils contain lime (calcium carbonate). This is the same lime used to raise the pH of acidic soils. In many soils, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is a part of the parent material from which the soil was formed. Soil scientists have found that as long as solid lime is present in the soil, it is not possible to decrease the pH. When sulfur is added to a calcareous soil, sulfuric acid is formed and some of the CaCO3 dissolves, but as long as CaCO3 remains in the soil, the pH cannot be permanently lowered. This resistance to change in pH is known as "buffering." It is very difficult to change the pH of a highly buffered soil.



				Temporary decreases of pH in highly buffered soils treated with sulfur are not unusual. However, the detrimental effects of excess sulfur on the plants usually outweigh any benefit from the slight pH decrease. Some sulfur is beneficial for plants, but if used in excess the sulfur will form excessive salts that can easily kill the plants that you are trying to help.



				Elemental sulfur 
Elemental sulfur is the most concentrated form of sulfur. However, it must be oxidized to the sulfate form before plants can use it. Elemental sulfur must be finely ground to particle sizes of 100 to 200 mesh to be oxidized and effective during the same growing season. 

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil temperatures are higher than 75 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil pH is higher than 6.6.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if the soil is saturated, or the saturation index is higher 45% water pore space.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if you need immediately available sulfur.
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pH-Good

















				Soil pH



				pH   7.21





				Optimum Soil pH

				At this time the pH in the soil is in the optimum range and no recommendations are needed.  The optimum pH range for turfgrass is 6.5 to 7.0.  However, if the soil pH is 7.0 100% of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium is available for plant uptake.  The effectiveness of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium remains at nearly 100% up to soil pH of 8.0.  Calcium, magnesium, and sulfur are also extremely available in the pH range of 6.5 to 8.0.  The chart below shows the efficiency of NPK as soil pH changes.  



				Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium Efficiency as Soil Acids Decrease		                

				Soil Acidity                                           Nitrogen            Phosphate            Potash            Fertilizer Waste   

				Extremely Acid — 4.5 pH                          30%                       23%                    33%                        71%

				Very Strong Acid — 5.0 pH                       53%                      34%                     52%                        54%

				Strongly Acid — 5.5 pH                             77%                       48%                    77%                        33%

				Medium Acid — 6.0 pH                              89%                       52%                  100%                       20%

				Neutral — 7.0 pH                                     100%                     100%                  100%                         0%

				Medium Alkalinity 7.5 pH                           97%                       95%                  100%                         2%

				Strongly Alkalinity 8.0 pH                           97%                       85%                  100%                         8%



				Conversely, the micronutrients iron, manganese, copper, zinc, and boron regress in efficiency as the pH increases above 6.5.  As alkalinity increases, the efficiency of all the above mentioned micronutrients decrease in proportion the soil pH.  In fact when the soil pH reaches 8, the chance of the plant root taking in micronutrients through mass flow is negligible.  However, sufficient amounts of micronutrients chelated with complex sugars or organic acids can easily supply the plant with sufficient amounts of micronutrients; absorbed through plant tissue.  Therefore, it’s my opinion that using elemental sulfur to reduce soil pH is completely unnecessary, and can potentially lead a deterioration of soil structure. 



				An acid is defined as an element that releases hydrogen ions (H+).  On the other hand, a base is defined as an element that releases hydroxyl ions (OH-). 



				All acids contain hydrogen, and the strength of the acid depends on the amount of hydrogen that is released from a molecule. Free hydrogen replaces calcium and magnesium on the soil exchange sites.  The more hydrogen held on the soil exchange sites, the greater the acidity of the soil. 



				Bases also contain hydrogen, as well as oxygen.  The base ion has a negative charge so it will not attach to soil exchange sites.  Bases flow freely through the soil solution and forms bonds with other molecules.  Although bases can form many different molecules when they are exposed to oxygen the OH- ion reacts rapidly with soil and atmospheric carbon dioxide to form the bicarbonate ion (OH- + CO2 =HCO-).



				Lowering Soil pH

				Sulfur is the element usually recommended for acidification. Theoretically, this is a sound practice. Sulfur applied to the soil is converted to sulfuric acid by soil microbes that lower pH. The problem is that in many soils, the amount of sulfur required to lower pH is so large that the process is impractical.



				Typically high pH soils are calcareous. Calcareous soils contain lime (calcium carbonate). This is the same lime used to raise the pH of acidic soils. In many soils, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is a part of the parent material from which the soil was formed. Soil scientists have found that as long as solid lime is present in the soil, it is not possible to decrease the pH. When sulfur is added to a calcareous soil, sulfuric acid is formed and some of the CaCO3 dissolves, but as long as CaCO3 remains in the soil, the pH cannot be permanently lowered. This resistance to change in pH is known as "buffering." It is very difficult to change the pH of a highly buffered soil.



				Temporary decreases of pH in highly buffered soils treated with sulfur are not unusual. However, the detrimental effects of excess sulfur on the plants usually outweigh any benefit from the slight pH decrease. Some sulfur is beneficial for plants, but if used in excess the sulfur will form excessive salts that can easily kill the plants that you are trying to help.



				Elemental sulfur 
Elemental sulfur is the most concentrated form of sulfur. However, it must be oxidized to the sulfate form before plants can use it. Elemental sulfur must be finely ground to particle sizes of 100 to 200 mesh to be oxidized and effective during the same growing season. 

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil temperatures are higher than 75 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil pH is higher than 6.6.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if the soil is saturated, or the saturation index is higher 45% water pore space.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if you need immediately available sulfur.
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pH-Lo

















				Soil pH



				pH   7.21





				Low Soil pH

				At this time the pH of the soil is low.  I strongly recommend that you apply lime to raise the soil pH.  In low pH soils (5.5 or lower) zinc, boron, iron, copper and manganese become soluble and immediately available for plant uptake while phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium and molybdenum are typically unavailable to the plant.  What is important to understand is when soil pH is lower than 5.5, these trace elements can become toxic if they are in excess and they will cause turf decline.  



				Both high and low pH can be amended with the use of elemental sulfur and dolomitic limestone, but usually only for short periods of time.  The major influencing factor on the soils pH typically comes from the water supply.  Check the irrigation pH, you can expect for the soil pH to be very close to that level.  If there is a significant difference in the soil pH in comparison to the water pH, it’s most likely due to poor soil structure. 



				The optimum pH range for turfgrass is 6.5 to 7.0.  However, if the soil pH is 7.0 100% of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium is available for plant uptake. The effectiveness of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium remains at near 100% up to soil pH of 8.0. Calcium, magnesium, and sulfur are also extremely available in the pH range of 6.5 to 8.0.   The chart below shows the efficiency of NPK as soil pH changes.  



				Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium Efficiency as Soil Acids Decrease

				Soil Acidity                                           Nitrogen            Phosphate            Potash            Fertilizer Waste   		                

				Extremely Acid — 4.5 pH                          30%                       23%                    33%                        71%

				Very Strong Acid — 5.0 pH                       53%                      34%                     52%                        54%

				Strongly Acid — 5.5 pH                             77%                       48%                    77%                        33%

				Medium Acid — 6.0 pH                             89%                       52%                  100%                       20%

				Neutral — 7.0 pH                                     100%                     100%                  100%                         0%

				Medium Alkalinity — 7.5 pH                       97%                       95%                  100%                         2%

				Strongly Alkalinity — 8.0 pH                       97%                       85%                  100%                         8%



				Conversely, the micronutrients iron, manganese, copper, zinc, and boron regress in efficiency as the pH increases above 6.5.  As alkalinity increases, the efficiency of all the above mentioned micronutrients decrease in proportion the soil pH.  In fact when the soil pH reaches 8, the chance of the plant root taking in micronutrients through mass flow is negligible.  However, sufficient amounts of micronutrients chelated with complex sugars or organic acids can easily supply the plant with sufficient amounts of micronutrients; absorbed through plant tissue.  Therefore, it’s my opinion that using elemental sulfur to reduce soil pH is completely unnecessary, and can potentially lead a deterioration of soil structure. 



				An acid is defined as an element that releases hydrogen ions (H+).  On the other hand, a base is defined as an element that releases hydroxyl ions (OH-). 



				All acids contain hydrogen, and the strength of the acid depends on the amount of hydrogen that is released from a molecule.  Free hydrogen replaces calcium and magnesium on the soil exchange sites.  The more hydrogen held on the soil exchange sites, the greater the acidity of the soil. 



				Bases also contain hydrogen, as well as oxygen.  The base ion has a negative charge so it will not attach to soil exchange sites.  Bases flow freely through the soil solution and forms bonds with other molecules.  Although bases can form many different molecules when they are exposed to oxygen, the OH- ion reacts rapidly with soil and atmospheric carbon dioxide to form the bicarbonate ion (OH- + CO2 =HCO-).



				Raising Soil pH

				Correcting soil acidity by the use of lime is the foundation of a good soil fertility program. Lime does more than just correct soil acidity. It also: 

				     ▪   Supplies essential plant nutrients, Ca and Mg, if dolomitic lime is used. 

				     ▪   Makes other essential nutrients more available.

				     ▪   Prevents elements such as Mn and Al from being toxic to plant growth. 



				Liming Materials

				Liming materials contain calcium and/or magnesium in various forms, which when dissolved, will neutralize soil acidity.  Not all materials containing calcium and magnesium are capable of reducing soil acidity.  For instance, gypsum (CaSO4) contains Ca in appreciable amounts, but does not reduce soil acidity.  Because it hydrolyzes in the soil, gypsum converts to a strong base and a strong acid.



				Calcium hydroxide is a strong base and rapidly ionizes to Ca++ and OH- ions.  The calcium ions replace absorbed H ions on the soil colloid and thereby neutralize soil acidity.  The carbonic acid formed (H2CO3) is a weak acid and partially ionizes to H+ and CO2-2 ions.  Therefore, the net effect is that more Ca than H ions are released in the soil, and consequently, soil acidity is neutralized. 



				Agricultural grade dolomite lime can take up to 5 years to completely decompose, making the process of raising pH very slow.  The most effective source of lime is finely ground and can pass through a 1000 mesh screen.  However, the finer the product, the more expensive the product will be.



				Fineness of Grinding is Important in Selecting Liming Materials

				Lime quality is measured by how effectively it neutralizes soil acidity.  This is determined largely by its chemical purity and size of particles.  The purity of lime is expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent (CCE).  This is a measure of how much of the material can react with the soil to neutralize acidity under ideal conditions compared to pure calcium carbonate.  Limestone should have a neutralizing value of at least 90 percent.  Even if the CCE of lime is satisfactory, it will not neutralize soil acidity unless the limestone is finely ground (500 to 1,000 mesh screen).  The Lime efficiency rating is arrived at by multiplying the calcium carbonate equivalent times the effective calcium carbonate content, which is based on the fineness of the liming material. 



				The amount of lime applied to raise soil pH is different on every soil type.  The amount to add depends on the cation exchange capacity of the soil, which is based on the soil’s clay content. Soil higher in clay will have a higher cation exchange capacity and will require more materials to raise the pH.



				A laboratory test called buffer index measures the responsiveness of the soil to lime applications. The soil test will give recommendations on application rates based on the buffer index rather than just the pH. Below is a general rule of thumb application for lime, with application rates to raise the pH to a desired level.



				Dolomite 22% Ca and 12% Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium carbonate.  The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium.  These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants.  Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less.  Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, or potassium.  Dolomite is also an excellent flushing product for reducing sodium levels in soil reserve, and sodium, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if the level of magnesium is high in soil reserve, or high in ratio to calcium.



				Calcitic Lime 36% Ca Carbonate

				Calcitic Lime is a limestone compound that contains calcium carbonate.  This element helps influence the pH of the soil and provides calcium to plants.  Calcitic lime can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less.  Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil.  Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, magnesium, or potassium.

				     ▪   Apply calcitic lime instead of dolomite if the levels of magnesium is high in soil reserve, or high in ratio to calcium.



				Lime application rates shown below are for dolomite limestone that is 90% pure and passes through a 500 mess screen. The organic matter level in the soil is roughly 2% or less.

				     ▪   In soils with organic matter that is 3 to 5%, you will need to increase the limestone application rates by 20%.

				     ▪   Individual applications to turf should not exceed 50 pounds of lime per 1,000 square feet or 2,150 pounds per acre.

				     ▪   Avoid using hydrated lime because it is hazardous to humans and turf.

				     ▪   Dolomite has a neutral pH of 7, and can never raise the pH above 7.



				Lime Application Rates to Raise Soil pH to Approximately 7.0 for Turf



				          Existing Soil pH                                                                                                                                         Lime Application Rate

				                                                                                                                              Sandy                                                     Loamy                                                 Clay

				               6.5 to 7.0                                                                                     5 lbs/M = 220 lbs/A                               7 lbs/M = 308 lbs/A                           15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                                                                                               

				               6.0 to 6.5                                                                                   10 lbs/M = 440 lbs/A                             15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                          25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A

				               5.5 to 6.0                                                                                   20 lbs/M = 880 lbs/A                             25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A                        35 lbs/M = 1540 lbs/A

				               5.0 to 5.5                                                                                   30 lbs/M = 1320 lbs/A                           40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                        50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A      

				               4.5 to 5.0                                                                                   40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                           55 lbs/M = 2420 lbs/A                        80 lbs/M = 3520 lbs/A

				               3.5 to 4.5                                                                                   50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A                           70 lbs/M = 3080 lbs/A                      100 lbs/M = 4400 lbs/A
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OrganicMatter





				Organic Matter Management

				Of all the components of soil, organic matter is the most essential; but conversely, the most obstructive and the most misunderstood.



				Organic matter provides a reservoir for nutrients, microorganisms, carbohydrates, organic compounds, and water. However, if organic matter becomes too dense, it can exhaust oxygen supplies and shelter anaerobic organisms, making it difficult to manage water and maintain turf.



				Acceptable levels and bulk density of organic matter in turf and farming are quite different.  Turfgrass managers are continually trying to prevent and remove organic matter accumulations. Ideal organic matter ranges in turf fall within the 1% to 2%. In contrast, farmers are customarily trying to find ways to add and increase organic matter accumulations. Ideal organic matter ranges in agriculture are generally as high as 10%.



				THERE ARE TWO EXPLANATIONS FOR THESE CONFLICTING MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHIES.



				1. Most crops have deep fibrous root systems (12 to 24 inches), whereas turf tends to have shallow non-fibrous root systems. Roots fracture soil, which produces air pours that hold more oxygen. Roots also secrete carbohydrates and organic compounds to feed organisms. Oxygen loving microorganisms generate life to soil: by exuding gums that coat soil particles, feed plants and other organisms; which in turn dramatically improve soil structure.  In soils with an abundance of oxygen, where plant roots are deep, and microbial activity is high; it takes a much higher percentage of organic matter to sustain the life of that soil.

				2. Farm fields are plowed as deep as 18 inches 1 to 4 times per year. On average turf fields are typically aerified at 4 inches deep 1 to 4 times per year.  The amount of oxygen and organic food for microbes added to farm soils each year, is substantially higher than turf.



				The only factor that limits or enhances microbial populations, is food and oxygen. After plowing a field there is so much microbial activity in the soil, due to the increase of oxygen and food, that the microbes consume organic matter faster than it can be replaced. In turf (especially greens) we remove a vast amount of microbial food, and only replace small amounts of oxygen at a shallow depth. Therefore, with turf management; organic matter has a tendency to build up faster than many managers remove.



				An acre of soil measured to a depth of 6 inches weighs approximately 2,000,000 pounds, which means that 1 percent organic matter in the soil would weigh about 20,000 pounds per acre. Remember that it takes at least 10 pounds of organic material to decompose to 1 pound of organic matter, so it takes at least 200,000 pounds (100 tons) of organic material applied or returned to the soil to add 1 percent stable organic matter under favorable conditions.



				Good management of organic matter not only includes adding enough to build a good reservoir of crop nutrients and to build good soil structure, it also includes monitoring what you are doing and not adding too much.



				Excessive organic matter in the upper 1 to 4 inches of the root zone profile can lead to rapid turf decline during stressful environmental periods.  Heavy organic matter hinders a Superintendent’s ability to control moisture levels in the root zone.  When a Superintendent loses the ability to wet and dry greens properly, any environmental stress such as: extreme temperature, excess precipitation, pest intrusions, or limited sunlight, amplifies the potential of turf decline.  Excessive organic matter also results in low soil oxygen, shallow rooting, high soil moisture content, decreased percolation, increased disease and pest activity.



				The optimum range for growing healthy turf is in the range of 0.8% to 1.5% organic matter.  The life expectancy of a green is increased significantly if organic matter can be maintained within the optimum range.  If organic matter accumulates more than the optimum range, the potential for turf decline will increase significantly each year, especially during periods of environmental stress.



				Expecting cultural practices to be the same every year is short sighted and a receipt for long term disaster. There are hundreds of factors that affect the rate in which a plant produces organic matter. Therefore, if a Superintendent is not allowed to adjust cultural practices to compensate for higher yields, soil structure will deteriorate. 



				The reality is, if a Superintendent loses ground for two or three seasons, the chance of him ever catching up is unlikely. 

				The reluctance to allow a Superintendent to implement effective cultural programs is understandable, but ill-advised. Golfers hate aerated greens because the putting surfaces can be impaired for a few weeks. General Managers, Golf Pro’s and Club Managers hate aerated greens because of the loss of revenue and because of a barrage of complaints from golfers.  I guess a club has to determine whether it’s more acceptable to spend large sums of money and be closed for an entire summer every 10 to 15 years, or is it more tolerable to inconvenience customers more frequently, and accept short term revenue loss.



				The most important factor in managing organic matter is oxygen.



				Oxygen encourages and enhances root growth, but more importantly it sustains and enhances aerobic populations of microbes. The one component that all healthy soils have in common is large healthy populations of diverse species of microorganisms.



				Many beneficial microbial species sole purpose in life is to decompose and mine the organic matter produced by plants. In healthy soils, plants and microbes have an interdependent relationship. Plants excrete waste through a metabolic process called respiration. This waste product feeds aerobic microbes. Microbes then mineralize the waste, returning life-sustaining nutrients sugars, organic acids, and plant growth hormones back to the plant for consumption. In the process, aerobic bacteria also secrete what is called microbial gums.  Microbial gums attach to soil particles, separating them and flocculation the soil.





























































































































































































OM-Hi

















				Organic Matter



				Organic Matter   1.1

				Saturation Index   40





				High

				At this time average organic matter accumulation in the soil is high.  This is an issue that will be an ongoing challenge for you because it has accumulated to a point that the current cultural practices are not reducing the level. Remediation is usually unsuccessful when organic matter has accumulated past 3%.  Aerobic bacteria have been replaced by anaerobic bacteria, so any natural decomposition of organic matter is negligible.  I recommend that you incorporate beneficial organisms deep into the soil profile either during aerification or with deep water flushes in order to reduce more organic matter that is being produced by the plant or you will need to intensify your cultural practices.



				If organic matter is allowed to accumulate, it will trigger a chain reaction of other physical factors that will prematurely shorten the life of the greens.  Therefore, it is imperative that organic matter management becomes a high priority.



				It has been known since the introduction of the new grass cultivars to the golf industry, that they are a vigorous organic matter producing species of grass.  Now that many of the original greens planted with new cultivars are aging, the consequence of that heavy organic matter accumulation is being realized by Superintendents.



				New grass cultivars have been around for about 30 years.  When these species of turf were first introduced to the industry, it was well known the major challenge for turf managers would be organic matter management. Agronomist knew from the moment these hybrids were propagated, that they produced much denser organic matter than any other species managed in the past.  I’m fairly confident that very few industry professionals genuinely understood the intensity of the cultural practices required to properly manage new cultivars. If turf managers truly understood the characteristics of these species, clubs would not be renovating greens every 10 to 15 years.



				The reality is, that new cultivars produce such a dense layer of organic matter, that they smoother themselves. Another fact is instead of clubs allowing Superintendents to increase the amount of cultural practices, they’ve required them to reduce aerification applications.



				Due to the aforementioned factors, and because countless Superintendents have lost jobs due to this physical condition of the soil; they have been forced to discover methods in order to keep the soil healthy.  Methods that were once considered extreme are now becoming the new normal.



				It wouldn’t be unusual for you to aerifiy as aggressively as possible every month that you are closed.  The only issue you may have is pulling up turf and separating the roots from the soil.  However, with frequent aerifications root development should be maximized.



				The Superintendents who have developed the most successful cultural programs are now purchasing 3 to 4 Pro Core aerifiers, so that they can solid tine aerify (venting) as frequently as once per week.  When venting greens, the strategy of changing tine diameter, spacing and length will be necessary to prevent a compacted pan layer. Researchers and managers have discovered that supplying a steady supply of oxygen through venting is more effective than organic removal alone.  I’m not advocating a program in which no organic matter is removed I’m simply suggesting modifications to the old established methods.



				Heavy vertical mowing is another key to organic matter management. Many Superintendents remove large amounts of organic material in the spring with equipment such as: Graden’s, Sisis’s and Mat-a-way’s.  This method removes a tremendous amount of organic matter from the top few inches of the soil and supplies a vast amount of oxygen without removing columns of soil.  The earlier in the spring that this application is made, the more aggressive one can be.  If a Superintendent is not allowed to use this tool until late spring or early summer, recovery may be unacceptably slow.



				As I’ve already mentioned, the most important factor in managing organic matter is oxygen.  Oxygen encourages and enhances root growth, but more importantly it sustains and enhances aerobic populations of microbes.  The one component that all healthy soils have in common is large healthy populations of diverse species of microorganisms.  The one component that all unproductive sterile soil have in common is large healthy populations of anaerobic microbes. 



				Most beneficial microbial species sole purpose in life is to decompose the organic matter produced by plants and then feed a processed food source back to the plants.  In healthy soils, plants and microbes have an interdependent relationship. Plants excrete waste through a metabolic process called respiration.  This waste product feeds aerobic microbes. Microbes then process the waste through their bodies, returning life-sustaining nutrients suc as sugars, organic acids, and plant growth hormones back to the plant for consumption.  In the process, aerobic bacteria also secrete what is called microbial gums.  Microbial gums attach to soil particles, separating them and flocculation the soil.



				Most anaerobic bacteria sole purpose in life is to kill anything that requires oxygen to live.  Once the soil population shifts from aerobic bacteria to anaerobic bacteria, it’s usually too late to remediate the situation. Therefore, time to rebuild greens.



				The first indication that soils are transforming into anaerobic soils, is when plant disease outbreaks become more frequent and reoccurring.  The next indication of the presence of anaerobic bacteria is when turf thins or dies.  The plants living space on the surface is replaced by black patches of algae.  Black algae (cyanobacteria), is the purest form of anaerobic bacteria as they consume oxygen to produce sulfuric acid.



				More and more Superintendents are beginning to inoculate soil with diverse species of living aerobic bacteria, plus plant sugars to feed and build those microbial populations.  Healthy populations of select species of bacteria will reduce organic matter, supply oxygen and flocculate soils.



				The optimum range for growing healthy turf is in the range of 0.8% to 1.4%.  The life expectancy of a green is increased significantly if organic matter can be maintained within the optimum range.  If organic matter accumulates more than the optimum range, the potential for turf decline will increase significantly each year, especially during periods of environmental stress.



				Expecting cultural practices to be the same every year is short sighted and a receipt for long term disaster. There are hundreds of factors that effect the rate in which a plant produces organic matter.  Above average rainfall and temperatures in the summer will yield heavy organic production for a number of reasons.  Warm winters can also produce higher than normal yields because the turf doesn’t stop growing.  Therefore, if a Superintendent isn’t allowed to adjust aerifications, deep vertical mowing and more top dressings to compensate for higher yields, soil structure will deteriorate.  The reality is, if a Superintendent loses ground for two to three seasons, the chance of him ever catching up is unlikely. 



				The reluctance to allow a Superintendent to implement effective cultural programs is understandable, but ill-advised.  Golfers hate when Superintendents aerify because the putting surfaces can be impaired for a few weeks.  General Managers, Golf Pro’s and Club Managers hate when Superintendents aerify because of the loss of revenue and because of a barrage of complaints from golfers.  I guess a club has to determine whether it’s more acceptable to spend large sums of money and be closed for an entire summer every 10 to 15 years, or is it more tolerable to inconvenience customers more frequently, and accept short term revenue loss.



				Excessive organic matter in the upper 1 to 4 inches of the root zone profile can lead to rapid turf decline during stressful environmental periods.  Heavy organic matter hinders a Superintendent’s ability to control moisture levels in the root zone.  When a Superintendent loses the ability to wet and dry greens properly, any environmental stress such as: extreme temperature, excess precipitation, pest intrusions, or limited sunlight, amplifies the potential of turf decline.  Excessive organic matter also results in low soil oxygen, shallow rooting, high soil moisture content, decreased percolation, increased disease and pest activity.

				  

				Keep in mind, heavy accumulations of organic matter naturally produces more mineralized nitrogen from decomposition and less nitrification due to a reduced amount of oxygen.  This cause and effect accelerates organic accumulation, and reduces plant health.  Therefore, removing 25% organic matter through normal cultural practices will be insufficient at reducing the necessary amount of organic matter.
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OM-Good

















				Organic Matter



				Organic Matter   1.1

				Saturation Index   40





				Optimum

				At this time the average organic matter accumulation on the greens is in the optimum range and no recommendations are needed.  



				If organic matter is allowed to accumulate, it will trigger a chain reaction of other physical factors that will prematurely shorten the life of the greens.  Therefore, it is imperative that organic management becomes a high priority.



				It has been known since the introduction of the new grass cultivars to the golf industry, that it’s a vigorous organic matter producing species of grass.  Now that many of the original greens planted with new cultivars are aging, the consequence of that heavy organic matter accumulation is being realized by Superintendents.



				New grass cultivars has been around for about 30 years.  When these species of turf were first introduced to the industry, it was well known the major challenge for turf managers would be organic matter management. Agronomist knew from the moment these hybrids were propagated, that they produced much denser organic matter than any other species managed in the past.  I’m fairly confident that very few industry professionals genuinely understood the intensity of the cultural practices required to properly manage new cultivars. If turf managers truly understood the characteristics of the species, clubs would not be renovating greens every 10 to 15 years.



				The reality is, that new cultivars produce such a dense layer of organic matter, that they smoother themselves. Another fact is instead of clubs allowing Superintendents to increase the amount of cultural practices, they’ve required them to reduce aerification applications.



				Due to the aforementioned factors, and because countless Superintendents have lost jobs due to this physical condition of the soil; they have been forced to discover methods in order to keep the soil healthy.  Methods that were once considered extreme are now becoming the new normal.



				It wouldn’t be unusual for you to aerifiy as aggressively as possible every month that you are closed.  The only issue you may have is pulling up turf and separating the roots from the soil.  However, with frequent aerifications root development should be maximized.



				The Superintendents who have developed the most successful cultural programs are now purchasing 3 to 4 Pro Core aerifiers, so that they can solid tine aerify (venting) as frequently as once per week.  When venting greens, the strategy of changing tine diameter, spacing and length will be necessary to prevent a compacted pan layer. Researchers and managers have discovered that supplying a steady supply of oxygen through venting is more effective than organic removal alone.  I’m not advocating a program in which no organic matter is removed I’m simply suggesting modifications to the old established methods.



				Heavy vertical mowing is another key to organic matter management. Many Superintendents remove large amounts of organic material in the spring with equipment such as: Graden’s, Sisis’s and Mat-a-way’s.  This method removes a tremendous amount of organic matter from the top few inches of the soil and supplies a vast amount of oxygen without removing columns of soil.  The earlier in the spring that this application is made, the more aggressive one can be.  If a Superintendent is not allowed to use this tool until late spring or early summer, recovery may be unacceptably slow.



				As I’ve already mentioned, the most important factor in managing organic matter is oxygen.  Oxygen encourages and enhances root growth, but more importantly it sustains and enhances aerobic populations of microbes.  The one component that all healthy soils have in common is large healthy populations of diverse species of microorganisms.  The one component that all unproductive sterile soil have in common is large healthy populations of anaerobic microbes. 



				Most beneficial microbial species sole purpose in life is to decompose the organic matter produced by plants and then feed a processed food source back to the plants.  In healthy soils, plants and microbes have an interdependent relationship. Plants excrete waste through a metabolic process called respiration.  This waste product feeds aerobic microbes. Microbes then process the waste through their bodies, returning life-sustaining nutrients such as sugars, organic acids, and plant growth hormones back to the plant for consumption.  In the process, aerobic bacteria also secrete what is called microbial gums.  Microbial gums attach to soil particles, separating them and flocculation the soil.



				Most anaerobic bacteria sole purpose in life is to kill anything that requires oxygen to live.  Once the soil population shifts from aerobic bacteria to anaerobic bacteria, it’s usually too late to remediate the situation. Therefore, time to rebuild greens.



				The first indication that soils are transforming into anaerobic soils, is when plant disease outbreaks become more frequent and reoccurring.  The next indication of the presence of anaerobic bacteria is when turf thins or dies.  The plants living space on the surface is replaced by black patches of algae.  Black algae (cyanobacteria), is the purest form of anaerobic bacteria as they consume oxygen to produce sulfuric acid.



				More and more Superintendents are beginning to inoculate soil with diverse species of living aerobic bacteria, plus plant sugars to feed and build those microbial populations.  Healthy populations of select species of bacteria will reduce organic matter, supply oxygen and flocculate soils.



				The optimum range for growing healthy turf is in the range of 0.8% to 1.4%.  The life expectancy of a green is increased significantly if organic matter can be maintained within the optimum range.  If organic matter accumulates more than the optimum range, the potential for turf decline will increase significantly each year, especially during periods of environmental stress.



				Expecting cultural practices to be the same every year is short sighted and a receipt for long term disaster. There are hundreds of factors that affect the rate in which a plant produces organic matter.  Above average rainfall and temperatures in the summer will yield heavy organic production for a number of reasons.  Warm winters can also produce higher than normal yields because the turf doesn’t stop growing.  Therefore, if a Superintendent isn’t allowed to adjust aerifications, deep vertical mowing and more top dressings to compensate for higher yields, soil structure will deteriorate.  The reality is, if a Superintendent loses ground for two or three seasons, the chance of him ever catching up is unlikely. 



				The reluctance to allow a Superintendent to implement effective cultural programs is understandable, but ill-advised.  Golfers hate when Superintendents aerify because the putting surfaces can be impaired for a few weeks.  General Managers, Golf Pro’s and Club Managers hate when Superintendents aerify because of the loss of revenue and because of a barrage of complaints from golfers.  I guess a club has to determine whether it’s more acceptable to spend large sums of money and be closed for an entire summer every 10 to 15 years, or is it more tolerable to inconvenience customers more frequently, and accept short term revenue loss.



				Excessive organic matter in the upper 1 to 4 inches of the root zone profile can lead to rapid turf decline during stressful environmental periods.  Heavy organic matter hinders a Superintendent’s ability to control moisture levels in the root zone.  When a Superintendent loses the ability to wet and dry greens properly, any environmental stress such as: extreme temperature, excess precipitation, pest intrusions, or limited sunlight, amplifies the potential of turf decline.  Excessive organic matter also results in low soil oxygen, shallow rooting, high soil moisture content, decreased percolation, increased disease and pest activity.

				  

				Keep in mind, heavy accumulations of organic matter naturally produces more mineralized nitrogen from decomposition and less nitrification due to a reduced amount of oxygen.  This cause and effect accelerates organic accumulation, and reduces plant health.  Therefore, removing 25% organic matter through normal cultural practices will be insufficient at reducing the necessary amount of organic matter.
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				Organic Matter



				Organic Matter   1.1

				Saturation Index   40





				Low

				The organic matter on the soil tested is well within the optimum range. The objective now will be to keep the organic matter from accumulating to an unmanageable level.  Organic matter and the Saturation Index are the two main factors that affect the longevity of the greens.  Cultural practices intended to extract organic matter and supply oxygen to the entire soil profile will be significant in the durability and life span of the greens.  



				If organic matter is allowed to accumulate, it will trigger a chain reaction of other physical factors that will prematurely shorten the life of the greens.  Therefore, it is imperative that organic management becomes a high priority.



				It has been known since the introduction of the new grass cultivars to the golf industry, that it’s a vigorous organic matter producing species of grass.  Now that many of the original greens planted with new cultivars are aging, the consequence of that heavy organic matter accumulation is being realized by Superintendents.



				New grass cultivars have been around for about 30 years.  When these species of turf were first introduced to the industry, it was well known the major challenge for turf managers would be organic matter management. Agronomist knew from the moment these hybrids were propagated, that they produced much denser organic matter than any other species managed in the past.  I’m fairly confident that very few industry professionals genuinely understood the intensity of the cultural practices required to properly manage new cultivars. If turf managers truly understood the characteristics of the species, clubs would not be renovating greens every 10 to 15 years.



				The reality is, that new cultivars produce such a dense layer of organic matter, that they smoother themselves. Another fact is that instead of clubs allowing Superintendents to increase the amount of cultural practices, they’ve required them to reduce aerification applications.



				Due to the aforementioned factors, and because countless Superintendents have lost jobs due to this physical condition of the soil; they have been forced to discover methods in order to keep the soil healthy.  Methods that were once considered extreme are now becoming the new normal.



				It wouldn’t be unusual for you to aerifiy as aggressively as possible every month that you are closed.  The only issue you may have is pulling up turf and separating the roots from the soil.  However, with frequent aerifications root development should be maximized.



				The Superintendents who have developed the most successful cultural programs are now purchasing 3 to 4 Pro Core aerifiers, so that they can solid tine aerify (venting) as frequently as once per week.  When venting greens, the strategy of changing tine diameter, spacing and length will be necessary to prevent a compacted pan layer. Researchers and managers have discovered that supplying a steady supply of oxygen through venting is more effective than organic removal alone.  I’m not advocating a program in which no organic matter is removed I’m simply suggesting modifications to the old established methods.



				Heavy vertical mowing is another key to organic matter management. Many Superintendents remove large amounts of organic material in the spring with equipment such as: Graden’s, Sisis’s and Mat-a-way’s.  This method removes a tremendous amount of organic matter from the top few inches of the soil and supplies a vast amount of oxygen without removing columns of soil.  The earlier in the spring that this application is made, the more aggressive one can be.  If a Superintendent is not allowed to use this tool until late spring or early summer, recovery may be unacceptably slow.



				As I’ve already mentioned, the most important factor in managing organic matter is oxygen.  Oxygen encourages and enhances root growth, but more importantly it sustains and enhances aerobic populations of microbes.  The one component that all healthy soils have in common is large healthy populations of diverse species of microorganisms.  The one component that all unproductive sterile soil have in common is large healthy populations of anaerobic microbes. 



				Most beneficial microbial species sole purpose in life is to decompose the organic matter produced by plants and then feed a processed food source back to the plants.  In healthy soils, plants and microbes have an interdependent relationship. Plants excrete waste through a metabolic process called respiration.  This waste product feeds aerobic microbes. Microbes then process the waste through their bodies, returning life-sustaining nutrients suc as sugars, organic acids, and plant growth hormones back to the plant for consumption.  In the process, aerobic bacteria also secrete what is called microbial gums.  Microbial gums attach to soil particles, separating them and flocculation the soil.



				Most anaerobic bacteria sole purpose in life is to kill anything that requires oxygen to live.  Once the soil population shifts from aerobic bacteria to anaerobic bacteria, it’s usually too late to remediate the situation. Therefore, time to rebuild greens.



				The first indication that soils are transforming into anaerobic soils, is when plant disease outbreaks become more frequent and reoccurring.  The next indication of the presence of anaerobic bacteria is when turf thins or dies.  The plants living space on the surface is replaced by black patches of algae.  Black algae (cyanobacteria), is the purest form of anaerobic bacteria as they consume oxygen to produce sulfuric acid.



				More and more Superintendents are beginning to inoculate soil with diverse species of living aerobic bacteria, plus plant sugars to feed and build those microbial populations.  Healthy populations of select species of bacteria will reduce organic matter, supply oxygen and flocculate soils.



				The optimum range for growing healthy turf is in the range of 0.8% to 1.4%.  The life expectancy of a green is increased significantly if organic matter can be maintained within the optimum range.  If organic matter accumulates more than the optimum range, the potential for turf decline will increase significantly each year, especially during periods of environmental stress.



				Expecting cultural practices to be the same every year is short sighted and a receipt for long term disaster. There are hundreds of factors that affect the rate in which a plant produces organic matter.  Above average rainfall and temperatures in the summer will yield heavy organic production for a number of reasons.  Warm winters can also produce higher than normal yields because the turf doesn’t stop growing.  Therefore, if a Superintendent isn’t allowed to adjust aerifications, deep vertical mowing and more top dressings to compensate for higher yields, soil structure will deteriorate.  The reality is, if a Superintendent loses ground for two or three seasons, the chance of him ever catching up is unlikely. 



				The reluctance to allow a Superintendent to implement effective cultural programs is understandable, but ill-advised.  Golfers hate when Superintendents aerify because the putting surfaces can be impaired for a few weeks.  General Managers, Golf Pro’s and Club Managers hate when Superintendents aerify because of the loss of revenue and because of a barrage of complaints from golfers.  I guess a club has to determine whether it’s more acceptable to spend large sums of money and be closed for an entire summer every 10 to 15 years, or is it more tolerable to inconvenience customers more frequently, and accept short term revenue loss.



				Excessive organic matter in the upper 1 to 4 inches of the root zone profile can lead to rapid turf decline during stressful environmental periods.  Heavy organic matter hinders a Superintendent’s ability to control moisture levels in the root zone.  When a Superintendent loses the ability to wet and dry greens properly, any environmental stress such as: extreme temperature, excess precipitation, pest intrusions, or limited sunlight, amplifies the potential of turf decline.  Excessive organic matter also results in low soil oxygen, shallow rooting, high soil moisture content, decreased percolation, increased disease and pest activity.

				  

				Keep in mind, heavy accumulations of organic matter naturally produces more mineralized nitrogen from decomposition and less nitrification due to a reduced amount of oxygen.  This cause and effect accelerates organic accumulation, and reduces plant health.  Therefore, removing 25% organic matter through normal cultural practices will be insufficient at reducing the necessary amount of organic matter.
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CEC-Hi

















				CEC



				CEC   3.5





				High

				The organic matter in the soil tested is high. Unfortunately when the CEC is high, typically other physical factors such as organic matter, water percolation, and saturation index are also excessive. Check the level of organic matter and the saturation index.  If one or both are high, you will need to intensify your cultural programs to slowly reduce the CEC. If they are both within the optimum range, then count your blessings.
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CEC-Good

















				CEC



				CEC   3.5





				Optimum

				The organic matter in the soil tested is in the optimum range and consequently the CEC is in the optimum range as well.  Typically other physical factors such as organic matter, water percolation, and saturation index contirbute to the CEC so it is necessary to check the level of organic matter and the saturation index.  If one or both are high, you will need to intensify your cultural programs to slowly reduce or maintain the CEC. If they are both within the optimum range, then count your blessings.
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CEC-Lo

















				CEC



				CEC   3.5





				Low

				At this time CEC of the soil is low.  However, CEC is rarely high in sandy soils.  Unfortunately when the CEC of sandy soil approaches what is considered optimum, typically the organic matter has accumulated to a point in which turf is difficult to manage. Fortunately there are ways to raise the holding capacity of sandy soils without accumulation organic matter.



				          Inorganic amendments have the highest potential to increase CEC without building organic matter. Inorganic amendments can also improve poor soil structure,
          because they retain large pockets of oxygen. Inorganic amendments also holds and releases cations especially potassium and ammonium nitrogen. During 
          period of drought inorganic amendments also retains water longer than mineral soils. 



				         Worm castings are an excellent source of digestible organic matter that creates holding space for cations.  Worm castings pose no threat of burning turf, and 
         help to feed and elevate microbial populations in the soil. The quality of worm castings is dependent on the food source consumed by the worms. The best 
         sources of worm castings come from worms that digest organic nutrients, vitamins, and enzymes.  Eventually all the applied castings will be digested by 
         microorganisms;  therefore contiguous applications will be required to sustain a desired level.  



				         Organic acids are complex chains of molecules that have a negative charge.  When in the soil, positive charged ions attach to the exposed negative charged ion
         at the end of the chain.  When a positive charged ion attaches to the organic chain, the molecule breaks away and will remain in the root zone until it is taken up
         by the plant or leached away.
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SI-Hi

















				SATURATION INDEX



				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				High

				At this time the saturation index is high.  I recommend taking immediate actions to improve the oxygen levels in the soil. If nothing is done to improve the saturation index, the potential for turf loss is high.



				Saturation index is a measurement of how fast water perks through the soil, and more importantly the ratio between air holding pore space (macropores) and water holding pore space (micropores).  The higher the water pore percentage the more serious the problem is. 



				Water pore space Less than 30%:  Difficult to hold and apply enough water to plant roots.



				Water pore space 30% to 40%:  Ideal water pores to air pores ratio.



				Water pore space 41% to 50%:  A developing problem that requires intensification in cultural practices.



				Water pore space higher than 50%:  Significant problem that will require remediation or reconstruction.



				Initially when golfing surfaces are built, there is an insufficient amount of organic matter for the soil to store enough water and nutrients to support plant growth, that is without significant inputs from man.  As turf surfaces mature, the plants naturally produce organic matter to support the biological organisms living in the soil.  Inputs from man such as frequent low mowing, chemical applications, compaction, and over applied water and fertilizer, have a detrimental influence on both plants and synergetic microorganisms. Microorganisms not only feed and protect plants; they also create macropores by exuding microbial gums that separate soil particle.  A reduction in soil organisms means a reduction in the amount of oxygen held in the soil.  Ironically, the precision maintenance practices that are required to produce a superior playing surface are also the procedures that diminish soil structure. 



				The proof of that concept is displayed on each distinctive surface on the golf course.  Greens require more cultural practices, because there is daily inputs.  Roughs require less cultural practice because, inputs are typically weekly.  Left alone turfgrass would thrive without a single input from man, but then again it’s pretty hard to putt on 6 inch tall grass. 



				As the levels of oxygen decrease, the amount of organic matter production increases. It’s imperative that your cultural practices remove at least the amount of organic matter that the plants produced the previous year. If the ratio of water pores and the level of organic matter are allowed to accumulate to an excessive level, plant health will progressively deteriorate in direct relationship to the soil structure.  



				The only way to improve the saturation index is to improve the structure of the soil. Several cultural practices are intended to improve soil structure: aerification, adding amendments, supplying oxygen, or a combination of all three.  



				Aerification

				95% of the Golf Course Superintendents in the world strategically create air space by removing plant produced organic matter, by way of mechanical core aerification. However, if less organic matter is removed then the plant produces; the soil will begin to lose oxygen accelerating organic production by the plant. 



				If the saturation index or organic matter is no longer in the optimum range despite your cultural practices; then it’s time to either intensify your existing practices, or prepare the membership for renovations.



				Improving the oxygen holding capacity of the soil or maintaining an already ideal balance, may be as simple as increasing the number of core aerifications, frequent solid tine venting, or deep water flushing. But, if water pore space and or organic matter are too excessive; you will need to take more drastic actions.  Renovation type procedures like deep tine aerifications, sand injections, deep drill and fill, or deep air injections.  However, even these intense procedures can take years to remediate poor soil structure.  It may be more realistic to strip the organic matter off, fill with new rootzone mix, and re-grass. 

				 

				Flushing of soils provides oxygen to the entire soil profile and allows you to better manage the moisture levels.  Venting provides oxygen directly into the rootzone.  Once a Superintendent loses the ability to control the moisture, obstacles such as disease, algae and decline will compromise the quality of the turf.  Saturated soils and the problems associated with saturation are intensified in the winter, because water evaporation from the soil and transpiration through the plant are minimal.



				I strongly recommend monitoring the physical structure of the soil a minimum of once per year for cool season turf and twice per year with warm season turf.  Protecting soil structure is much more effective than correcting it.
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SI-Good

















				SATURATION INDEX



				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Optimum

				At this time the saturation index is in the optimum range and no recommendations are needed.



				Saturation index is a measurement of how fast water perks through the soil, and more importantly the ratio between air holding pore space (macropores) and water holding pore space (micropores).  The higher the water pore percentage the more serious the problem is. 



				Water pore space Less than 30%:  Difficult to hold and apply enough water to plant roots.



				Water pore space 30% to 40%:  Ideal water pores to air pores ratio.



				Water pore space 41% to 50%:  A developing problem that requires intensification in cultural practices.



				Water pore space higher than 50%:  Significant problem that will require remediation or reconstruction.



				Initially when golfing surfaces are built, there is an insufficient amount of organic matter for the soil to store enough water and nutrients to support plant growth, that is without significant inputs from man.  As turf surfaces mature, the plants naturally produce organic matter to support the biological organisms living in the soil.  Inputs from man such as frequent low mowing, chemical applications, compaction, and over applied water and fertilizer, have a detrimental influence on both plants and synergetic microorganisms. Microorganisms not only feed and protect plants; they also create macropores by exuding microbial gums that separate soil particle.  A reduction in soil organisms means a reduction in the amount of oxygen held in the soil.  Ironically, the precision maintenance practices that are required to produce a superior playing surface are also the procedures that diminish soil structure. 



				The proof of that concept is displayed on each distinctive surface on the golf course.  Greens require more cultural practices, because there is daily inputs.  Roughs require less cultural practice because, inputs are typically weekly.  Left alone turfgrass would thrive without a single imputes from man, but then again it’s pretty hard to putt on 6 inch tall grass. 



				As the levels of oxygen decrease, the amount of organic matter production increases. It’s imperative that your cultural practices remove at least the amount of organic matter that the plants produced the previous year. If the ratio of water pores and the level of organic matter are allowed to accumulate to an excessive level, plant health will progressively deteriorate in direct relationship to the soil structure.  



				The only way to improve the saturation index is to improve the structure of the soil. Several cultural practices are intended to improve soil structure: aerification, adding amendments, supplying oxygen, or a combination of all three.  



				Aerification

				95% of the Golf Course Superintendents in the world strategically create air space by removing plant produced organic matter, by way of mechanical core aerification. However, if less organic matter is removed then the plant produces; the soil will begin to lose oxygen accelerating organic production by the plant. 



				If the saturation index or organic matter is no longer in the optimum range despite your cultural practices; then it’s time to either intensify your existing practices, or prepare the membership for renovations.



				Improving the oxygen holding capacity of the soil or maintaining an already ideal balance, may be as simple as increasing the number of core aerifications, frequent solid tine venting, or deep water flushing. But, if water pore space and or organic matter are too excessive; you will need to take more drastic actions.  Renovation type procedures like deep tine aerifications, sand injections, deep drill and fill, or deep air injections.  However, even these intense procedures can take years to remediate poor soil structure.  It may be more realistic to strip the organic matter off, fill with new rootzone mix, and re-grass. 

				 

				Flushing of soils provides oxygen to the entire soil profile and allows you to better manage the moisture levels.  Venting provides oxygen directly into the rootzone.  Once a Superintendent loses the ability to control the moisture, obstacles such as disease, algae and decline will compromise the quality of the turf.  Saturated soils and the problems associated with saturation are intensified in the winter, because water evaporation from the soil and transpiration through the plant are minimal.



				I strongly recommend monitoring the physical structure of the soil a minimum of once per year for cool season turf and twice per year with warm season turf.  Protecting soil structure is much more effective than correcting it.
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SI-Lo

















				SATURATION INDEX



				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Low

				At This time the saturation index is low. However managing soil structure and oxygen content in the soil is the most significant factor to assure soil and plant health.  Constant monitoring of saturation index and making the necessary adjustments to your cultural practices to maintain a high level of oxygen will be substantial to the life span of the greens.



				Saturation index is a measurement of how fast water perks through the soil, and more importantly the ratio between air holding pore space (macropores) and water holding pore space (micropores).  The higher the water pore percentage the more serious the problem is. 



				Water pore space Less than 30%:  Difficult to hold and apply enough water to plant roots.



				Water pore space 30% to 40%:  Ideal water pores to air pores ratio.



				Water pore space 41% to 50%:  A developing problem that requires intensification in cultural practices.



				Water pore space higher than 50%:  Significant problem that will require remediation or reconstruction.



				Initially when golfing surfaces are built, there is an insufficient amount of organic matter for the soil to store enough water and nutrients to support plant growth, that is without significant inputs from man.  As turf surfaces mature, the plants naturally produce organic matter to support the biological organisms living in the soil.  Inputs from man such as frequent low mowing, chemical applications, compaction, and over applied water and fertilizer, have a detrimental influence on both plants and synergetic microorganisms. Microorganisms not only feed and protect plants; they also create macropores by exuding microbial gums that separate soil particle.  A reduction in soil organisms means a reduction in the amount of oxygen held in the soil.  Ironically, the precision maintenance practices that are required to produce a superior playing surface are also the procedures that diminish soil structure. 



				The proof of that concept is displayed on each distinctive surface on the golf course.  Greens require more cultural practices, because there is daily inputs.  Roughs require less cultural practice because, inputs are typically weekly.  Left alone turfgrass would thrive without a single imputes from man, but then again it’s pretty hard to putt on 6 inch tall grass. 



				As the levels of oxygen decrease, the amount of organic matter production increases. It’s imperative that your cultural practices remove at least the amount of organic matter that the plants produced the previous year. If the ratio of water pores and the level of organic matter are allowed to accumulate to an excessive level, plant health will progressively deteriorate in direct relationship to the soil structure.  



				The only way to improve the saturation index is to improve the structure of the soil. Several cultural practices are intended to improve soil structure: aerification, adding amendments, supplying oxygen, or a combination of all three.  



				Aerification

				95% of the Golf Course Superintendents in the world strategically create air space by removing plant produced organic matter, by way of mechanical core aerification. However, if less organic matter is removed then the plant produces; the soil will begin to lose oxygen accelerating organic production by the plant. 



				If the saturation index or organic matter is no longer in the optimum range despite your cultural practices; then it’s time to either intensify your existing practices, or prepare the membership for renovations.



				Improving the oxygen holding capacity of the soil or maintaining an already ideal balance, may be as simple as increasing the number of core aerifications, frequent solid tine venting, or deep water flushing. But, if water pore space and or organic matter are too excessive; you will need to take more drastic actions.  Renovation type procedures like deep tine aerifications, sand injections, deep drill and fill, or deep air injections.  However, even these intense procedures can take years to remediate poor soil structure.  It may be more realistic to strip the organic matter off, fill with new rootzone mix, and re-grass. 

				 

				Flushing of soils provides oxygen to the entire soil profile and allows you to better manage the moisture levels.  Venting provides oxygen directly into the rootzone.  Once a Superintendent loses the ability to control the moisture, obstacles such as disease, algae and decline will compromise the quality of the turf.  Saturated soils and the problems associated with saturation are intensified in the winter, because water evaporation from the soil and transpiration through the plant are minimal.



				I strongly recommend monitoring the physical structure of the soil a minimum of once per year for cool season turf and twice per year with warm season turf.  Protecting soil structure is much more effective than correcting it.
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Nitrogen

				Nitrogen









				“USE ME DON’T ABUSE ME”



				Environmental pressure and golfers’ expectations have fostered the need for Superintendents to have a comprehensive understanding of nitrogen’s function within the plant, as well as its precise management.  



				I know most Superintendents are very responsible with the use of fertilizers and chemicals, but many home owners and other less qualified individuals aren’t. Unfortunately, the waters of the world are environmentally impacted by others’ lack of experience in applying nitrogen. That impact should be of great concern to you. 



				If some environmental groups had their way, they would completely prohibit the use of nitrogen on golf courses. You can bet that some environmental groups have already approached our legislators with such demands. The industry doesn’t need the fate of nitrogen fertilization to be used as a negotiating tool by legislators. 



				I’m not here to argue about whether or not nitrogen is polluting the Earth’s water as that is above my level of expertise.  What I am here to advocate for is the need to continuously improve your knowledge, and to encourage you to make it your mission to use all fertilizers and chemicals as responsibly and efficiently as possible. Superior knowledge and professionalism give you the ability to shield the golf industry against unjustifiable allegations regarding the improper use of nitrogen.



				The increasing demands on part of our Golfers has led to the need for precise nitrogen management. Golfers continue to ask for faster, smoother, and more playable greens. Unfortunately, it’s not uncommon for your job security to be based on your ability to provide those conditions without damaging your plant’s health. As all of us know that’s not an easy goal to achieve. The only way to keep the turf health and give the golfers what they want is through precession management.  



				Low nitrogen levels can cause poor root growth, which in turn will cause insignificant uptake of water and nutrients. Lack of nitrogen can also lead to poor color, thinning turf, poor disease resistance, and intensified environmental stress. Put more simply: if you under apply nitrogen your turf will become sickly and probably die. 



				Over application of nitrogen to manicured turf can also cause life-threatening disease, major deficiencies of other nutrients, environmental stress, and a lot of sleepless nights for Superintendents. Therefore, it’s crucial that nitrogen is managed accurately. 



				I’ve always believed no matter how good a person is at their job, there’s always room for improvement. So how do you get better at managing nitrogen usage? Here is what you must own in order to assure you’re doing your best.



				1.     Monitor the plant’s need for nitrogen at all stages of growth. 

				2.     Monitor nitrogen uptake and ingestion in the plant. 

				3.     Monitor plant health in relation to nitrogen levels in the plant during all growth stages.

				4.     Monitor nitrogen’s effect on the uptake of other nutrients.

				5.     Monitor nitrogen loss from the soil.

				6.     Monitor nitrogen loss from the plant.

				7.     Monitor nitrogen levels in the soil.

				8.     Monitor nitrogen levels in the irrigation source.

				9.     Determine how much nitrogen is released from soil organic matter

				10.   Determine the ideal level of nitrogen in the plant, and only apply when levels are less than ideal.

				11.   Have a complete understanding of the functions of nitrogen in a plant.

				12.   Apply the most efficient source of nitrogen.

				13.   Apply nitrogen at the lowest rate necessary.

				14.   Monitor weather conditions before scheduling any nitrogen application.



				That all makes sense, right? So, how do you determine when to apply nitrogen? That’s simple! Conduct water, soil, and plant tissue testing; along with the translation of all that data.  By understanding where the N comes from, the levels of N in water and soil available for plant consumption, what source of N is present in the soil, how much N is in the plant, and how heathy the plant is, you will help to increase your expertise and efficiency. 



				Now the real question: Do you have the time to sift through all the data to determine exactly when and how much nitrogen to apply?  Probably not. If you’re like most Superintendents, your plate is already full. However, that’s what Turf Dietitian is here for – that’s what we specialize in! Our goal is to be part of your team and assist you in making the most efficient and effective decisions for your nutrient management programs.



				Choosing the Most Efficient Sources of Nitrogen 

				The application of the correct source is a critical component to any efficient nitrogen management program. Applying the same source of nitrogen for every application because it’s worked in the past can prove to be wasteful and can cause imbalances of other plant nutrients, which in turn can diminish plant health.



				Depending on factors such as mineralization, volatilization, nitrification, and denitrification, the form of nitrogen in your soil can change frequently.  Weather has an enormous impact on the fate and the transformation of nitrogen in the soil.  Unless you have a crystal ball, the only way I know to identify the amount and structure of nitrogen in the soil is to have soil reserve and soil solution tested at least 4 times per year in the south and 3 times per year in the north. (Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter for warm season grasses).



				You’ve all seen the chart that shows if a nutrient is a cation or anion. You also know that nitrogen is both and is taken into the plant as an anion (NO3-) and cation (NH4+). Not only is proper nitrogen management dependent on the NO3 to NH4 ratio, but also total nutrient management. 



				Why is the ratio between NO3 and NH4 so important to nutrient management and plant health?  Because even in this day, crowded with designer nutritional products, the most effective way to carry nutrients into the plant is with nitrogen. Cations attach to NO3 and anions attach to NH4, because opposite charges attract. Given that the plant requires large amounts of nitrogen, it will collect all it can through the mass flow of nutrients located in the soil solution. When the nitrogen goes into the plant, the nutrient that is attached goes along with it.



				In reading many articles on this subject, the best I can determine is that ideal NO3 to NH4 ratio in turf is 3 to 1.  Why? Because cations are used by the plant in a higher quantity (about 3 to 1) to complete all its metabolic functions.  If NH4 is high in soil solution it is likely the plant will not take in enough cations.  Conversely, if the NO3 is high in solution, the plant most likely will not take in enough anions. 



				Nitrogen Facts





















				Nitrogen (N) is the key component for growing and sustaining the turf and plants on your property. This essential nutrient makes up the core element of most plant structures and the internal and external metabolic processes. So, what does this mean for your golf course? The turf on your golf course can’t live without nitrogen. 



				Plants have one purpose on this Earth, to produce proteins and oxygen so that animal life to exist. Nitrogen is responsible for almost every process that converts light energy into plant proteins.   



				Known as the backbone for plants, nitrogen ensures that your plants experience strong and healthy growth. Nitrogen is the nutrient that is used most by all plants and is essential for almost every metabolic and plant defense function. Given its significant influence on your plants’ health, it’s easy to over or under apply nitrogen. Thus, it’s vital that Superintendents monitor the nitrogen content present in their soil and plant, in order to ensure the plant is getting what it needs at all times. 



				The wellness of your plants depends on the availability and precise use of nitrogen. 

				Understanding the basic process of nitrogen behavior in soil may be complex, but it will make your life as a Superintendent that much easier. 













































				This biologically influenced process is, in turn, influenced by climatic conditions. The location and soil composition of your golf course has an enormous influence on the biology of the system. The climate will also have an influence on how nitrogen behaves within the soil. It’s important that you get to know your soil in order to be prepared for climatic changes. 



				Trust me, the more articles I read and learn about plant physiology, the more I am amazed by the complexity of plants’ cellular development. Each plant is made up of their own molecular structure that needs to be nurtured. However, most of the members I’ve dealt with have difficulties getting into the nitty-gritty science behind plant growth. 



				Think of it like this: your turf is a living organism, just like you. As you need food and water to survive, so does your turf. Getting to know your plants and what they need will help you keep a healthy turf.  



				Nitrogen’s Primary Roles within the Plant: 

				To start off with, let’s look at the role nitrogen plays in your plants’ structures. Nitrogen is a key nutrient for the health and development of your plants. A few reasons for this are: 



				●       Nitrogen makes up the plant structures’ amino acids - these are the building blocks of plant proteins. Plant proteins ensure healthy germination and development of vital plant tissues and cells like the cell membranes and chlorophyll.

				●       Nitrogen aids in the plant’s survival and helps form the plant’s DNA material. 

				●       Nitrogen aids with photosynthesis and enhances the plant’s color. 

				●       Nitrogen is vital for healthy growth and development. 

				●       Nitrogen is a component of amino acids, proteins, vitamins and enzymes. 



				Where Nitrogen Can Be Found: 

				We all know you can get bags of manufactured nitrogen from your local fertilizer distributors. However, many times we ignore the most basic supplies. It’s imperative that you’re utilizing the right amounts and embracing the natural supply of nitrogen in your soil. 



				On many occasions there is enough nitrogen released form soil organic matter during the growing season to supply much of the nitrogen that the plant needs. Yet, most fertilizer suppliers developed programs that encourage applications of liquid forms of nitrogen weekly.  My question to you is, how does a supplier know your plant needs nitrogen every week of the growing season?  There is no possible way! Unless they are conducting a detailed analysis of each and every factor involved in the plant’s uptake and usage of nitrogen weekly.  



				Natural Nitrogen Sources:



				Manures and Organic Waste

				I’ve found that the use of natural organic fertilizers in the golf industry is divided down the middle. There seems to be two basic points of view on whether organic fertilizers are used or not used by Superintendents. Some Superintendents believe that they are trying to prevent and reduce organic matter in their soils, so applying organic material only adds to the problem.  Other Superintendents believe that organic fertilizers increase microbial activity in the soil, which helps to improve soil structure and reduces plant stress. 



				My personal belief is the only bad thing about using organic sources, is the release of the nutrients from the source is unpredictable.  However, that is true with all slow release sources. The reality is, that no matter which philosophy you support, monitoring is the only way to determine the release and usage of nitrogen by the plant.  



				Clipping residues

				Another source of nitrogen is in clipping residues. Although very few golf courses return clipping on greens, I do recommend doing it whenever possible.  Despite existing in relatively small amounts, the clippings will help nourish both your turf and soil. 



				Clipping removal is not the only way that you may be disrupting the nitrogen flow in your golf course’s soil. Soil migration and runoff play a role, too. These may not be the main contributors to decreased nitrogen levels, but they should be taken into consideration when you’re planning your water surface management. 



				We’d recommend developing a fertilizer program to help protect your course against nitrogen loss through erosion or runoff. Typically, the best programs I see are made of a combination of bulk applications of slow release products during aerification, and liquids to supplement when needed.





				Soil organic matter

				Many crops and natural vegetation rely largely on soil organic matter as a source of nitrogen. After all plants did grow on earth of millions of years without our help. Soil organic matter is made up of plant and animal residues at various stages of decomposition. 



				You know by supplying oxygen to a soil, organic matter decomposes quickly. However, it leaves behind a more resistant residue that we call humus. This portion of organic matter releases about 20 to 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre per year for each percentage of organic matter.  It’s a much slower and more constant release of nitrogen into the soil. 



				Other inputs of N for plant growth include: 

				●       Atmosphere 

				●       Biological fixation 

				●       Atmospheric fixation 

				●       Precipitation 

				●       Commercial fertilizers



				Nitrogen transformations



				As we’ve discussed, nitrogen has been known to change or transform its behaviors quite quickly. These changes influence the availability of nitrogen for the plants. 



				Mineralization: The conversion of organic N that’s present in soil organic matter, crop residues and manure into inorganic nitrogen is called mineralization. Through this process, bacteria is digested in the organic material and ammonium is then released. 



				Nitrification: The conversion of ammonium into nitrate. Nitrification proceeds more rapidly in warmer, more moist soils that are well aerated. 



				Denitrification: This is the process by which the converted bacteria that is now N gas is lost in the atmosphere. Denitrification will take place in soil that is ample in organic matter and waterlogged. It should be noted that this process is generally kept to topsoil.  



				Immobilization: A process that occurs when there is nitrate and/or ammonium present in the soil and it’s used by the growing microbes to build proteins. Think of it as a shot of steroids that helps you build up to be big and strong. 



				During this period, there’s a net gain of N during the growing season. This is due to the additional N present in the residue after the immobilization-mineralization processes. 



				Once you understand this cycle, you will be better equipped to see what your grounds need during the different stages.



				Your Nitrogen Cycle Cheat Sheet: 



















				Nitrogen loss from the soil system

				To fully develop a plan of action to prevent a loss of nitrogen, we have to back up and look at the cause. The loss of nitrate is a physical event and is referred to as leaching. This process involves the loss of NO3--N when it moves through the soil with excess water below the root zone. To simply put it, knowing your soil could make or break your soil system.



				Each golf course has different types of soils with different functions. Coarse-textured soils are known to have a lower water-holding capacity, which has a higher potential to lose nitrates. 



				Different types of soil also have different water holding capabilities and play a role in how your soil is keeping irrigated too. Your soil’s nitrogen can be filtered if irrigation moves water straight through the root zone. If it moves past your root zone, your plant can’t benefit from nitrogen nutrients. 



				Denitrification can occur and cause a loss in NO3--N when water saturates the soil for two or three days. Superintendents can take comfort in knowing that nitrogen in the NH4+-N form isn’t subject to this loss.



				Volatilization, on the other hand, can cause significant losses too. Volatilization occurs when nitrogen is lost as ammonia gas. The loss of ammonia gas is caused by levels of pH. Urea can be found in manure and fertilizer and is the stimulant for the ammonia gas process. Incorporating nitrogen into your manure and fertilizer will help eliminate the volatilization loss. 



				Nitrogen loss from volatilization is greater when:

				Levels of pH in the soil are higher than 7.3 

				There’s a higher air temperature.

				Moisture is rich on the soil’s surface

				The soil is rich in residue 



				To recap, here are the main factors contributing to nitrogen loss in the soil system: 

				●       Leaching

				●       Denitrification

				●       Volatilization

				●       Crop removal

				●       Soil erosion and runoff

				●       Improper amount of N applied

				●       Carbon-nitrogen ratios greater than 20:1



				The nitrogen cycle is biologically influenced. Biological processes, in turn, are influenced by prevailing climatic conditions along with a particular soil’s physical and chemical properties. Both climate and soils can vary greatly across your golf course and affect N transformations for the different areas.











































				Nitrogen Deficiency Symptoms

				Now that we’ve looked at the causes, we can start to identify when your plants are taking a turn for the worst: 

				1. The plants’ petioles and veins turn a light red

				2. Older leaves will gradually change from their normal, healthy green appearance to a much paler green. They will become more uniformly yellow as the deficiency progresses. 

				3. If your leaves turn a yellow-white color, they might have an extreme deficiency. 

				4. Younger leaves tend to become smaller in size and have a paler green color to them.

				5. Your plants are shorter due to a reduced branching effect. 

				6. The leaf’s veins will turn yellow along with the whole leaf’s appearance. 

				7. A reddish or purple color can be found on the underside of leaves and petioles.

				8. You will start to notice that older leaves will wilt under water stress much sooner than before the deficiency progressed. 



				Luckily, the recovery of deficient plants to applied nitrogen is immediate and spectacular. 





				Nitrogen Antagonism and Interaction

				1.  Levels of micronutrients can become deficient when there are high levels of nitrogen. This is caused by accelerated growth rates. 

				2. An excess of nitrogen dilutes the Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc elements. 

				3. The uptake of Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc can be reduced by low soil levels.

				4. In order to make Molybdenum deficiency appear less obvious, you can use Ammonium Nitrogen.





				Key points for Superintendents 

				We hope for extensive transformations and reactions of nitrogen in the soil. Were you expecting it to be so complex? Keep it simple and focus on these major points: 

				●       Plants only take to inorganic nitrogen, even though you can add both organic and inorganic nitrogen forms to your soil. 

				●       All nitrogen sources can be converted to NO3--N

				●       Identifying the initial source of nitrogen is impossible once it’s in the plant or water supply. 

				●       Nitrate will move with your soil’s water and will always be present in the soil solution

				●       Your plant uptake can be increased as a result of inhibiting the conversion of NH4+-N to NO3--N. Less nitrogen can be lost too. As a superintendent, you should keep sound management practices in place to help prevent the NO3--N into the water supplies. 

				●       You must test soil, water, and plant tissue as frequently as possible to precisely manage nitrogen needs by the plant.



























































N-Hi

















				Nitrogen



				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Potassium - ppm   101 - High

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Calcium - ppm   464 - High

				%Calcium  in Soil Solution    26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				%Magnesium  in Soil Solution   13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				Manganese - ppm   4.5 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Sulfate    44%

				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bermudagras plant in one growing year is 10.3 lbs.

				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bentgrass plant in one growing year is 5.1 lbs.



				Low

				The nitrogen level in the soil on the area tested is low.  I recommend a granular application of nitrogen at ¼ to ½ pound of nitrogen per 1,000 square feet of surface as needed; not to exceed the laboratory recommendations. Standard EPA guidelines require that a minimum of 50% slow release nitrogen must be applied when using granular sources. 



				If soil temperatures are lower than 55 degrees for prolonged periods of time nitrogen applications are wasteful.  If nitrogen is applied during periods of 
cold weather it can release all at once during a warm up and cause rapid turf decline.



				Do not apply nitrate nitrogen sources if there are prolonged periods of high temperatures and saturated soils, due to denitrification.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen sources if it can’t be watered in at least ½ inch following the application due to volatilization.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen if the soil is near the point of permanent wilt.



				Although slow release nitrogen sources will continuously release small amounts of nitrogen for 90 to 120 days, it does take some of the control away from the grower.  Heavy rains, high temperatures, and atmosphere can release larger amounts of nitrogen at a time when the plant is in stress. 



				Urea Formaldehyde and Methylene Urea 33-0-0

				Urea and formaldehyde and methylene urea are bonded together to produce polymer-chain molecules.  The longer the molecule the longer the release process.  Therefore not all manufactures UF and MU products persists the same amount of time in the soil. Plant tissue testing or, test plots are the best way to compare the release curve of individual products.



				Urea formaldehyde and methylene urea are converted to plant-available nitrogen when water moving through the soil causes a chemical reaction. Once the individual chains are released into soil solution; aerobic microbes consume the substance and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Often UF and MU are used as a dormant feed for cool season turf.  The benefit of dormant feed to cool season turf is that nitrogen will be available to the plant as soon as the soil temperatures warm up to support microbial activity.  However, do to the fact that weather can fluctuate dramatically through the dormancy phase; results can be unpredictable from year to year. 

				  

				Isobutylidene Diurea (IBDU) 31-0-0

				     IBDU is similar in chemical structure to UF and MU but instead of forming long chain polymers, it forms single mode molecules.



				Nitrogen from IBDU becomes available to plants through hydrolysis only. The friction of water moving over the molecule converts the compound to urea; which will eventually nitrify into  ammonium and nitrate nitrogen. 



				The rate of hydrolysis on IBDU is accelerated by low pH and high temperature. Unlike UF polymers that rely on soil microbial populations to make the N available, IBDU is predominantly reliant on water as the essential factor in N availability. The rate at which IBDU dissolves in water is affected by particle size and the amount of water available. Because microbial activity has no influence on IBDU it is an excellent source for nitrogen for cool-season applications. Although I do not recommend IBDU as a dormant feed if the ground is frozen.  Nitrogen from IBDU can be released during periods of temporary soil thawing, and stored in solution when the soil refreezes. If an excess of nitrogen gets trapped in frozen solution, it has the potential to kill turf if there is a rapid warm up.



				Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Sulfur-coated urea (SCU) is simply a urea molecule coated with sulfur.  Sulfur was chosen as the principle coating material because of its low cost and its value as a secondary nutrient.



				The mechanism of nitrogen release from SCU is caused by water penetration through the pore space and fractures in the coating.  Depending on the amount of water moving through the soil the sulfur coating can be washed away rapidly releasing the urea from the core of the particle. During periods of heavy rain or irrigation SCU is not a true slow release fertilizer. Some manufactures of SCU use wax as a sealant to help deter water movement over the surface, slowing the breakdown of the sulfur coating. The release rate of a single SCU particle is directly affected by the coating thickness and the coating quality. 



				Polymer-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-coated fertilizers (PCF) release nutrients by diffusion through a semipermeable polymer membrane, and the discharge rate can be controlled by altering the structure and thickness of the coating. The type of fertilizer source also may influence the rate of N release.

				Meister products. Meister products are manufactured by using thermoplastic resins as covering substances. The coatings can be applied to practically any source of nutrient.  The most common sources used for turf grass are urea, ammonium nitrate, and potassium sulfate. Typical of most polymer-coated fertilizers, the release is largely controlled by temperature.

				Reactive Layer Coating is a fairly new coating technology.  RLC chemically bonds two complex monomers to form long chain supramolecular polymer. The symbiotic relationship of these monomers creates an ultra-thin membrane coating, which controls nutrient release by osmotic diffusion. RLC technology has been incorporated on materials such as urea, potassium nitrate, potassium sulfate, potassium chloride, ammonium sulfate, ammonium phosphate and many micronutrient products.



				Polymer-Coated Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-/sulfur-coated fertilizers (PSCF) are hybrid products that utilize a primary coating of sulfur and a secondary polymer coat. These fertilizers were developed to deliver controlled-release performance approaching that of polymer-coated fertilizers but at a much-reduced cost.



				UMAXX and UFLEXX 46-0-0

				UMAXX AND UFLEXX are stabilized liquid long chain nitrogen fertilizer products.  Urease and nitrification inhibitors are added to these products to prevent volatilization, denitrification, and to help slow leaching.



				Organic Sources of Nitrogen

				Sludge

				Composted Manure

				Composted Vegetation

				Bone and Feather Meal

				Blood Meal

				Worm Castings

				Fish Emulsion

				Crab Meal



				Organic fertilizers are ingested by aerobic microbes and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Quick release sources for nitrogen applications

				Urea 48-0-0

				▪   Urea nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not use urea nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Ammonium Sulfate 21-0-0-S 24%

				  ▪   Ammonium Sulfate is subject to rapid volatilization.

				  ▪   Do not use Ammonium Sulfate during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 

				  ▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfate level is higher than 40% in soil solution.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfur levels are high in soil reserve.



				Nitrate Nitrogen 30-0-0

				▪   Nitrate Nitrogen is subject to rapid denitrification. 

				▪   Do not use Nitrate Nitrogen during periods of heavy rain and high temperatures.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if the ratio of NO3+ is higher than 5 to 1 in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				▪   Do not apply Potassium Nitrate if potassium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				▪   Do not apply Calcium Nitrate if calcium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Magnesium Nitrate 11-0-0 10%Mg (MgNO3)2

				▪   Do not apply Magnesium Nitrate if magnesium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Manganese Nitrate 7-0-0 15% Mn

				▪   Do not apply Manganese Nitrate if manganese is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting it to N2 which is a gas.  Once N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.



				Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However, if the NH3 is in the soil, it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Soil Chemistry:  It is very important to keep the NO3 to NH4 ratio above 3 to 1.  Plants take up ions in equal proportion of negative and positive charges.  Since the majority of what the plant takes up is nitrogen, the goal is for the plant to take in most of its nitrogen in a negative state (NO3).  This condition will allow the plant to take up an equal amount of positive charged nutrients (K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn).



				The one recommendation I make regardless of the level of nitrogen in the soil or soil solution is amino acid.  Amino acids are the building blocks for plant proteins.  L-amino acids from protein aid in injury stress and plant recovery.  Amino acids are transporters for sequestering agents and are essential for enzyme production. 



				When nitrogen levels are low the plant will not produce a necessary amount of amino acids, or allow them to link together and form proteins.  If the plant does not have a balance of amino acids, it will be susceptible to stress and slow to recover from damage from stress.



				When nitrogen levels are high it is critical to apply amino acids to prevent luxury consumption of nitrogen.  If the plant has a balance of amino acids and is producing protein it will not pull up nitrogen even if it is excess in the soil.  When the turf is cut under ½”, the plant will not photosensitize to produce an adequate amount of amino acids.  If there is excess nitrogen in the soil and the plant does not have adequate amino acids being produced, the plant will consume lethal amounts of nitrogen.



				Liquid Nitrogen Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Nitrogen Deficiency Symptoms

				1.       A light red cast can also be seen on the veins and petioles. 

				2.       Older mature leaves gradually change from their normal characteristic green appearance to a much paler green. As the deficiency progresses these older leaves 
          become ellow.

				3.       Leaves approach a yellowish white color under extreme deficiency. 

				4.       The young leaves at the top of the plant maintain a green but paler color and tend to become smaller in size. 

				5.       Branching is reduced resulting in short, spindly plants. 

				6.       The yellowing is uniform over the entire leaf including the veins. However in some instances, an interveinal necrosis replaces the chlorosis commonly found in 
          many plants. 

				7.       In some plants the underside of the leaves and/or the petioles and midribs develop traces of a reddish or purple color. In some plants this coloration can be quite 
          bright. 

				8.       As the deficiency progresses, the older leaves also show more of a tendency to wilt under mild water stress and become senescent much earlier than usual. 

				9.       Recovery of deficient plants to applied nitrogen is immediate (days) and spectacular. 



				Function of Nitrogen in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of chlorophyll.

				2.      Structural component of the nucleic acids in each cell (DNA and RNA).

				3.      Structural component of all proteins.

				4.      Structural component of amino acids.

				5.      Structural component of many vitamins.

				6.      Necessary for enzymatic reactions in plants since all enzymes are proteins Carbohydrate production.

				7.      Functions inside the plant so that photosynthesis can occur.



				Factors Affecting Nitrogen Availability

				1.      Leaching

				2.      The amount of N applied

				3.      Excess soil moisture Residual soil N from organic matter

				4.      The amount of nitrogen converting bacteria. 

				5.      Carbon nitrogen ratio’s greater than 20:1

				6.      Denitrification.  Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in  need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting 
         it to N2 which is a gas. Once in N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.  

				7.      Volatilization. Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However if the NH3 
         is in the soil it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Nitrogen Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      When high levels of Nitrogen induce accelerated growth rates, levels of micronutrients that would normally be marginal can become deficient.

				2.      High soil levels of Nitrogen can assist Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc but an excess can dilute these elements.

				3.      Low soil levels can reduce Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc uptake.

				4.      Ammonium Nitrogen can make Molybdenum deficiency appear less obvious
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				Nitrogen



				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Potassium - ppm   101 - High

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Calcium - ppm   464 - High

				%Calcium  in Soil Solution    26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				%Magnesium  in Soil Solution   13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				Manganese - ppm   4.5 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Sulfate    44%

				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bermudagras plant in one growing year is 10.3 lbs.

				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bentgrass plant in one growing year is 5.1 lbs.



				Low

				The nitrogen level in the soil on the area tested is low.  I recommend a granular application of nitrogen at ¼ to ½ pound of nitrogen per 1,000 square feet of surface as needed; not to exceed the laboratory recommendations. Standard EPA guidelines require that a minimum of 50% slow release nitrogen must be applied when using granular sources. 



				If soil temperatures are lower than 55 degrees for prolonged periods of time nitrogen applications are wasteful.  If nitrogen is applied during periods of 
cold weather it can release all at once during a warm up and cause rapid turf decline.



				Do not apply nitrate nitrogen sources if there are prolonged periods of high temperatures and saturated soils, due to denitrification.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen sources if it can’t be watered in at least ½ inch following the application due to volatilization.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen if the soil is near the point of permanent wilt.



				Although slow release nitrogen sources will continuously release small amounts of nitrogen for 90 to 120 days, it does take some of the control away from the grower.  Heavy rains, high temperatures, and atmosphere can release larger amounts of nitrogen at a time when the plant is in stress. 



				Urea Formaldehyde and Methylene Urea 33-0-0

				Urea and formaldehyde and methylene urea are bonded together to produce polymer-chain molecules.  The longer the molecule the longer the release process.  Therefore not all manufactures UF and MU products persists the same amount of time in the soil. Plant tissue testing or, test plots are the best way to compare the release curve of individual products.



				Urea formaldehyde and methylene urea are converted to plant-available nitrogen when water moving through the soil causes a chemical reaction. Once the individual chains are released into soil solution; aerobic microbes consume the substance and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Often UF and MU are used as a dormant feed for cool season turf.  The benefit of dormant feed to cool season turf is that nitrogen will be available to the plant as soon as the soil temperatures warm up to support microbial activity.  However, do to the fact that weather can fluctuate dramatically through the dormancy phase; results can be unpredictable from year to year. 

				  

				Isobutylidene Diurea (IBDU) 31-0-0

				     IBDU is similar in chemical structure to UF and MU but instead of forming long chain polymers, it forms single mode molecules.



				Nitrogen from IBDU becomes available to plants through hydrolysis only. The friction of water moving over the molecule converts the compound to urea; which will eventually nitrify into  ammonium and nitrate nitrogen. 



				The rate of hydrolysis on IBDU is accelerated by low pH and high temperature. Unlike UF polymers that rely on soil microbial populations to make the N available, IBDU is predominantly reliant on water as the essential factor in N availability. The rate at which IBDU dissolves in water is affected by particle size and the amount of water available. Because microbial activity has no influence on IBDU it is an excellent source for nitrogen for cool-season applications. Although I do not recommend IBDU as a dormant feed if the ground is frozen.  Nitrogen from IBDU can be released during periods of temporary soil thawing, and stored in solution when the soil refreezes. If an excess of nitrogen gets trapped in frozen solution, it has the potential to kill turf if there is a rapid warm up.



				Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Sulfur-coated urea (SCU) is simply a urea molecule coated with sulfur.  Sulfur was chosen as the principle coating material because of its low cost and its value as a secondary nutrient.



				The mechanism of nitrogen release from SCU is caused by water penetration through the pore space and fractures in the coating.  Depending on the amount of water moving through the soil the sulfur coating can be washed away rapidly releasing the urea from the core of the particle. During periods of heavy rain or irrigation SCU is not a true slow release fertilizer. Some manufactures of SCU use wax as a sealant to help deter water movement over the surface, slowing the breakdown of the sulfur coating. The release rate of a single SCU particle is directly affected by the coating thickness and the coating quality. 



				Polymer-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-coated fertilizers (PCF) release nutrients by diffusion through a semipermeable polymer membrane, and the discharge rate can be controlled by altering the structure and thickness of the coating. The type of fertilizer source also may influence the rate of N release.

				Meister products. Meister products are manufactured by using thermoplastic resins as covering substances. The coatings can be applied to practically any source of nutrient.  The most common sources used for turf grass are urea, ammonium nitrate, and potassium sulfate. Typical of most polymer-coated fertilizers, the release is largely controlled by temperature.

				Reactive Layer Coating is a fairly new coating technology.  RLC chemically bonds two complex monomers to form long chain supramolecular polymer. The symbiotic relationship of these monomers creates an ultra-thin membrane coating, which controls nutrient release by osmotic diffusion. RLC technology has been incorporated on materials such as urea, potassium nitrate, potassium sulfate, potassium chloride, ammonium sulfate, ammonium phosphate and many micronutrient products.



				Polymer-Coated Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-/sulfur-coated fertilizers (PSCF) are hybrid products that utilize a primary coating of sulfur and a secondary polymer coat. These fertilizers were developed to deliver controlled-release performance approaching that of polymer-coated fertilizers but at a much-reduced cost.



				UMAXX and UFLEXX 46-0-0

				UMAXX AND UFLEXX are stabilized liquid long chain nitrogen fertilizer products.  Urease and nitrification inhibitors are added to these products to prevent volatilization, denitrification, and to help slow leaching.



				Organic Sources of Nitrogen

				Sludge

				Composted Manure

				Composted Vegetation

				Bone and Feather Meal

				Blood Meal

				Worm Castings

				Fish Emulsion

				Crab Meal



				Organic fertilizers are ingested by aerobic microbes and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Quick release sources for nitrogen applications

				Urea 48-0-0

				▪   Urea nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not use urea nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Ammonium Sulfate 21-0-0-S 24%

				  ▪   Ammonium Sulfate is subject to rapid volatilization.

				  ▪   Do not use Ammonium Sulfate during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 

				  ▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfate level is higher than 40% in soil solution.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfur levels are high in soil reserve.



				Nitrate Nitrogen 30-0-0

				▪   Nitrate Nitrogen is subject to rapid denitrification. 

				▪   Do not use Nitrate Nitrogen during periods of heavy rain and high temperatures.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if the ratio of NO3+ is higher than 5 to 1 in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				▪   Do not apply Potassium Nitrate if potassium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				▪   Do not apply Calcium Nitrate if calcium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Magnesium Nitrate 11-0-0 10%Mg (MgNO3)2

				▪   Do not apply Magnesium Nitrate if magnesium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Manganese Nitrate 7-0-0 15% Mn

				▪   Do not apply Manganese Nitrate if manganese is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting it to N2 which is a gas.  Once N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.



				Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However, if the NH3 is in the soil, it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Soil Chemistry:  It is very important to keep the NO3 to NH4 ratio above 3 to 1.  Plants take up ions in equal proportion of negative and positive charges.  Since the majority of what the plant takes up is nitrogen, the goal is for the plant to take in most of its nitrogen in a negative state (NO3).  This condition will allow the plant to take up an equal amount of positive charged nutrients (K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn).



				The one recommendation I make regardless of the level of nitrogen in the soil or soil solution is amino acid.  Amino acids are the building blocks for plant proteins.  L-amino acids from protein aid in injury stress and plant recovery.  Amino acids are transporters for sequestering agents and are essential for enzyme production. 



				When nitrogen levels are low the plant will not produce a necessary amount of amino acids, or allow them to link together and form proteins.  If the plant does not have a balance of amino acids, it will be susceptible to stress and slow to recover from damage from stress.



				When nitrogen levels are high it is critical to apply amino acids to prevent luxury consumption of nitrogen.  If the plant has a balance of amino acids and is producing protein it will not pull up nitrogen even if it is excess in the soil.  When the turf is cut under ½”, the plant will not photosensitize to produce an adequate amount of amino acids.  If there is excess nitrogen in the soil and the plant does not have adequate amino acids being produced, the plant will consume lethal amounts of nitrogen.



				Liquid Nitrogen Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Nitrogen Deficiency Symptoms

				1.       A light red cast can also be seen on the veins and petioles. 

				2.       Older mature leaves gradually change from their normal characteristic green appearance to a much paler green. As the deficiency progresses these older leaves 
          become ellow.

				3.       Leaves approach a yellowish white color under extreme deficiency. 

				4.       The young leaves at the top of the plant maintain a green but paler color and tend to become smaller in size. 

				5.       Branching is reduced resulting in short, spindly plants. 

				6.       The yellowing is uniform over the entire leaf including the veins. However in some instances, an interveinal necrosis replaces the chlorosis commonly found in 
          many plants. 

				7.       In some plants the underside of the leaves and/or the petioles and midribs develop traces of a reddish or purple color. In some plants this coloration can be quite 
          bright. 

				8.       As the deficiency progresses, the older leaves also show more of a tendency to wilt under mild water stress and become senescent much earlier than usual. 

				9.       Recovery of deficient plants to applied nitrogen is immediate (days) and spectacular. 



				Function of Nitrogen in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of chlorophyll.

				2.      Structural component of the nucleic acids in each cell (DNA and RNA).

				3.      Structural component of all proteins.

				4.      Structural component of amino acids.

				5.      Structural component of many vitamins.

				6.      Necessary for enzymatic reactions in plants since all enzymes are proteins Carbohydrate production.

				7.      Functions inside the plant so that photosynthesis can occur.



				Factors Affecting Nitrogen Availability

				1.      Leaching

				2.      The amount of N applied

				3.      Excess soil moisture Residual soil N from organic matter

				4.      The amount of nitrogen converting bacteria. 

				5.      Carbon nitrogen ratio’s greater than 20:1

				6.      Denitrification.  Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in  need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting 
         it to N2 which is a gas. Once in N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.  

				7.      Volatilization. Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However if the NH3 
         is in the soil it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Nitrogen Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      When high levels of Nitrogen induce accelerated growth rates, levels of micronutrients that would normally be marginal can become deficient.

				2.      High soil levels of Nitrogen can assist Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc but an excess can dilute these elements.

				3.      Low soil levels can reduce Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc uptake.

				4.      Ammonium Nitrogen can make Molybdenum deficiency appear less obvious
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				Nitrogen



				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Potassium - ppm   101 - High

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Calcium - ppm   464 - High

				%Calcium  in Soil Solution    26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				%Magnesium  in Soil Solution   13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				Manganese - ppm   4.5 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Sulfate    44%

				Saturation Index   40%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bermudagras plant in one growing year is 10.3 lbs.

				Amount of Nitrogen taken up by a bentgrass plant in one growing year is 5.1 lbs.



				Low

				The nitrogen level in the soil on the area tested is low.  I recommend a granular application of nitrogen at ¼ to ½ pound of nitrogen per 1,000 square feet of surface as needed; not to exceed the laboratory recommendations. Standard EPA guidelines require that a minimum of 50% slow release nitrogen must be applied when using granular sources. 



				If soil temperatures are lower than 55 degrees for prolonged periods of time nitrogen applications are wasteful.  If nitrogen is applied during periods of 
cold weather it can release all at once during a warm up and cause rapid turf decline.



				Do not apply nitrate nitrogen sources if there are prolonged periods of high temperatures and saturated soils, due to denitrification.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen sources if it can’t be watered in at least ½ inch following the application due to volatilization.



				Do not apply ammonium nitrogen if the soil is near the point of permanent wilt.



				Although slow release nitrogen sources will continuously release small amounts of nitrogen for 90 to 120 days, it does take some of the control away from the grower.  Heavy rains, high temperatures, and atmosphere can release larger amounts of nitrogen at a time when the plant is in stress. 



				Urea Formaldehyde and Methylene Urea 33-0-0

				Urea and formaldehyde and methylene urea are bonded together to produce polymer-chain molecules.  The longer the molecule the longer the release process.  Therefore not all manufactures UF and MU products persists the same amount of time in the soil. Plant tissue testing or, test plots are the best way to compare the release curve of individual products.



				Urea formaldehyde and methylene urea are converted to plant-available nitrogen when water moving through the soil causes a chemical reaction. Once the individual chains are released into soil solution; aerobic microbes consume the substance and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Often UF and MU are used as a dormant feed for cool season turf.  The benefit of dormant feed to cool season turf is that nitrogen will be available to the plant as soon as the soil temperatures warm up to support microbial activity.  However, do to the fact that weather can fluctuate dramatically through the dormancy phase; results can be unpredictable from year to year. 

				  

				Isobutylidene Diurea (IBDU) 31-0-0

				     IBDU is similar in chemical structure to UF and MU but instead of forming long chain polymers, it forms single mode molecules.



				Nitrogen from IBDU becomes available to plants through hydrolysis only. The friction of water moving over the molecule converts the compound to urea; which will eventually nitrify into  ammonium and nitrate nitrogen. 



				The rate of hydrolysis on IBDU is accelerated by low pH and high temperature. Unlike UF polymers that rely on soil microbial populations to make the N available, IBDU is predominantly reliant on water as the essential factor in N availability. The rate at which IBDU dissolves in water is affected by particle size and the amount of water available. Because microbial activity has no influence on IBDU it is an excellent source for nitrogen for cool-season applications. Although I do not recommend IBDU as a dormant feed if the ground is frozen.  Nitrogen from IBDU can be released during periods of temporary soil thawing, and stored in solution when the soil refreezes. If an excess of nitrogen gets trapped in frozen solution, it has the potential to kill turf if there is a rapid warm up.



				Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Sulfur-coated urea (SCU) is simply a urea molecule coated with sulfur.  Sulfur was chosen as the principle coating material because of its low cost and its value as a secondary nutrient.



				The mechanism of nitrogen release from SCU is caused by water penetration through the pore space and fractures in the coating.  Depending on the amount of water moving through the soil the sulfur coating can be washed away rapidly releasing the urea from the core of the particle. During periods of heavy rain or irrigation SCU is not a true slow release fertilizer. Some manufactures of SCU use wax as a sealant to help deter water movement over the surface, slowing the breakdown of the sulfur coating. The release rate of a single SCU particle is directly affected by the coating thickness and the coating quality. 



				Polymer-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-coated fertilizers (PCF) release nutrients by diffusion through a semipermeable polymer membrane, and the discharge rate can be controlled by altering the structure and thickness of the coating. The type of fertilizer source also may influence the rate of N release.

				Meister products. Meister products are manufactured by using thermoplastic resins as covering substances. The coatings can be applied to practically any source of nutrient.  The most common sources used for turf grass are urea, ammonium nitrate, and potassium sulfate. Typical of most polymer-coated fertilizers, the release is largely controlled by temperature.

				Reactive Layer Coating is a fairly new coating technology.  RLC chemically bonds two complex monomers to form long chain supramolecular polymer. The symbiotic relationship of these monomers creates an ultra-thin membrane coating, which controls nutrient release by osmotic diffusion. RLC technology has been incorporated on materials such as urea, potassium nitrate, potassium sulfate, potassium chloride, ammonium sulfate, ammonium phosphate and many micronutrient products.



				Polymer-Coated Sulfur-Coated Urea 33-0-0

				Polymer-/sulfur-coated fertilizers (PSCF) are hybrid products that utilize a primary coating of sulfur and a secondary polymer coat. These fertilizers were developed to deliver controlled-release performance approaching that of polymer-coated fertilizers but at a much-reduced cost.



				UMAXX and UFLEXX 46-0-0

				UMAXX AND UFLEXX are stabilized liquid long chain nitrogen fertilizer products.  Urease and nitrification inhibitors are added to these products to prevent volatilization, denitrification, and to help slow leaching.



				Organic Sources of Nitrogen

				Sludge

				Composted Manure

				Composted Vegetation

				Bone and Feather Meal

				Blood Meal

				Worm Castings

				Fish Emulsion

				Crab Meal



				Organic fertilizers are ingested by aerobic microbes and produce available nitrogen through decomposition. Because microbial decomposition is the crucial mechanism for nitrogen release, environmental factors such as soil temperature, moisture, pH and aeration affect microbial activity and, therefore, the rate of N release.



				Quick release sources for nitrogen applications

				Urea 48-0-0

				▪   Urea nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Urea if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not use urea nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Ammonium Sulfate 21-0-0-S 24%

				  ▪   Ammonium Sulfate is subject to rapid volatilization.

				  ▪   Do not use Ammonium Sulfate during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the ratio of NO3+ is low in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 

				  ▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfate level is higher than 40% in soil solution.

				▪   Do not apply Ammonium Sulfate if the sulfur levels are high in soil reserve.



				Nitrate Nitrogen 30-0-0

				▪   Nitrate Nitrogen is subject to rapid denitrification. 

				▪   Do not use Nitrate Nitrogen during periods of heavy rain and high temperatures.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if soil temperatures are below 55 degree.

				▪   Do not apply Nitrate Nitrogen if the ratio of NO3+ is higher than 5 to 1 in ratio to NH4-.

				▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 Square Feet with one application.

				▪   Do not apply more nitrogen in one testing period then is recommend by the laboratory. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				▪   Do not apply Potassium Nitrate if potassium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				▪   Do not apply Calcium Nitrate if calcium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Magnesium Nitrate 11-0-0 10%Mg (MgNO3)2

				▪   Do not apply Magnesium Nitrate if magnesium is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Manganese Nitrate 7-0-0 15% Mn

				▪   Do not apply Manganese Nitrate if manganese is high in soil reserve or soil solution.



				Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting it to N2 which is a gas.  Once N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.



				Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However, if the NH3 is in the soil, it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Soil Chemistry:  It is very important to keep the NO3 to NH4 ratio above 3 to 1.  Plants take up ions in equal proportion of negative and positive charges.  Since the majority of what the plant takes up is nitrogen, the goal is for the plant to take in most of its nitrogen in a negative state (NO3).  This condition will allow the plant to take up an equal amount of positive charged nutrients (K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn).



				The one recommendation I make regardless of the level of nitrogen in the soil or soil solution is amino acid.  Amino acids are the building blocks for plant proteins.  L-amino acids from protein aid in injury stress and plant recovery.  Amino acids are transporters for sequestering agents and are essential for enzyme production. 



				When nitrogen levels are low the plant will not produce a necessary amount of amino acids, or allow them to link together and form proteins.  If the plant does not have a balance of amino acids, it will be susceptible to stress and slow to recover from damage from stress.



				When nitrogen levels are high it is critical to apply amino acids to prevent luxury consumption of nitrogen.  If the plant has a balance of amino acids and is producing protein it will not pull up nitrogen even if it is excess in the soil.  When the turf is cut under ½”, the plant will not photosensitize to produce an adequate amount of amino acids.  If there is excess nitrogen in the soil and the plant does not have adequate amino acids being produced, the plant will consume lethal amounts of nitrogen.



				Liquid Nitrogen Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Nitrogen Deficiency Symptoms

				1.       A light red cast can also be seen on the veins and petioles. 

				2.       Older mature leaves gradually change from their normal characteristic green appearance to a much paler green. As the deficiency progresses these older leaves 
          become ellow.

				3.       Leaves approach a yellowish white color under extreme deficiency. 

				4.       The young leaves at the top of the plant maintain a green but paler color and tend to become smaller in size. 

				5.       Branching is reduced resulting in short, spindly plants. 

				6.       The yellowing is uniform over the entire leaf including the veins. However in some instances, an interveinal necrosis replaces the chlorosis commonly found in 
          many plants. 

				7.       In some plants the underside of the leaves and/or the petioles and midribs develop traces of a reddish or purple color. In some plants this coloration can be quite 
          bright. 

				8.       As the deficiency progresses, the older leaves also show more of a tendency to wilt under mild water stress and become senescent much earlier than usual. 

				9.       Recovery of deficient plants to applied nitrogen is immediate (days) and spectacular. 



				Function of Nitrogen in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of chlorophyll.

				2.      Structural component of the nucleic acids in each cell (DNA and RNA).

				3.      Structural component of all proteins.

				4.      Structural component of amino acids.

				5.      Structural component of many vitamins.

				6.      Necessary for enzymatic reactions in plants since all enzymes are proteins Carbohydrate production.

				7.      Functions inside the plant so that photosynthesis can occur.



				Factors Affecting Nitrogen Availability

				1.      Leaching

				2.      The amount of N applied

				3.      Excess soil moisture Residual soil N from organic matter

				4.      The amount of nitrogen converting bacteria. 

				5.      Carbon nitrogen ratio’s greater than 20:1

				6.      Denitrification.  Denitrification is caused by saturated soil and warm soil temperatures.  Microbes that are in  need of oxygen will strip oxygen from NO3 converting 
         it to N2 which is a gas. Once in N is in a gaseous form it escapes to the atmosphere.  

				7.      Volatilization. Volatilization occurs when surface applied N is not watered into the soil profile.  NH4 is quickly converted to NH3 which is a gas.  However if the NH3 
         is in the soil it will just as quickly convert back to NH4 when it is combined with water. 



				Nitrogen Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      When high levels of Nitrogen induce accelerated growth rates, levels of micronutrients that would normally be marginal can become deficient.

				2.      High soil levels of Nitrogen can assist Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc but an excess can dilute these elements.

				3.      Low soil levels can reduce Phosphorus, Calcium, Boron, Iron and Zinc uptake.

				4.      Ammonium Nitrogen can make Molybdenum deficiency appear less obvious
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Phosphorus

				Phosphorus - Everyone and Everything Loves Me!

				Written by Mike Hamilton, CCA & President of Turf Dietitian















				Because of that century and a half old Liebig’s Law, we know that every nutrient is equally essential for plant health. However, when you look at nutrient’s functions, some simply do more work than others.



				So how important is phosphorous?  If there were no phosphorous there would be no life on this Earth!



				Phosphorus appears in all plant, animal and microbial cells. In plants, phosphorous is imperative for collecting the sun's energy and completing the photosynthesis process, by converting it into plant energy that is utilized for cell development and reproduction. In plants, phosphorous is a fundamental part of metabolic processes such as photosynthesis, energy transfer, energy synthesis, breakdown of carbohydrates via adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Phosphorous is also a part the formation of ribonucleic acid (RNA), deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and membrane phospholipids.



				Phospholipids act as both fat-soluble and water-soluble complexes. Phospholipids can be immediately absorbed or dissolved in cellular water. Phospholipids can also be hydrophobic and form fatty acids. The combination of both characteristics makes it easy for phospholipids to transport materials like proteins and lipids, and maintaining the structure of plants.

































				So, all you need to do is regularly apply phosphorous and your turf will be fine, right? Not so fast my friends. Every environmentalist in the world would condemn you for frequently applying phosphorous.  There are environmental associations that are trying to get our government to pass laws banning the use of any phosphorous for plant growth. In my opinion that thought pattern borders on stupidity and should be contradictory for any logical person. Phosphorous can indeed pollute water sources, but only if over applied or directly applied to a water body. Responsible superintendents are not part of phosphorous pollution.



				The majority of the fertilizer ordinances that I have read, have blackout periods during rain seasons (in most cases growing season). Most ordinances state that golf courses are exempt from these blackouts, but only if you can prove a need. I see very few soil reports that show phosphorous as being deficient in the soil. So based on soil data, you will have a difficult time proving a need.  



				You are fortunate at this time, as I’m not aware of any state that’s enforcing the existing ordinances. However, you should keep in mind that most environmental laws are either enforced or not enforced due to political majorities. Even if your local government does start enforcing fertilizer ordinances, you have a loophole if you need to apply phosphorous; it’s called tissue testing.



				We’ve analyzed hundreds of thousands of tissue tests and they frequently show phosphorous deficiencies in the plant. Why? Because, very little phosphorous is available for plant uptake. Phosphorus becomes plant available as minerals weather, or by microbial degradation. The problem is rainwater isn’t acidic enough to mineralize phosphorous from soil particles, and microbes have to work hard to break the strong bond.



				Fortunately, tissue testing is inexpensive, current, and the data can be used to prove phosphorous deficiency within the plant. I cannot put any more emphasis on this statement other than this bold print. Every time you apply phosphorous you should attach your proof to the application sheet, regardless if it’s a spray or granular application.  Why? If the government begins to strictly enforce fertilizer ordinances, and they find no proof for application, they will start digging in deep to your records. No one wants that to happen.



				Proving a need if you apply phosphorous is as easy as a phone call away. Give Turf Dietitian a call and we will help to protect you and your club from enforcement.



				Another way to prove you are being proactive is to show an effort to lower the high levels of phosphorous in soil reserve. There are a few ways you can speed up the mineralization with chemical applications.



				You can apply low rates of a strong acid (pH less than 5) to mineralize strong bonds, and release tied up phosphorous. Some will leach, but much of it will be available for plant uptake.  Keep in mind though, when the plant dies or clippings are returned to the soil, very little of that phosphorous will leach out of the soil; it too will tie-up.  Therefore, lowering excessive phosphorous levels will be a slow process, especially if there are high levels in the irrigation, or rainwater. Also, research the acid you use, some create long term problems that can damage soil structure.



				Calcium chloride can help to lower P levels in soil reserve by producing Calcium Phosphate. Once calcium bonds with phosphates, it will slowly leach through the soil. CaCl2 dissolves in water, producing chloride and the aquo complex [Ca(H2O)6]2+. This process is slow, but effective if you use CaCl with a water flush.



				3 CaCl2 + 2 PO3−4 → Ca3(PO4)2 + 6 Cl−



				If your soil has a lot of natural calcium chloride, there is a good chance your levels phosphorus will be low in soil reserve.   



				{This has nothing to do with this article, but it’s a pet peeve for me.  There is no such thing as an insoluble compound. Everything can be broken down; it just depends on strong acidity and time.)



				Why is phosphorous so important to life? For all my customers who are sick of hearing me say apply phosphorous because the plant is running out of energy, here is why:



				1. Phosphorous provides energy to the plant by using the energy from the sun to help complete the photosynthesis process

				2. Phosphorous is part of the molecule adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which produces energy.

				3. ATP also transports energy within cells and is the main energy source of the cell and the Krebs Cycle.

				4. ATP is the central energy source for the bulk of cellular functions. This includes the synthesis of macromolecules, including DNA,  RNA, and proteins.

				5. The Krebs cycle is the world’s smallest biological motor.

				6. The Krebs cycle is a part of cellular respiration. The Krebs cycle delivers the hydrogen and electrons needed for the electron transport chain (ETC).

				7. Cellular respiration is what cells do to break up sugars so plant cells can use it as a food source. Cellular respiration uses the food to generate the ETC.

				8. The electron transport chain happens in the mitochondrion which is the site where succinate generated in the Krebs cycle are oxidized, providing energy to power ATP synthase. ETC is also responsible for cellular respiration.

				9. DNA is made up of molecules called nucleotides. Each nucleotide contains a phosphate group, a sugar group and a nitrogen base. The four types of nitrogen are derived from the amino acids adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine. The order of these bases is what determines DNA's instructions, or genetic code.

				10. RNA is any of a class of single-stranded molecules transcribed from DNA in the cell nucleus or in the mitochondrion or chloroplast, containing along the strand a linear sequence of nucleotide bases that is complementary to the DNA strand from which it is transcribed: the composition of the RNA molecule is identical with that of DNA except for the substitution of the sugar ribose for deoxyribose and the substitution of the nucleotide base uracil for thymine.









































				11. Amino Acids are the building block that make up proteins. Each amino acid has the same fundamental structure, which consists of a central carbon atom, also known as the alpha carbon, bonded to an amino group, a carboxyl group, and to a hydrogen atom. Every amino acid also has another atom or group of atoms bonded to the central atom known as the R group,



























				12. Proteins are polymers of amino acids. Proteins have a variety of function in cells. Major functions include acting as enzymes, receptors, transport molecules, regulatory proteins for gene expression, and so on. Enzymes are biological catalysts that speed up a chemical reaction without being permanently altered. They have “active sites” where the substrate/reactant binds, and they can be either activated or inhibited.































				Each of these bullet points could be expanded into a very large book or a lifetime of work for a scientific researcher. I admire people who devote their entire careers to understanding plant metabolism, but it’s way more analytical than I’m able to be. The one thing you need to take away from this outline, is that none of these fascinating chains of events could take place without phosphorous. Also, there are people who want you to stop using life sustaining phosphorous.



				Phosphorus Facts



				As we have just read above, phosphorus is an enormously important macronutrient for plant growth, health and development. Although P is usually found in abundance in most soils, it is rarely in the plant available form for plant uptake. 



				Phosphorus is immobile in the soil and therefore the plant must form a deep root system to enhance phosphorus uptake. Plus, in most cases the available phosphorus is quickly pulled into the root leaving the immediate area around the root devoid of phosphorus.



				The function of Phosphorus in the plant:



				Structural component of ATP (ATP is the trigger for the Krebs Cycle).

				Reproduction - structural component of proteins, amino acids, enzymes, nucleic acids, and DNA.

				Photosynthesis - production of sugars and starches.

				Respiration - producing energy by oxidizing sugars and starches.

				Energy production, storage, and transfer.

				Cell division and enlargement.

				Early root formation and growth.

				Greater flowering and seed production.

				Increase water use efficiency.

				Better cold tolerance.



				 Phosphorus Uptake by Plants



				Phosphorus must be in the orthophosphate form for plant uptake entering through the root by diffusion.

















				Most of the Phosphorus that enters the root gets there via diffusion with a very small amount entering due to mass flow.  There must be a higher concentration of phosphorus in the soil than in the root in order for kinetic energy to create a balance of available P. Because P is mainly insoluble, plants use phosphorus at a faster rate than it can be replenished. 



				High phosphorus soils are not immune from problems, as it can have a negative effect in the uptake of certain micronutrients.  Phosphorus will often bind with zinc and/or iron converting them to a non-available form, making all three elements unavailable for plant uptake. 



				Phosphorus uptake can also be minimized by the following factors 



				Strongly acidic (pH 5.5 or less) or alkaline (pH 8 to 8.5) pH.

				Sodium: High levels of sodium can affect the mineralization of phosphorus making it less available for plant uptake.

				Low Soil Organic Matter: The amount of organic matter in soil acts as a reservoir for phosphorus. The lower the OM, the lower the levels of phosphorus will be.

				Soil Temperature: Cold soil will cause a slowing of the mineralization process.

				Low levels of Mycorrhizae:  Mycorrhizae are soil fungi that attach to plant roots and help transport nutrients to the root as well as helping absorb the nutrients.

				Compaction: Compacted soils often have low oxygen levels which will slow the release of phosphorus into the plant available phosphorus. 



				Phosphorus Toxicity



				Phosphorus toxicity rarely occurs but problems can arise if phosphorus is over applied.  The biggest concern is runoff, phosphorus can move with water and/or soil draining into bodies of water after heavy rain events.



				Phosphorus Sources



				There are many products available to help superintendents manage and prevent any phosphorus deficiencies and monitoring your soil through testing will help to find the most efficient product for your needs. 



				Phosphorus Deficiency Symptoms



				With phosphorus being the main energy source for the plant, it stands to reason that one of the first symptoms of a plant being deficient in phosphorus would be a plant that is dwarfed or stunned. Mild to severe deficiencies of phosphorus will cause the tip and leaf margins to turn a purplish color before senescence will start to occur if deficiencies are not corrected.























































				Choosing the Most Efficient Method of Phosphorus Management



				I cannot stress this enough; plant, soil and water analysis are a key method to maintain turf health. Even more so for analyzing the amount of phosphorus in the soil and the amount that is available for immediate plant uptake in the soil.



				By doing more frequent monitoring of plant tissue, soil and water, it will allow you to be proactive to seasonal changes, and more efficient with your applications. 



				Correcting any nutrient problem is difficult, but it becomes easier when you understand how they behave throughout the year. It’s hard to correct problems if you don’t know what they are in the first place. Regular testing gives you solid data to make the best choices for your turf.
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				PHOSPHOROUS



				Phosphorous - ppm   9





				Amount of Phosphorous taken up by the plant in one growing year is 1.2 lbs.



				High

				The phosphorous levels in the soil reserve are high at this time.  I do not recommend any bulk applications of phosphorous because it will only increase the level in soil reserve.  However, because most of the phosphorous in the soil is fixed and not very soluble, plants can become deficient despite the high level in soil reserve. 

				Because of the federal government water quality laws, I strongly recommend only apply phosphorous if there are visually deficiency symptom present or plant tissue analysis prove a need, then only apply in a soluble spray. Phosphorous deficiency inhibits the translocation of carbohydrates within the plant. This leads to a purple color on the margin of the leaves. 



				Phosphorus exists in soils in both organic and inorganic forms. Organic forms of phosphorus are found in humus and other organic material. The phosphorus in organic materials is released and made available to the plant through mineralization. Mineralization takes place when microorganisms ingest then exude organic matter. The population levels and effectiveness of the microorganisms is highly affected by soil temperature, oxygen and soil moisture. The speed at which mineralization occurs, and the quantity of soluble nutrients produced through this process is most effective when soils are warm and well drained.  



				The highest availability and solubility of phosphorous occurs with the soil pH in the range of 5.5 to 7.0. When the pH of the soil is higher than 7.0, calcium combines chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis.  When the pH of the soil is lower than 6.0, iron and aluminum combine chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis. Therefore, if the soil pH is higher than 7.0 and there is excess calcium in soil reserve, or the soil pH is lower than 6.0 and iron or aluminum is excessive in soil reserve you will likely need to make applications of phosphorous.  



				However, because of the sensitivity of phosphorus to the environment, I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of significant value when the government starts enforcing the new laws for water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of phosphorous applications and overall nutrient management.  I also strongly recommend with any phosphorous application that you attach a soil report, or tissue report that proves the need for the application to your spray or fertilizer records.



				The most efficient way to feed the plant phosphorous is through the use of water soluble products.  This is because 90% of phosphorous and potassium are taken into the plant through diffusion, the other 10% through mass flow. 



				Diffusion is movement of ions from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.  Therefore, if there are sufficient amounts of phosphorous and potassium in the soil solution, the plant utilizes the chemicals until there is equilibrium inside the plant.  



				Mass flow is the movement of nutrients in a column of water passing through the root zone of the soil at equal rates.  As water transports through the root zone, nutrients will attach to the ions on the soil colloid.  Nutrients then assimilate in xylem vessels and phloem tubes of plants.  This relies upon the cohesion of water molecules to each other and adhesion to the plants’ roots by hydrogen bonding.



				Liquid Phosphorous  Recommendations

				Do not apply phosphorous in your foliar application unless tissue samples show low levels in the plant.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Phosphorous Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      As a rule, phosphorus deficiency symptoms are not very distinct and thus difficult to identify. 

				2.      A major visual symptom is that the plants are dwarfed or stunted. 

				3.      Phosphorus deficient plants develop very slowly in relation to other plants growing under similar environmental conditions but without phosphorus deficiency. 

				4.      Phosphorus deficient plants are often mistaken for unstressed but much younger plants. 

				5.      Some species of develop a distinct purpling of the stem, petiole and the under sides of the leaves. Under severe deficiency conditions leaves to develop a 
         blue-gray luster. 

				6.      In older leaves under very severe deficiency conditions a brown netted veining of the leaves may develop. 



				Function of Phosphorous in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of proteins, amino acids enzymes, nucleic acids, and DNA (reproduction).

				2.      Structural component of ATP (ATP is the trigger for the Kreb Cycle).

				3.      Photosynthesis (production of sugars and starches.

				4.      Respiration (producing energy by oxidizing sugars and starches).

				5.      Seed production Energy production, storage, and transfer.

				6.      Cell division and enlargement.

				7.      Early root formation and growth.

				8.      Greater flowering. 

				9.      Better growth in cold temperatures.

				10.    Water use.



				Factors Affecting Phosphorous Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Excessive Calcium in high pH soils (7.0 and above) will make P less soluble.  Excessive soluble aluminum in low pH soils (6.0 and lower) will be less
         soluble.

				2.      Soil compaction:  Anything that inhibits root growth will reduce P uptake. 

				3.      Soil Aeration:  A lack of O2 in the soil can reduce P uptake by as much as 50%.

				4.      Soil  Moisture:  Lack of o2 in the soil.

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Cold weather reduces P uptake.

				6.      Low levels of Mycorrhizae:  Mycorrhizae are soil fungi that attach to plant roots.  Mycorrhizae absorb nutrients and transport them to the root of the plant.



				Phosphorous Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Phosphorus reduce Zinc and, to a lesser degree, Calcium uptake. It is antagonistic to Boron in low pH soils.
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				PHOSPHOROUS
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				Amount of Phosphorous taken up by the plant in one growing year is 1.2 lbs.



				Optimum

				The phosphorous levels in the soil reserve are in the optimum range at this time.  I do not recommend any bulk applications of phosphorous because it will only increase the level in soil reserve.  However, because most of the phosphorous in the soil is fixed and not very soluble, plants can become deficient despite the optimum levels in soil reserve. Because of the federal government water quality laws, I strongly recommend only apply phosphorous if there are visually deficiency symptom present or plant tissue analysis prove a need, then only apply in a soluble spray. Phosphorous deficiency inhibits the translocation of carbohydrates within the plant. This leads to a purple color on the margin of the leaves. 



				Phosphorus exists in soils in both organic and inorganic forms. Organic forms of phosphorus are found in humus and other organic material. The phosphorus in organic materials is released and made available to the plant through mineralization. Mineralization takes place when microorganisms ingest then exude organic matter. The population levels and effectiveness of the microorganisms is highly affected by soil temperature, oxygen and soil moisture. The speed at which mineralization occurs, and the quantity of soluble nutrients produced through this process is most effective when soils are warm and well drained.  



				The highest availability and solubility of phosphorous occurs with the soil pH in the range of 5.5 to 7.0. When the pH of the soil is higher than 7.0, calcium combines chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis.  When the pH of the soil is lower than 6.0, iron and aluminum combine chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis. Therefore, if the soil pH is higher than 7.0 and there is excess calcium in soil reserve, or the soil pH is lower than 6.0 and iron or aluminum is excessive in soil reserve; you will likely need to make applications of phosphorous.  



				However, because of the sensitivity of phosphorus to the environment, I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of significant value when the government starts enforcing the new laws for water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of phosphorous applications and overall nutrient management.  I also strongly recommend with any phosphorous application that you attach a soil report, or tissue report that proves the need for the application to your spray or fertilizer records.



				The most efficient way to feed the plant phosphorous is through the use of water soluble products.  This is because 90% of phosphorous and potassium are taken into the plant through diffusion, the other 10% through mass flow. 



				Diffusion is movement of ions from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.  Therefore, if there are sufficient amounts of phosphorous and potassium in the soil solution, the plant utilizes the chemicals until there is equilibrium inside the plant.  



				Mass flow is the movement of nutrients in a column of water passing through the root zone of the soil at equal rates.  As water transports through the root zone, nutrients will attach to the ions on the soil colloid.  Nutrients then assimilate in xylem vessels and phloem tubes of plants.  This relies upon the cohesion of water molecules to each other and adhesion to the plants’ roots by hydrogen bonding.



				Liquid Phosphorous  Recommendations

				Do not apply phosphorous in your foliar application unless tissue samples show low levels in the plant.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Phosphorous Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      As a rule, phosphorus deficiency symptoms are not very distinct and thus difficult to identify. 

				2.      A major visual symptom is that the plants are dwarfed or stunted. 

				3.      Phosphorus deficient plants develop very slowly in relation to other plants growing under similar environmental conditions but without phosphorus deficiency. 

				4.      Phosphorus deficient plants are often mistaken for unstressed but much younger plants. 

				5.      Some species of develop a distinct purpling of the stem, petiole and the under sides of the leaves. Under severe deficiency conditions leaves to develop a 
         blue-gray luster. 

				6.      In older leaves under very severe deficiency conditions a brown netted veining of the leaves may develop. 



				Function of Phosphorous in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of proteins, amino acids enzymes, nucleic acids, and DNA (reproduction).

				2.      Structural component of ATP (ATP is the trigger for the Kreb Cycle).

				3.      Photosynthesis (production of sugars and starches.

				4.      Respiration (producing energy by oxidizing sugars and starches).

				5.      Seed production Energy production, storage, and transfer.

				6.      Cell division and enlargement.

				7.      Early root formation and growth.

				8.      Greater flowering. 

				9.      Better growth in cold temperatures.

				10.    Water use.



				Factors Affecting Phosphorous Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Excessive Calcium in high pH soils (7.0 and above) will make P less soluble.  Excessive soluble aluminum in low pH soils (6.0 and lower) will be less
         soluble.

				2.      Soil compaction:  Anything that inhibits root growth will reduce P uptake. 

				3.      Soil Aeration:  A lack of O2 in the soil can reduce P uptake by as much as 50%.

				4.      Soil  Moisture:  Lack of o2 in the soil.

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Cold weather reduces P uptake.

				6.      Low levels of Mycorrhizae:  Mycorrhizae are soil fungi that attach to plant roots.  Mycorrhizae absorb nutrients and transport them to the root of the plant.



				Phosphorous Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Phosphorus reduce Zinc and, to a lesser degree, Calcium uptake. It is antagonistic to Boron in low pH soils.
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				PHOSPHOROUS



				Phosphorous - ppm   9

				Phosphorous  in Soil Solutions is 0.4%    (Ideal is 5%)

				Potassium - ppm   101 - High

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				Saturation Index   40





				Amount of Phosphorous taken up by the plant in one growing year is 1.2 lbs.



				Low

				At this time the phosphorous levels in the soil reserve are low.  However, unless you are witnessing deficiency symptoms, or poor turf conditions, I don’t recommend a granular application due to the water quality laws. If you feel there is a need for phosphorous apply the product at the rate of ¼ Lb. of P per 1,000 square feet of turf. 



				Phosphorous levels in the soil need to be monitored 60 days after each bulk application, to assure that the parts per million do not exceed the optimum range. Phosphorous can accumulate quickly because it is fairly immobile in the soil.  Due to the lack of mobility, phosphorous can become excessive quickly if it is over applied, or if it is high in the irrigation source. 



				The main agronomical concern from excess phosphorous is the cause of major tie up problems and effects of the availability of every cation in the soil, especially potassium.  



				Phosphorous is an essential energy source for the plant.  When the daytime energy source sets (sun), the plant has to keep functioning (Kreb Cycle).  Phosphorous is what triggers and powers the Kreb Cycle. 



				Phosphorous deficiencies will rob energy from the plant, and effect many metabolic functions. If tissue testing shows phosphorous levels to be low or you see visual deficiency symptoms, add small amounts of phosphorous in your spray program to address the need.  Make sure if any phosphorous product is applied; attach a copy of the tissue report to the spray sheet.



				Phosphorus exists in soils in both organic and inorganic forms. Organic forms of phosphorus are found in humus and other organic material. The phosphorus in organic materials is released and made available to the plant through mineralization. Mineralization takes place when microorganisms ingest then exude organic matter. The population levels and effectiveness of the microorganisms is highly affected by soil temperature, oxygen and soil moisture. The speed at which mineralization occurs, and the quantity of soluble nutrients produced through this process is most effective when soils are warm and well drained.  



				The highest availability and solubility of phosphorous occurs with the soil pH in the range of 5.5 to 7.0. When the pH of the soil is higher than 7.0, calcium combines chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis.  When the pH of the soil is lower than 6.0, iron and aluminum combine chemically with phosphorus, making an insoluble compound that turf can only access on a limited basis. Therefore, if the soil pH is higher than 7.0 and there is excess calcium in soil reserve, or the soil pH is lower than 6.0 and iron or aluminum is excessive in soil reserve you will likely need to make applications of phosphorous.  



				Because of the sensitivity of phosphorus to the environment, I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of significant value when the government starts enforcing the new laws for water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of phosphorous applications and overall nutrient management.  I also strongly recommend with any phosphorous application that you attach a soil report, or tissue report that proves the need for the application to your spray or fertilizer records.



				The most efficient way to feed the plant phosphorous is through the use of water soluble products.  This is because 90% of phosphorous and potassium are taken into the plant through diffusion, the other 10% through mass flow. 



				Diffusion is movement of ions from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.  Therefore, if there are sufficient amounts of phosphorous and potassium in the soil solution, the plant utilizes the chemicals until there is equilibrium inside the plant.  



				Mass flow is the movement of nutrients in a column of water passing through the root zone of the soil at equal rates.  As water transports through the root zone, nutrients will attach to the ions on the soil colloid.  Nutrients then assimilate in xylem vessels and phloem tubes of plants.  This relies upon the cohesion of water molecules to each other and adhesion to the plants’ roots by hydrogen bonding.



				Mass flow is not as efficient as diffusion because nutrient up take from mass flow occurs just behind the root tip, in contrast with diffusion where uptake occurs along the entire length of the root.  Consequently, anything which affects new root growth may prevent mass flow uptake and induce a deficiency.



				I recommend phosphite (PO3) if you are experiencing long periods of cloudy wet weather.  Phosphite has disease suppression properties.  However, be very careful when using PO3 products and spray them alone.  PO3 when mixed with glycine and a few other amino acids can be toxic to the plant.  PO3 is a good product to use if the plant is healthy and the conditions favor disease development.  Do not use PO3 products when the plant is in stress because it will add to the stress of the plant.



				Nearly all of the phosphorus absorbed by plants is taken up as two ions. Phosphorus is not absorbed in an organic form. The HPO4-ion dominates in calcareous soils and is the form of phosphorus absorbed when crops are grown on these soils. The H2PO4-ion dominates in acid soils and is the ion absorbed when the soil pH is less than 7.0. 



				Mineral Sources for Phosphorous

				Superphosphate (OSP) 0-21-20 

				     ▪   Do not apply OSP if the potassium level in soil reserve is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 45 degrees.



				Monoammonium Phosphate (MAP) 11-52-0

				     ▪   Do not apply MAP if the nitrogen level in soil reserve or plant tissue is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.



				Diammonium Phosphate (DAP) 18-46-0

				     ▪   Do not apply DAP if the nitrogen level in soil reserve or plant tissue is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.



				Ammonium Polyphosphate (APP) 10-34-0

				     ▪   Do not apply AAP if the nitrogen level in soil reserve or plant tissue is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.



				Mono Potassium Phosphate (MKP) 0-52-34

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if the potassium level in soil reserve or plant tissue is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 45 degrees.



				Di-potassium Phosphate (DKP) 0-41-54

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if the potassium level in soil reserve or plant tissue is high.

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 45 degrees.



				Organic Sources for Phosphorous

				Rock Phosphate 0-33-0

				     ▪   Do not apply if heavy rainfall is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 45 degrees.



				Bone and Feather Meal

				An organic fertilizer that contains nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, bone and feather meal can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer. Typically bone and feather meal fertilizer contain no more than 2% phosphorous

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if the nitrogen or potassium levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal or manure if soil temperatures 55 degrees.

		    		     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if the saturation index is higher than 50%.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if microbial populations are low in the soil.



				Sludge and Animal Manure 

				Organic fertilizers that contain nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, sludge and manure can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer. Typically sludge and manure contain no more than 1% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge and manure if the nitrogen or potassium levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if soil temperatures 55 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sludge or Animal Manure if the saturation index is higher than 50%.

				     ▪   Do not apply Bone and  Animal Manure if microbial populations are low in the soil.



				Liquid Phosphorous  Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Phosphorous Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      As a rule, phosphorus deficiency symptoms are not very distinct and thus difficult to identify. 

				2.      A major visual symptom is that the plants are dwarfed or stunted. 

				3.      Phosphorus deficient plants develop very slowly in relation to other plants growing under similar environmental conditions but without phosphorus deficiency. 

				4.      Phosphorus deficient plants are often mistaken for unstressed but much younger plants. 

				5.      Some species of develop a distinct purpling of the stem, petiole and the under sides of the leaves. Under severe deficiency conditions leaves to develop a 
         blue-gray luster. 

				6.      In older leaves under very severe deficiency conditions a brown netted veining of the leaves may develop. 



				Function of Phosphorous in the Plant

				1.      Structural component of proteins, amino acids enzymes, nucleic acids, and DNA (reproduction).

				2.      Structural component of ATP (ATP is the trigger for the Kreb Cycle).

				3.      Photosynthesis (production of sugars and starches.

				4.      Respiration (producing energy by oxidizing sugars and starches).

				5.      Seed production Energy production, storage, and transfer.

				6.      Cell division and enlargement.

				7.      Early root formation and growth.

				8.      Greater flowering. 

				9.      Better growth in cold temperatures.

				10.    Water use.



				Factors Affecting Phosphorous Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Excessive Calcium in high pH soils (7.0 and above) will make P less soluble.  Excessive soluble aluminum in low pH soils (6.0 and lower) will be less 
         soluble.

				2.      Soil compaction:  Anything that inhibits root growth will reduce P uptake. 

				3.      Soil Aeration:  A lack of O2 in the soil can reduce P uptake by as much as 50%

				4.      Soil  Moisture:  Lack of o2 in the soil

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Cold weather reduces P uptake.

				6.      Low levels of Mycorrhizae:  Mycorrhizae are soil fungi that attach to plant roots.  Mycorrhizae absorb nutrients and transport them to the root of the plant.



				Phosphorous Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Phosphorus reduce Zinc and, to a lesser degree, Calcium uptake. It is antagonistic to Boron in low pH soils.
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Potassium





				Potassium

				All life begins and depends on an enzyme called Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP).  ATP=ENERGY, Potassium plays a key role in the formation of ATP.  



				Nutrient of the Month - The Diva of them All





				“I’m the Diva of Plant Nutrients”

				— MIKE HAMILTON

				Potassium is a vital component for the healthy development of plants. Dissimilar to nitrogen and phosphorus, potassium is not used in any structural formation of a plant. Potassium is found within the 
plant cell solution, and is responsible for many of the life sustaining metabolic functions.

				Here’s a good analysis for potassium. Wood, concrete, shingles, windows doors, and hardware are the materials used to build a house; but the paint, carpet, drapes, decorations, and furniture are what 
gives the house it’s magnificence.  Potassium is the nutrient that gives a plant its magnificence.

				We all learned about Liebig’s Law of Minimums in school, so I can’t say potassium is more essential than cobalt. But, potassium is involved in more plant processes than any other 
nutrient besides nitrogen.



























				The more I learn about plant physiology, the more I'm amazed at how similar plants and animal are in their cellular development, structure and interaction.  

				about plant physiology, the more I'm amazed at how similar plants and animal are in their cellular development, structure and interaction.  

				One of potassium's primary responsibilities in a plant cell is to execute the respiration and transpiration processes throughout the plant. If a plant is deficient in potassium, the plant is also deficient in the mount of food it digests, the amount of water it drinks, and it can't pee or poop properly. If you're as old as me, you'll understand how vital that last part is.

				Potassium is vital to many plant processes. A review of its role involves understanding the basic biochemical and physiological systems of plants. While K doesn’t become a part of the chemical structure of plants, it plays many important regulatory roles in development.



				THE PRIMARY ROLES OF POTASSIUM WITHIN THE PLANT

				·    Photosynthesis

				·    Stomatal Activity (Water Use

				·    Assist in the production of ATP

				·    Enzyme Activation

				·    Transport of Sugars

				·    Water and Nutrient Transport

				·    Protein Synthesis

				·    Starch Synthesis

				·    Turf Quality

				·    Increases root growth and improves drought resistance

				·    Maintains turgor; reduces water loss and wilting

				·    Helps retard crop diseases

				·    Builds cellulose



				PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FOOD PRODUCTION

				The role of potassium in photosynthesis is both critical and complex.  Potassium initiates the necessary enzymes that produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP) during the photosynthesis process. ATP is the 
energy source for many chemical reactions that occur in plants. The electrical charge balance at the site of ATP production is maintained with potassium ions.

				Potassium also triggers enzymes during the photosynthesis process to combine carbon dioxide and water to form sugars that feed plant cells. When the plant is deficient in potassium, the rate at which ATP 
and sugar are produced are reduced proportionately to the deficiency.  Conversely, plant respiration increases which also contributes to slower growth and development.

				HOW IMPORTANT AND WHAT IS ATP

				All life began and depends on a miraculous enzyme called adenosine triphosphate (ATP). ATP, is the world’s first and smallest biological rotary motor.  Every living cell performs the ATP synthesis reaction 
about one million times per hour.

				ATP, is the energy source that sustains life and powers all metabolic functions of a plant cell, including manufacturing DNA, RNA, proteins, clean-up of debris, and transporting chemicals into, out of, and 
within cells.













































				ATP synthesis executes the relocation of electrons from the internal membrane, through the membrane tissue and, back into the internal membrane. The transfer of electrons in and out of the plant tissue leads to a substantial pH difference between the two sides of the membrane. The outer side of the membrane is typically equal to the optimum uptake pH of each individual plant species.  The ATP reaction pushes positive charged ions and acids out; and negative charged ions and alkalis in.

				Although several steps are involved in creating an energized cell membrane, there’s one simple hypothesis. When the water molecule (H2O) is split inside the cytoplasm of the cell, the positive protons (H+) is pushed out of the cell membrane and the negative hydroxide ions (OH–) are pulled inside of the cell membrane.

				The fact that they’re charged, makes it impossible for these ions to cross the membrane on their own. Trapping the ions on either side of the membrane creates two things, which together make the proton motive force: a pH and a charge difference. A difference in charge on the inside and the outside of a cell is called an electrochemical potential and is a huge source of energy.



				STOMATAL ACTIVITY (WATER USE)

				Potassium synchronizes the opening and closing of stomates.  Stomatal opening allows the leaves to exchange carbon dioxide, water vapor, and oxygen with the atmosphere. Proper functioning of stomates is essential for photosynthesis, ATP synthesis water and nutrient transport, and plant cooling.

				When potassium travels into the guard cells around the stomates, the cells accumulate water causing the pores to open.  With the stomates open properly it allowing gases to move freely in and out of the plant.  When water supply is short, potassium moves out of the plant through osmosis. When potassium levels in the plant are adequate, the pores close tightly to prevent loss of water and minimize drought stress. When potassium levels are low in the plant, the stomates open slowly causing water vapor to escape into the atmosphere. Closure may take hours rather than minutes and is incomplete. As a result, plants with an insufficient supply of potassium are much more susceptible to water stress.

				Accumulation of K in plant roots produces a gradient of osmotic pressure that draws water into the roots. Plants deficient in K are thus less able to absorb water and are more subject to stress when water is in short supply.

				ENZYME ACTIVATION

				Potassium “activates” at least 60 different enzymes involved in plant growth. Enzymes serve as catalysts for thousands of chemical reactions in the plant.  Once activated enzymes 
are utilized by the plant to achieve chemical transformation, but are not consumed in the process. Enzymes bond molecules together in such a way that the chemical reaction can 
take place.

				Potassium also deactivates several organic anions and other complexes within the plant, helping to buffer pH between 7 and 8 (which is optimum for most enzyme reactions).  The 
volume of potassium in the cell influences the number of enzymes that can be activated, this in turn controls the rate at which chemical reactions occur.

				TRANSPORT OF SUGARS

				The carbohydrates and starches that are produced in photosynthesis must be transported through the phloem tubes to all plant cells; for utilization and storage.

				The plants transference system uses energy created by ATP, which is initiated by potassium.  If potassium levels in the plant are insufficient, there is less ATP. Therefore, the 
transference system breaks down. The slowing of carbohydrate movement through the plant causes sugars to build up in the leaves, which in turn slows the rate of photosynthesis.
 An ample supply of potassium in the plant helps to keep all of these processes functioning normally.

				WATER AND NUTRIENT TRANSPORT

				Potassium for all the reasons mentioned above plays a major role the transportation of water and nutrients throughout the plant in the xylem tubes. When potassium levels are low 
in the plant, translocation of nitrates, phosphates, calcium, magnesium, and amino acids is decreased.

				PROTEIN

				Potassium is required for every major step of protein synthesis. When plants are deficient in potassium, proteins are not synthesized regardless of the nitrogen content. Without an 
adequate supply of potassium amino acids, amides and nitrate accumulate.

				STARCH SYNTHESIS

				The enzyme responsible for synthesis of starch is activated by potassium. If potassium is in short supply the level of starch declines, while soluble carbohydrates and nitrogen 
compounds accumulate; making the leaf succulent.

				TURF QUALITY

				As you can see by all that potassium is responsible for, it plays significant roles in enhancing turf quality. Adequate levels of available potassium improve the physical quality, 
disease resistance, and plant vigor.  Even short periods of deficiency, especially during critical developmental stages, can cause serious decline in turf quality.

				IMPROVES ROOT GROWTH AND DROUGHT RESISTANCE

				During drought stress, root growth and the rates of potassium diffusion in the soil are significantly reduced. Maintaining adequate plant potassium is, therefore, critical for plant 
drought resistance. However, because soil solution is minimal in drought affected soils; potassium should be applied as a foliar feed.

				It is worthwhile to try to improve crop tolerance to stress in low-moisture soils by inducing deeper rooting, larger absorption surfaces and greater water retention in plant tissues. 
Deeper rooting could be achieved by deep placement of potassium fertilizer.





				POTASSIUM IN THE SOIL

				The behavior of potassium in the soil is determined more by physical and environmental factors than by chemical or biological processes.

				Because potassium is a small ion (1/2 of the size of calcium), and has only one positive charge attached (unlike Ca++ and Mg++, and Fe++) it leaches quickly through the soil. 
Conversely, for the same reasons potassium can get trapped in small pores spaces in clay and heavy organic matter soils.  Trapped potassium can act like a slow release fertilizer 
by leaking small amounts into the soil, when the soil reaches saturation field capacity.

				Soluble and exchangeable and non-exchangeable potassium make up the pool of available potassium. Unfortunately, commonly available soil tests do not evaluate the 
non-exchangeable component. Plants grown in clay or with heavy organic accumulations, may be receiving enough potassium even when soil tests indicate a deficiency.

				The only way to determine if the plant is receiving enough potassium, is to tissue test frequently.





				POTASSIUM FERTILIZER: THERE ARE MANY SOURCES AND PHILOSOPHIES 

				If you’ve gotten this far you probably realize by now that sufficient levels of potassium are critical for turf health and quality.  But, excess potassium can be equally detrimental to 
plant health and quality; because it limits the uptake of other essential elements.  Therefore, it’s imperative that supplemental potassium is precisely managed.

				PRECISE NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT REQUIRES CONSTANT MONITORING OF NUTRIENT RESERVE, NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY, AND NUTRIENT UPTAKE.  

				I’ve read articles that say, “a grower can supply enough potassium through weekly foliar applications”.  With all the data we’ve collect from years of tissue testing, I’ve yet to see where the spoon feeding method can supply enough potassium to maintain sufficient levels of potassium through all environmental conditions. 

				I’ve read articles that say “as long as there is a minimal sufficient level of potassium in soil reserve, the plant will take care of itself and pull up what it need".  This 
theory believes, all that is required by a grower to maintain health turf; is to maintain sufficient levels of each nutrient in the soil.  Since this a newer philosophy, I 
don’t have enough data to support whether it’s a good or bad hypotenuse.  

				I have seen properties that were over fertilized, maintain quality turf for years; with very small inputs.  Yet most of those properties struggle eventually once the nutrient bank has 
leached away or consumed.

				I do agree that we don’t give plants enough credit for pulling up what it needs. Nevertheless, I don’t believe this method takes physical factors, environmental conditions, or 
maintenance level into account.  Plus, I don’t believe that even the best scientist in the world know the ideal ranges of nutrients in soil reserve, soil solution, or plant tissue. My 
personal belief is that those idea ranges change frequently do to environmental conditions and plant growth stages.

				I know one consultant that recommends supplemental applications of 50 pounds of potassium per year.  The philosophy is that potassium leaches so quickly the only way to insure 
an adequate supply of potassium to the plant; is to apply it in excess. 



				WOW, WHERE DO I START WITH THIS ONE?

				I do believe if you’re managing a property with high sodium, you will without a doubt need to apply more potassium than a property with low sodium levels.  Sodium replaces 
potassium in the plant if it’s deficient.  I also know that excess potassium is not toxic to a plant, and it will not destroy soil structure.  However, what’s attached to that potassium 
molecule can and will.

				You may remember from above, I mentioned that excess potassium in the plant will initiate deficiencies of other nutrients.  By applying one pound of potassium each week, you are 
taking a great chance of potassium luxury consumption, and causing other deficiencies.

				As bad as luxury consumption can be to a plant, the real challenge is associated with the negative affect on to soil structure caused by the anion attached to potassium.

				Here’s just one example: If sulfate of potassium magnesium (Sol po mag) is used to achieve the goal of fifty pounds of potassium, you would also be applying 25 lbs of 
magnesium and 20 lbs of sulfur.  Excess accumulation of either magnesium or sulfur causes tremendous obstructions to the structure of soil.

				Applying just the right amount of potassium will change frequently with plant growth and environmental changes. Also, using the correct sources is an essential factor in uptake 
efficiency and consistency of potassium levels.  If you wish to take most of the guess work out potassium management, you need to test plant tissue before every application, and 
you should test soil solution a minimum of 4 times per year.  It’s important to understand that anions leach quickly through the soil because they can not attach to soil.  It’s very likely that the potassium source that’s most efficient during one season, will be completely inefficient a few months later when temperatures, and precipitation change.



				POTASSIUM DEFICIENCY

				When potassium is moderately deficient, the effects first appear in the older tissues, and from there progress towards the growing points. Acute deficiency severely affects growing 
points, and die-back commonly occurs.

				·    Chlorosis: May cause yellowing of leaves, the margin of the leaves may fall off, and also lead to shedding and defoliation of the leaves.

				·    Stunted growth: Potassium being an important growth catalyst, its deficiency or insufficient might lead to slow growth or poor developed roots and stems.

				·    Poor resistance to ecological changes: Reduced availability of potassium will directly result in less fluid circulation and trans-location of nutrients in plants. This will directly 
     make plants susceptible to temperature changes.



				TOXICITY SYMPTOMS

				There is no level at which potassium becomes toxic to plants.  With that being said, the majority of potassium consumed is taken into the plant through the process of osmosis.  Therefore, when potassium levels are high in soil solution; plants take up more potassium than needed for healthy growth.  Excess potassium accumulation within the plant will cause nitrogen and other cations to be deficient.



				POTASSIUM AND SALT STRESS

				If potassium levels in the plant are low, the plant will take sodium up in its place. The accumulation of high salt concentrations in the soil makes it harder for plant roots to take up 
potassium, water and, thereby, disturbs a plant’s water balance, while high concentrations of sodium in plant tissue may be toxic. 

				When sodium replaces potassium, it inhibits all the processes that potassium is responsible for in the plant.  Therefore, if you are in an area that has high concentrations of sodium 
in the soil; more frequent potassium applications will be required to compensate for the high levels of sodium.
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				POTASSIUM



				Potassium - ppm   101

				%Potassium in Base Saturation   0.1% - Low    (Ideal is 2% to 5%)

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Ca:K Ratio  (Ideal is 13:1)   4.6 - Low

				Mg:K Ratio  (Ideal is 1.5:1)  0.7 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Phosphorous - ppm   9 - Low

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate   21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride   35%





				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 11.3 lbs.

				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 8.5 lbs.



				Low Potassium Levels

				Potassium is low in soil reserve, making the plant susceptible to many stress factors associated with turf decline.  I recommend that you apply a potassium source that is best fit for your conditions.  Many factors must be considered when choosing the most efficient source of potassium.

				         1.   Weather

				         2.   Availability of the product 

				         3.   Ratios of potassium to other nutrients that are also in the product

				         4.   Solubility of the product

				         5.   Purpose for the application 

				                   A.   Building potassium in soil reserve

				                   B.   Building potassium in soil solution

				                   C.   Use as an amendment for flushing

				         6.   Efficiency of the anion attached

				         7.   Type of release

				                   A.   Slow

				                   B.   Fast



				Potassium is extremely mobile in the soil and tends to tie up fairly quickly with phosphorous, HCO3, SO4, and Cl.  Because of the mobility of potassium and fixation, it is very difficult to build potassium in sandy soils.  Typically the only time I see potassium levels high in sandy soils is due to them being modified with inorganic amendments. 



				The exact metabolic functions that are associated with potassium for plant growth have not been completely identified.  However, researchers do know that potassium is one of the principal components in plant respiration and transpiration. 



				Respiration is explained as the transportation of oxygen from the atmosphere into the plant through the plant cells, then the discharge of carbon dioxide out of the plant through the cells back into the atmosphere. Respiration is also responsible for the conversion of the sugars that are produced through photosynthesis, into energy for growth and other metabolic processes. 



				Transpiration is the process of pulling water and nutrients in soil solution into the plant, then pushing the excess back into the soil through the plant stomata.  The plant uses about 90% of the water that enters, while the other 10% is used in the photosynthesis process.  Transpiration is also responsible for the movement of water and nutrients through the plant, cooling the plant, and cell turgidity.



				To put it more simply, respiration and transpiration is breathing, eating, drinking urinating and defecating.



				The uptake of potassium is strongly affected by soil moisture, soil aeration, and soil temperature. 



				When soil moisture is high (not saturated), it significantly enhances potassium availability and uptake.  High oxygen levels and good soil aeration are essential for the transpiration of potassium into the roots of the plant.  High levels oxygen also stimulates root growth which produces more surface area for potassium to enter the plant.  The optimum soil temperate for root initiation and development, plant functions, and biological processes is 60 to 80 degrees. 



				Mineral Potassium Sources

				Since there are no serious environmental issues associated with agricultural uses of potassium, no special precautions are needed.



				Potassium Carbonate 0-0-60 K2CO3

				Potassium Carbonate is an effect source for potassium in soils in which both chlorides and sulfates are high.  It is a white, translucent, odorless, granular or crystalline material that tends to absorb water from the air.  Potassium carbonate is highly soluble and therefore can be applied as a spray solution.  Due to its high solubility potassium carbonate can be easily distributed throughout the root zone together with irrigation water and reach deeper into the soil profile.  Some grades of potassium carbonate carry an HMIS health rating of 2, meaning it is hazardous in case of eye contact or inhalation and slightly hazardous in case of skin contact.  Check label for protective equipment requirements before applying.  Potassium carbonate can be abrassive so the equipment used to convey it should be able to withstand any potential effects from prolonged contact.  In both soils and growing media potassium carbonate can rapidly effect chemical reactions in the root zone, thus elevate root zone pH.  Applying potassium carbonate periodically or even regularly can prevent the pH drop.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if the Bicarbonates are higher than 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if potassium is high in both soil reserve and soil solution.



				Potassium Chloride 0-0-60 45%Cl (KCl)

				Poassium Chloride typically cost less money than other sources of potassium.  Potassium chloride rapidly dissolves in water.  The K+ will be retained on the negatively charged cation exchange sites of clay and organic matter.  The Cl portion will readily move with the water.  Because potassium chloride is rapidly available, it has a high potential of salt burn.  There are no significant impacts on water or air associated with normal application rates of KCl. 

				     ▪   Potassium chloride is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and chlorides are not over 33% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/4 pound of potassium per 1,000 Square Feet per application

				     ▪   Always water with potassium chloride in with no less than 1/4" of water immediately after appling the product, due to potential burn.



				Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 18%S (K2SO4)

				Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The potassium portion of the K2SO4 is no different than other potash fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  Potassium sulfate is also a very suitable K source, but not as soluble as potassium chloride.  The salt index of potassium sulfate is much lower than potassium chloride, but it still should be watered in due to burn potential.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Potassium Sulfate if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 17%S (K2SO4)

				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of slow released potassium for plant nutrition. Some of the well-produced poly coated potassium sulfate products can last in the soil for 90 to 120 days, making them an excellent product to incorporate into aerification holes. 

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				Potassium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a potassium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as potassium.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a potassium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees or below. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				Sulfate of Potassium Magnesium 0-0-22 11%Mg 22%S (Langbeinite)

				Sul Po Mag is one of the most popular fertilizers used in the golf industry to supply soluble potassium to the soil. However it is also one of the most misused products, because of unnecessary applications of sulfur and magnesium.  Sul Po Mag is an excellent product if both sulfur and magnesium are also deficient, and if the ratio of potassium to magnesium is acceptable.  Sul Po Mag is totally water soluble, but is slower to dissolve than some other common K fertilizers because the particles are denser than other K sources.  Therefore, Sul Po Mag is a good product to build potassium up in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, or the ratio of magnesium is more than 50% higher than potassium.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Mono Potassium Phosphate 0-52-34 (MKP)

				Mono Potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system of through a spray tank.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium in phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Di-potassium Phosphate 0-41-54 (DKP)

				Di-potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system or through a spray tank. DKP should be considered when phosphorous is high in ratio to potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium and phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Organic Potassium Sources

				Sunflower Ash 0-0-15 or 0-0-30

				Sunflower Ash (if you can find it) during the industrial processing of sunflowers, sun-flower husks remain unused.  Depending on growing conditions and fertilizer the husks application, the husk contains a variety of plant nutrients and micro elements.  Therefore Sunflower ash obtained from burning husks can be used to fertilize plants.  Sunflower ash is a great slow release product and is excellent for building soil reserve.  However, sunflower ash can only be broken down by microbial action.  If you do use sunflower ash be careful, the salt index is fairly high.  Sunflower ash can burn if incorrectly applied. 



				Potassium Humate

				Potassium Humate is a very effective organic fertilizer, because plants prefer organic acids to mineral anions. Humic and fulvic acid increases the availability of potassium in the soil, and reduces the loss of potassium to fixation.  Because the molecular weight of organic acid is heavy its mobility in the soil is slow, increasing the uptake and utilization of potassium.  Potassium humate is a non-toxic water soluble powder that can be applied through a spray solution or fertigation application.



				Bone and Feather Meal

				Bone and Feather Meal is an organic fertilizer that contains nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, bone and feather meal can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer. Typically bone and feather meal fertilizer contain no more than 4% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if the nitrogen or potassium levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if soil temperatures is 55 degrees or below.



				Sludge and Animal Manure 

				Sludge and Animal Manure are organic fertilizers that contain nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, sludge and manure can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer.  Typically sludge and manure contain no more than 3% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if the nitrogen or phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Liquid Potassium Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Potassium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Leaves show marginal necrosis (tip burn), others at a more advanced deficiency status show necrosis in the interveinal spaces between the main veins along with
         interveinal chlorosis. 



				Function of Potassium in the Plant

				1.      Potassium does not form a structural part of any plant component or compound.

				2.      Role in photosynthesis and plant food formation (Respiration).

				3.      Role in sugar and carbohydrate production, transport, and storage.

				4.      K deficient plants transport less sugar through the root causing reduced populations of nitrogen fixing bacteria which reduce the amount of N produced.

				5.      Important, in conjunction with Ca and B for cell development.

				6.      Opens and closes the leaf stoma (Transpiration).



				Factors Affecting Potassium Availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:     Ca : Mg 6.5 : 1     Ca : K 13 : 1     Mg : K  2 : 1

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Water deficiency results in less K absorption.

				4.      Soil pH:  Low pH 6 and under will reduce the availability of K.

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Soil temps less then 60 degree reduce the availability of K.

				6.      Soil compaction.

				7.      Soil Drainage and Aeration.

				8.      Soil Salinity: Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Potassium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Potassium reduce Magnesium and to lesser extent Calcium, Iron, Copper, Manganese and Zinc uptake. 

				2.      Boron levels can either be low or toxic. 

				3.      Low levels can accentuate Iron deficiency.
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				POTASSIUM



				Potassium - ppm   101

				%Potassium in Base Saturation   0.1% - Low    (Ideal is 2% to 5%)

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Ca:K Ratio  (Ideal is 13:1)   4.6 - Low

				Mg:K Ratio  (Ideal is 1.5:1)  0.7 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Phosphorous - ppm   9 - Low

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate   21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride   35%





				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 11.3 lbs.

				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 8.5 lbs.



				Low Potassium Levels

				Potassium is low in soil reserve, making the plant susceptible to many stress factors associated with turf decline.  I recommend that you apply a potassium source that is best fit for your conditions.  Many factors must be considered when choosing the most efficient source of potassium.

				         1.   Weather

				         2.   Availability of the product 

				         3.   Ratios of potassium to other nutrients that are also in the product

				         4.   Solubility of the product

				         5.   Purpose for the application 

				                   A.   Building potassium in soil reserve

				                   B.   Building potassium in soil solution

				                   C.   Use as an amendment for flushing

				         6.   Efficiency of the anion attached

				         7.   Type of release

				                   A.   Slow

				                   B.   Fast



				Potassium is extremely mobile in the soil and tends to tie up fairly quickly with phosphorous, HCO3, SO4, and Cl.  Because of the mobility of potassium and fixation, it is very difficult to build potassium in sandy soils.  Typically the only time I see potassium levels high in sandy soils is due to them being modified with inorganic amendments. 



				The exact metabolic functions that are associated with potassium for plant growth have not been completely identified.  However, researchers do know that potassium is one of the principal components in plant respiration and transpiration. 



				Respiration is explained as the transportation of oxygen from the atmosphere into the plant through the plant cells, then the discharge of carbon dioxide out of the plant through the cells back into the atmosphere. Respiration is also responsible for the conversion of the sugars that are produced through photosynthesis, into energy for growth and other metabolic processes. 



				Transpiration is the process of pulling water and nutrients in soil solution into the plant, then pushing the excess back into the soil through the plant stomata.  The plant uses about 90% of the water that enters, while the other 10% is used in the photosynthesis process.  Transpiration is also responsible for the movement of water and nutrients through the plant, cooling the plant, and cell turgidity.



				To put it more simply, respiration and transpiration is breathing, eating, drinking urinating and defecating.



				The uptake of potassium is strongly affected by soil moisture, soil aeration, and soil temperature. 



				When soil moisture is high (not saturated), it significantly enhances potassium availability and uptake.  High oxygen levels and good soil aeration are essential for the transpiration of potassium into the roots of the plant.  High levels oxygen also stimulates root growth which produces more surface area for potassium to enter the plant.  The optimum soil temperate for root initiation and development, plant functions, and biological processes is 60 to 80 degrees. 



				Mineral Potassium Sources

				Since there are no serious environmental issues associated with agricultural uses of potassium, no special precautions are needed.



				Potassium Carbonate 0-0-60 K2CO3

				Potassium Carbonate is an effect source for potassium in soils in which both chlorides and sulfates are high.  It is a white, translucent, odorless, granular or crystalline material that tends to absorb water from the air.  Potassium carbonate is highly soluble and therefore can be applied as a spray solution.  Due to its high solubility potassium carbonate can be easily distributed throughout the root zone together with irrigation water and reach deeper into the soil profile.  Some grades of potassium carbonate carry an HMIS health rating of 2, meaning it is hazardous in case of eye contact or inhalation and slightly hazardous in case of skin contact.  Check label for protective equipment requirements before applying.  Potassium carbonate can be abrassive so the equipment used to convey it should be able to withstand any potential effects from prolonged contact.  In both soils and growing media potassium carbonate can rapidly effect chemical reactions in the root zone, thus elevate root zone pH.  Applying potassium carbonate periodically or even regularly can prevent the pH drop.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if the Bicarbonates are higher than 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if potassium is high in both soil reserve and soil solution.



				Potassium Chloride 0-0-60 45%Cl (KCl)

				Poassium Chloride typically cost less money than other sources of potassium.  Potassium chloride rapidly dissolves in water.  The K+ will be retained on the negatively charged cation exchange sites of clay and organic matter.  The Cl portion will readily move with the water.  Because potassium chloride is rapidly available, it has a high potential of salt burn.  There are no significant impacts on water or air associated with normal application rates of KCl. 

				     ▪   Potassium chloride is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and chlorides are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/4 pound of potassium per 1,000 Square Feet per application

				     ▪   Always water with potassium chloride in with no less than 1/4" of water immediately after appling the product, due to potential burn.



				Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 18%S (K2SO4)

				Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The potassium portion of the K2SO4 is no different than other potash fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  Potassium sulfate is also a very suitable K source, but not as soluble as potassium chloride.  The salt index of potassium sulfate is much lower than potassium chloride, but it still should be watered in due to burn potential.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Potassium Sulfate if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 17%S (K2SO4)

				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of slow released potassium for plant nutrition. Some of the well-produced poly coated potassium sulfate products can last in the soil for 90 to 120 days, making them an excellent product to incorporate into aerification holes. 

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				Potassium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a potassium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as potassium.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a potassium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees or below. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				Sulfate of Potassium Magnesium 0-0-22 11%Mg 22%S (Langbeinite)

				Sul Po Mag is one of the most popular fertilizers used in the golf industry to supply soluble potassium to the soil. However it is also one of the most misused products, because of unnecessary applications of sulfur and magnesium.  Sul Po Mag is an excellent product if both sulfur and magnesium are also deficient, and if the ratio of potassium to magnesium is acceptable.  Sul Po Mag is totally water soluble, but is slower to dissolve than some other common K fertilizers because the particles are denser than other K sources.  Therefore, Sul Po Mag is a good product to build potassium up in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, or the ratio of magnesium is more than 50% higher than potassium.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Mono Potassium Phosphate 0-52-34 (MKP)

				Mono Potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system of through a spray tank.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium in phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Di-potassium Phosphate 0-41-54 (DKP)

				Di-potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system or through a spray tank. DKP should be considered when phosphorous is high in ratio to potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium and phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Organic Potassium Sources

				Sunflower Ash 0-0-15 or 0-0-30

				Sunflower Ash (if you can find it) during the industrial processing of sunflowers, sun-flower husks remain unused.  Depending on growing conditions and fertilizer the husks application, the husk contains a variety of plant nutrients and micro elements.  Therefore Sunflower ash obtained from burning husks can be used to fertilize plants.  Sunflower ash is a great slow release product and is excellent for building soil reserve.  However, sunflower ash can only be broken down by microbial action.  If you do use sunflower ash be careful, the salt index is fairly high.  Sunflower ash can burn if incorrectly applied. 



				Potassium Humate

				Potassium Humate is a very effective organic fertilizer, because plants prefer organic acids to mineral anions. Humic and fulvic acid increases the availability of potassium in the soil, and reduces the loss of potassium to fixation.  Because the molecular weight of organic acid is heavy its mobility in the soil is slow, increasing the uptake and utilization of potassium.  Potassium humate is a non-toxic water soluble powder that can be applied through a spray solution or fertigation application.



				Bone and Feather Meal

				Bone and Feather Meal is an organic fertilizer that contains nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, bone and feather meal can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer. Typically bone and feather meal fertilizer contain no more than 4% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if the nitrogen or potassium levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if soil temperatures is 55 degrees or below.



				Sludge and Animal Manure 

				Sludge and Animal Manure are organic fertilizers that contain nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, sludge and manure can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer.  Typically sludge and manure contain no more than 3% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if the nitrogen or phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Liquid Potassium Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Potassium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Leaves show marginal necrosis (tip burn), others at a more advanced deficiency status show necrosis in the interveinal spaces between the main veins along with
         interveinal chlorosis. 



				Function of Potassium in the Plant

				1.      Potassium does not form a structural part of any plant component or compound.

				2.      Role in photosynthesis and plant food formation (Respiration).

				3.      Role in sugar and carbohydrate production, transport, and storage.

				4.      K deficient plants transport less sugar through the root causing reduced populations of nitrogen fixing bacteria which reduce the amount of N produced.

				5.      Important, in conjunction with Ca and B for cell development.

				6.      Opens and closes the leaf stoma (Transpiration).



				Factors Affecting Potassium Availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:     Ca : Mg 6.5 : 1     Ca : K 13 : 1     Mg : K  2 : 1

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Water deficiency results in less K absorption.

				4.      Soil pH:  Low pH 6 and under will reduce the availability of K.

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Soil temps less then 60 degree reduce the availability of K.

				6.      Soil compaction.

				7.      Soil Drainage and Aeration.

				8.      Soil Salinity: Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Potassium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Potassium reduce Magnesium and to lesser extent Calcium, Iron, Copper, Manganese and Zinc uptake. 

				2.      Boron levels can either be low or toxic. 

				3.      Low levels can accentuate Iron deficiency.
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K-Lo

















				POTASSIUM



				Potassium - ppm   101

				%Potassium in Base Saturation   0.1% - Low    (Ideal is 2% to 5%)

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Ca:K Ratio  (Ideal is 13:1)   4.6 - Low

				Mg:K Ratio  (Ideal is 1.5:1)  0.7 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Phosphorous - ppm   9 - Low

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate   21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride   35%





				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 11.3 lbs.

				Amount of Potassium taken up by a bermudagrass plant in one growing year is 8.5 lbs.



				Low Potassium Levels

				Potassium is low in soil reserve, making the plant susceptible to many stress factors associated with turf decline.  I recommend that you apply a potassium source that is best fit for your conditions.  Many factors must be considered when choosing the most efficient source of potassium.

				         1.   Weather

				         2.   Availability of the product 

				         3.   Ratios of potassium to other nutrients that are also in the product

				         4.   Solubility of the product

				         5.   Purpose for the application 

				                   A.   Building potassium in soil reserve

				                   B.   Building potassium in soil solution

				                   C.   Use as an amendment for flushing

				         6.   Efficiency of the anion attached

				         7.   Type of release

				                   A.   Slow

				                   B.   Fast



				Potassium is extremely mobile in the soil and tends to tie up fairly quickly with phosphorous, HCO3, SO4, and Cl.  Because of the mobility of potassium and fixation, it is very difficult to build potassium in sandy soils.  Typically the only time I see potassium levels high in sandy soils is due to them being modified with inorganic amendments. 



				The exact metabolic functions that are associated with potassium for plant growth have not been completely identified.  However, researchers do know that potassium is one of the principal components in plant respiration and transpiration. 



				Respiration is explained as the transportation of oxygen from the atmosphere into the plant through the plant cells, then the discharge of carbon dioxide out of the plant through the cells back into the atmosphere. Respiration is also responsible for the conversion of the sugars that are produced through photosynthesis, into energy for growth and other metabolic processes. 



				Transpiration is the process of pulling water and nutrients in soil solution into the plant, then pushing the excess back into the soil through the plant stomata.  The plant uses about 90% of the water that enters, while the other 10% is used in the photosynthesis process.  Transpiration is also responsible for the movement of water and nutrients through the plant, cooling the plant, and cell turgidity.



				To put it more simply, respiration and transpiration is breathing, eating, drinking urinating and defecating.



				The uptake of potassium is strongly affected by soil moisture, soil aeration, and soil temperature. 



				When soil moisture is high (not saturated), it significantly enhances potassium availability and uptake.  High oxygen levels and good soil aeration are essential for the transpiration of potassium into the roots of the plant.  High levels oxygen also stimulates root growth which produces more surface area for potassium to enter the plant.  The optimum soil temperate for root initiation and development, plant functions, and biological processes is 60 to 80 degrees. 



				Mineral Potassium Sources

				Since there are no serious environmental issues associated with agricultural uses of potassium, no special precautions are needed.



				Potassium Carbonate 0-0-60 K2CO3

				Potassium Carbonate is an effect source for potassium in soils in which both chlorides and sulfates are high.  It is a white, translucent, odorless, granular or crystalline material that tends to absorb water from the air.  Potassium carbonate is highly soluble and therefore can be applied as a spray solution.  Due to its high solubility potassium carbonate can be easily distributed throughout the root zone together with irrigation water and reach deeper into the soil profile.  Some grades of potassium carbonate carry an HMIS health rating of 2, meaning it is hazardous in case of eye contact or inhalation and slightly hazardous in case of skin contact.  Check label for protective equipment requirements before applying.  Potassium carbonate can be abrassive so the equipment used to convey it should be able to withstand any potential effects from prolonged contact.  In both soils and growing media potassium carbonate can rapidly effect chemical reactions in the root zone, thus elevate root zone pH.  Applying potassium carbonate periodically or even regularly can prevent the pH drop.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if the Bicarbonates are higher than 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium carbonate if potassium is high in both soil reserve and soil solution.



				Potassium Chloride 0-0-60 45%Cl (KCl)

				Poassium Chloride typically cost less money than other sources of potassium.  Potassium chloride rapidly dissolves in water.  The K+ will be retained on the negatively charged cation exchange sites of clay and organic matter.  The Cl portion will readily move with the water.  Because potassium chloride is rapidly available, it has a high potential of salt burn.  There are no significant impacts on water or air associated with normal application rates of KCl. 

				     ▪   Potassium chloride is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and chlorides are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium chloride if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/4 pound of potassium per 1,000 Square Feet per application

				     ▪   Always water with potassium chloride in with no less than 1/4" of water immediately after appling the product, due to potential burn.



				Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 18%S (K2SO4)

				Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The potassium portion of the K2SO4 is no different than other potash fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  Potassium sulfate is also a very suitable K source, but not as soluble as potassium chloride.  The salt index of potassium sulfate is much lower than potassium chloride, but it still should be watered in due to burn potential.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Potassium Sulfate if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 17%S (K2SO4)

				Poly Coated Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of slow released potassium for plant nutrition. Some of the well-produced poly coated potassium sulfate products can last in the soil for 90 to 120 days, making them an excellent product to incorporate into aerification holes. 

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 



				Potassium Nitrate 13-0-44 (KNO3)

				Potassium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a potassium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as potassium.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a potassium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees or below. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				Sulfate of Potassium Magnesium 0-0-22 11%Mg 22%S (Langbeinite)

				Sul Po Mag is one of the most popular fertilizers used in the golf industry to supply soluble potassium to the soil. However it is also one of the most misused products, because of unnecessary applications of sulfur and magnesium.  Sul Po Mag is an excellent product if both sulfur and magnesium are also deficient, and if the ratio of potassium to magnesium is acceptable.  Sul Po Mag is totally water soluble, but is slower to dissolve than some other common K fertilizers because the particles are denser than other K sources.  Therefore, Sul Po Mag is a good product to build potassium up in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, or the ratio of magnesium is more than 50% higher than potassium.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 1/2 pound of potassium per 1,000 sqft per application due to the potential for burn.

				     ▪   Apply 1/4" to 1/2" of water immediately after each application.

		 		     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if the air temperature is higher than 85 degree.



				Mono Potassium Phosphate 0-52-34 (MKP)

				Mono Potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system of through a spray tank.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium in phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply MKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Di-potassium Phosphate 0-41-54 (DKP)

				Di-potassium Phosphate is a water soluble product meant to be applied through an irrigation system or through a spray tank. DKP should be considered when phosphorous is high in ratio to potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if the phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue.

				     ▪   Apply only when both potassium and phosphorous are low in soil solution or soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply DKP if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Organic Potassium Sources

				Sunflower Ash 0-0-15 or 0-0-30

				Sunflower Ash (if you can find it) during the industrial processing of sunflowers, sun-flower husks remain unused.  Depending on growing conditions and fertilizer the husks application, the husk contains a variety of plant nutrients and micro elements.  Therefore Sunflower ash obtained from burning husks can be used to fertilize plants.  Sunflower ash is a great slow release product and is excellent for building soil reserve.  However, sunflower ash can only be broken down by microbial action.  If you do use sunflower ash be careful, the salt index is fairly high.  Sunflower ash can burn if incorrectly applied. 



				Potassium Humate

				Potassium Humate is a very effective organic fertilizer, because plants prefer organic acids to mineral anions. Humic and fulvic acid increases the availability of potassium in the soil, and reduces the loss of potassium to fixation.  Because the molecular weight of organic acid is heavy its mobility in the soil is slow, increasing the uptake and utilization of potassium.  Potassium humate is a non-toxic water soluble powder that can be applied through a spray solution or fertigation application.



				Bone and Feather Meal

				Bone and Feather Meal is an organic fertilizer that contains nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, bone and feather meal can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer. Typically bone and feather meal fertilizer contain no more than 4% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if the nitrogen or potassium levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply bone and feather meal if soil temperatures is 55 degrees or below.



				Sludge and Animal Manure 

				Sludge and Animal Manure are organic fertilizers that contain nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.  However, sludge and manure can only be broken down by microbial action, making it a slow release fertilizer.  Typically sludge and manure contain no more than 3% potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if the nitrogen or phosphorous levels are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply sludge or manure if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Liquid Potassium Recommendations

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Potassium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Leaves show marginal necrosis (tip burn), others at a more advanced deficiency status show necrosis in the interveinal spaces between the main veins along with
         interveinal chlorosis. 



				Function of Potassium in the Plant

				1.      Potassium does not form a structural part of any plant component or compound.

				2.      Role in photosynthesis and plant food formation (Respiration).

				3.      Role in sugar and carbohydrate production, transport, and storage.

				4.      K deficient plants transport less sugar through the root causing reduced populations of nitrogen fixing bacteria which reduce the amount of N produced.

				5.      Important, in conjunction with Ca and B for cell development.

				6.      Opens and closes the leaf stoma (Transpiration).



				Factors Affecting Potassium Availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:     Ca : Mg 6.5 : 1     Ca : K 13 : 1     Mg : K  2 : 1

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Water deficiency results in less K absorption.

				4.      Soil pH:  Low pH 6 and under will reduce the availability of K.

				5.      Soil Temperature:  Soil temps less then 60 degree reduce the availability of K.

				6.      Soil compaction.

				7.      Soil Drainage and Aeration.

				8.      Soil Salinity: Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Potassium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Potassium reduce Magnesium and to lesser extent Calcium, Iron, Copper, Manganese and Zinc uptake. 

				2.      Boron levels can either be low or toxic. 

				3.      Low levels can accentuate Iron deficiency.
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Magnesium

				MAGNESIUM “I can be your best friend or your worst enemy.”

















				Magnesium’s impact on plants:



				Magnesium is a secondary macronutrient that is essential for plant life, playing a significant role in soil structure, and physical condition. Even minor magnesium deficiencies will weaken a plant, making it susceptible to many ailments. However, a major plant magnesium deficiency will cause significant stress that will eventually cause plant decline. Toxic effects from excessive magnesium in the plant are rare but will cause devastating challenges in the soil playing a decisive role in plant strength.

				Unlike nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium the plant has smaller demand for magnesium. This is why many growers tend to ignore it. Also, magnesium deficiency is hard to diagnose. Many of the visual symptoms do not appear until the plant is in major decline, the deficiency usually leading to disease, insects, and/or other environmental stress factors.

				Magnesium plays only a small role in the plant’s primary structural development, but in my opinion, it is the most important nutrient for all secondary metabolic functions. Chlorophyll develops in the early stages of the plant life cycle, and magnesium is the center of this life-sustaining plant blood. Consequently, if magnesium is deficient in the plant the first link in the chain of secondary metabolic function is compromised. Secondary metabolic functions are responsible for producing oxygen, toxins to fight off plant attacks, and also to nourish sugars, acids, proteins, just to name a few.  All of which keep plants healthy and to feed the soil bacteria once a plant does expire.

				Think about it this way… If you have a long chain holding up a storage bend and you keep adding weight to the bend, that’s added stress to the chain. If the top link is weak, the added weight is going to give way and the entire bend is going to come crashing down.  The weaker the chain, the faster the bend is going to crash.

				Magnesium deficiencies weaken a plant’s ability to accomplish secondary metabolic functions. Such as, producing natural protection compounds that prevent and heal them from fungal, viral, and bacterial diseases. Therefore, the first visual symptom of a magnesium deficiency may be the disease itself. If the magnesium deficiency is not diagnosed, a grower can get caught up in an endless cycle of spraying expensive fungicides on a preventive program.

































				Magnesium’s impact on soil:

				Excessive magnesium in soil reserve will cause devastating effects to the soil’s structure, creating a lack of flow and buildup of water forming saturated soils. Magnesium is a small molecule with two positive charges.  If one positive charge attaches to one soil particle, and the other positive charge attaches to a second soil particle, there will be less space for oxygen to move and will be pushed out altogether. Excess magnesium in the soil will also have a harmful impact on the uptake of other nutrients, further weakening plant health and immunity to life-threatening entities.

				What may be difficult to understand is that if the soil has excessive magnesium, the plant can still be deficient.  If you have this situation, then you will be playing a constant balancing act with the plant.  This balancing act may require constant monitoring to assure plant and soil health.

				Saturated soils commonly contain low levels of soil oxygen. Low levels of oxygen reduce beneficial bacteria, root mass, and a plant’s ability to survive any form of stress. Poor root structure hinders the uptake of all nutrients, which compromises both primary and secondary metabolic functions of the plant.  Put simply, proper amounts of magnesium is a plant’s best friend, but excessive levels in the soil are a plant’s worst enemy.

				Unfortunately, for those of you who have excessive levels of magnesium in the soil it may be exceedingly difficult, and costly to remediate the problem.



				Review of Magnesium Facts:

				Magnesium is a secondary nutrient that is needed for several functions in the health, and growth of the plant.

				Magnesium is considered a secondary nutrient, not based on importance but the amount needed within the plant.

				Magnesium is the center of the chlorophyll molecule, like how iron is the center of the hemoglobin molecule in humans.

				Soils that contain high levels of magnesium will cause the soil to be saturated as magnesium pulls, and holds soil particles tightly together.

				Magnesium deficiencies enhance plant pest attacks.



				The Function of Magnesium in the Plant:























				Magnesium plays a role in several enzymes reactions, without magnesium plants cannot produce chlorophyll which is needed in photosynthesis.

				Magnesium assists to pull several anions into the plant such as nitrate, phosphorus, chloride, and sulfur into the plant.

				Magnesium plays a significant role in sugar synthesis, oil, and fat formation, starch translocation, as well as iron utilization.



				Magnesium Uptake by Plants:























				Magnesium is taken up in two different methods by the root system, diffusion, and passive uptake.

				The concentration of magnesium must be higher in soil solution for diffusion to occur. Passive uptake (mass flow) is driven by the transpiration process.

				Foliar fertilizer applications can bypass natural uptake functions with chelators such as sugars, amino acids, and complex carbohydrates to help the leaf tissue absorb magnesium into the leaf.



				Magnesium Deficiency Symptoms:

























				Magnesium deficiency starts with mottled chlorotic areas developing in the interveinal tissue.

				In some cases, it can superficially resemble potassium deficiency.

				Many plant diseases and pest attacks are a symptom of magnesium deficiency.

				Magnesium deficiencies may occur when the following factors affect its availability:

				Sand: Magnesium deficiencies can occur in sandy soils, low in organic matter.

				Soil pH: Magnesium availability is decreased in low pH and high pH soils.

				Soil Temperature: Low soil temperatures, and long periods of cool, cloudy weather.

				Drainage: Poor drainage causes saturated soil, which can also be accelerated by high levels of magnesium.

				Antagonists: Soils high in levels of calcium, potassium, sodium, and iron can cause magnesium deficiencies.



				Magnesium Toxicity:

				Magnesium toxicity in plants is rare.

				Issues associated with excess magnesium in soils are limiting the uptake of calcium, phosphorus, potassium, iron, and manganese.

				In closing, Magnesium’s impact on overall plant health is cause for careful consideration. Magnesium deficiencies weaken a plant’s ability to accomplish secondary metabolic functions. Neglecting to diagnose magnesium deficiencies can cause long term and irrefutable damage to your plant. Endless cycles of spraying expensive fungicides are avoidable with the right fertility program.









































































Mg-Hi

















				MAGNESIUM



				Magnesium - ppm   72.9





				Amount of Magnesium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.9 lbs



				High

				At this time magnesium is high in soil reserve.  I do not recommend any bulk applications of magnesium, as it will add to the excess and affect the uptake of other cations.  



				Routine flushes with humic acid, mixed with calcium or potassium products will help to reduce the level of magnesium and balance the ratios with other cations.  Check the ratio of between bicarbonates, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution to determine the most effective and efficient source for flushing.  



				High concentrations of magnesium in the soil will eventually lead to poor plant growth and poor soil physical conditions. 



				High levels of magnesium will restrict the uptake of other cations especially potassium.  The reason potassium is more affected by magnesium than calcium, is that it takes two K+ions to displace a single Mg2+ion.  Excessive magnesium in the soil also diminishes the structure of the soil due to a reduction of oxygen space.  One of the factors that affect soil flocculation, is double positive ions (Mg++, Ca++, Fe++) will attach to two separate soil particles .  Magnesium has less than half of the molecular weight as calcium and iron; therefore it creates half as much separation and air space between soil particles. 



				Magnesium is a common constituent in many minerals, comprising 2% of the Earth’s crust.  It is also a common component in seawater.  If the magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, the first place to look is the irrigation water source.  If your golf course is near the ocean, intercostal waterway, or the well water used has been infiltrated by sea water; than the levels of magnesium of the irrigation water are most likely high.



				Magnesium needs to be monitored by tissue testing because it is very difficult for the plant to take magnesium up even if there is an adequate supply in soil solution.  Low levels of magnesium in the plant can cause rapid senescence.  Plants use more magnesium during the growing season, because the plant is growing and producing large amounts of chlorophyll.  Low levels of magnesium at a time when the plant is actively growing can cause a chain reaction that will reduce carbohydrate production.  



				Liquid Magnesium Recommendations

				Do not apply magnesium in your foliar application unless tissue samples show low levels in the plant



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				 Deficiency Magnesium Symptoms

				1.      In its advanced form, magnesium deficiency may superficially resemble potassium deficiency. 

				2.      In the case of magnesium deficiency the symptoms generally start with mottled chlorotic areas developing in the interveinal tissue. 

				3.      The interveinal laminae tissue tends to expand proportionately more than the other leaf tissues, producing a raised puckered surface, with the top of the puckers
         progressively going from chlorotic to necrotic tissue. 

				4.      In some plants tints of orange, yellow, and purple may also develop. 



				Function of Magnesium in the Plant

				1.      Photosynthesis:  Mg is the center of the chlorophyll molecule.

				2.      Carrier of Phosphorus in the plant.

				3.      Mg is both an enzyme activator and a constituent of many enzymes.

				4.      Sugar synthesis.

				5.      Starch Translocation.

				6.      Plant oil and fat formation.

				7.      Nutrient uptake control.

				8.      Increase Iron utilization.

				9.      Aids nitrogen fixation in legume nodules.



				Factors affecting Magnesium Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Low pH decreases Mg availability.  High pH increase Mg availability.

				2.      Mg:Mn ratio:  High available Mn can reduce Mg uptake.  This usually only happens on very low pH soils.

				3.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				4.      High cation applications:  Especially K.

				1.      Low soil temperatures.

				2.      High K:Mg ratios: 1:1 or higher.

				3.      Long periods of cool cloudy weather.

				4.      High nitrate N.

				5.      Poor drainage.



				Magnesium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Excess calcium, potassium and phosphorous can cause magnesium deficiencies.  
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Mg-Good

















				MAGNESIUM



				Magnesium - ppm   72.9





				Amount of Magnesium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.9 lbs



				Optimum

				At this time magnesium is in the optimum range in soil reserve and no recommendations are needed.  I do not recommend any bulk applications of magnesium, as it will add to the excess and affect the uptake of other cations.  



				High concentrations of magnesium in the soil will eventually lead to poor plant growth and poor soil physical conditions. 



				High levels of magnesium will restrict the uptake of other cations especially potassium.  The reason potassium is more affected by magnesium than calcium, is that it takes two K+ions to displace a single Mg2+ion.  Excessive magnesium in the soil also diminishes the structure of the soil due to a reduction of oxygen space.  One of the factors that affect soil flocculation, is double positive ions (Mg++, Ca++, Fe++) will attach to two separate soil particles .  Magnesium has less than half of the molecular weight as calcium and iron; therefore it creates half as much separation and air space between soil particles. 



				Magnesium is a common constituent in many minerals, comprising 2% of the Earth’s crust.  It is also a common component in seawater.  If the magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, the first place to look is the irrigation water source.  If your golf course is near the ocean, intercostal waterway, or the well water used has been infiltrated by sea water; than the levels of magnesium of the irrigation water are most likely high.



				Magnesium needs to be monitored by tissue testing because it is very difficult for the plant to take magnesium up even if there is an adequate supply in soil solution.  Low levels of magnesium in the plant can cause rapid senescence.  Plants use more magnesium during the growing season, because the plant is growing and producing large amounts of chlorophyll.  Low levels of magnesium at a time when the plant is actively growing can cause a chain reaction that will reduce carbohydrate production.  



				Liquid Magnesium Recommendations

				Do not apply magnesium in your foliar application unless tissue samples show low levels in the plant



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				 Deficiency Magnesium Symptoms

				1.      In its advanced form, magnesium deficiency may superficially resemble potassium deficiency. 

				2.      In the case of magnesium deficiency the symptoms generally start with mottled chlorotic areas developing in the interveinal tissue. 

				3.      The interveinal laminae tissue tends to expand proportionately more than the other leaf tissues, producing a raised puckered surface, with the top of the puckers
         progressively going from chlorotic to necrotic tissue. 

				4.      In some plants tints of orange, yellow, and purple may also develop. 



				Function of Magnesium in the Plant

				1.      Photosynthesis:  Mg is the center of the chlorophyll molecule.

				2.      Carrier of Phosphorus in the plant.

				3.      Mg is both an enzyme activator and a constituent of many enzymes.

				4.      Sugar synthesis.

				5.      Starch Translocation.

				6.      Plant oil and fat formation.

				7.      Nutrient uptake control.

				8.      Increase Iron utilization.

				9.      Aids nitrogen fixation in legume nodules.



				Factors affecting Magnesium Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Low pH decreases Mg availability.  High pH increase Mg availability.

				2.      Mg:Mn ratio:  High available Mn can reduce Mg uptake.  This usually only happens on very low pH soils.

				3.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				4.      High cation applications:  Especially K.

				1.      Low soil temperatures.

				2.      High K:Mg ratios: 1:1 or higher.

				3.      Long periods of cool cloudy weather.

				4.      High nitrate N.

				5.      Poor drainage.



				Magnesium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Excess calcium, potassium and phosphorous can cause magnesium deficiencies.  
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				MAGNESIUM



				Magnesium - ppm   72.9

				%Magnesium in Base Saturation   0.1% - Low    (Ideal  10% to 15%)

				%Magnesium in Soil Solution  13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				Ca:Mg Ratio  (Ideal is 8:1)   6.4 - Low

				Mg:K Ratio  (Ideal is 1.5:1)   0.7 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Calcium - ppm   464 - High

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%

				Organic Matter   1.1





				Amount of Magnesium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.9 lbs



				Low

				The level of magnesium in soil reserve is low at this time.  I recommend that you apply a bulk application of magnesium to help build magnesium in soil reserve.  Check the ratio of magnesium to calcium and potassium to determine which source best suits your situation.  Choose a magnesium product that will enable you to adjust ratio imbalances. 



				When removal of Mg from the soil is greater than the release rate of Mg from mineral sources and fertilizer additions, Mg concentrations in solution on the exchange sites will decline.  This low Mg situation is most frequently observed on sandy soil with low exchangeable Mg, soils receiving repeated applications of calcitic limestone, and due to a competition with other cations.



				High exchangeable potassium concentrations can have an adverse effect on Mg availability for plants. The competition between these two cations for root uptake appears to be the primary cause, although high K may also impair Mg translocation within the plant.



				Since magnesium is mobile within the plant, deficiency symptoms appear on lower and older leaves first. Conditions such as, low soil pH, low temperatures, dry soil conditions and high levels of competing elements, such as potassium and calcium, reduce the availability of magnesium.  Under such conditions, magnesium deficiency is more likely. 



				Magnesium is a common constituent in many minerals, comprising 2% of the Earth’s crust.  It is also a common component in seawater.  If the magnesium levels are high in soil reserve the first place to look is the irrigation water source.  If your golf course is near the ocean, intercostal waterway, or the well water used has been infiltrated by sea water; than the levels of magnesium of the irrigation water are most likely high.



				Magnesium needs to be monitored by tissue testing because it is very difficult for the plant to take magnesium up even if there is an adequate supply in soil solution.  Low levels of magnesium in the plant can cause rapid senescence.  Plants use more magnesium during the growing season, because the plant is growing and producing large amounts of chlorophyll.  Low levels of magnesium at a time when the plant is actively growing can cause a chain reaction that will reduce carbohydrate production.  



				Mineral Magnesium Sources

				Since there are no serious environmental issues associated with agricultural uses of Magnesium, no special precautions are needed.



				Magnesium Nitrate 11-0-0 10%Mg (MgNO3)2

				Magnesium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a magnesium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effective method for plants to pull in cations such as magnesium.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a magnesium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Nitrate nitrogen is subject to rapid denitrification.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				Magnesium Sulfate 9-0-0 14%Mg 12%S (MgSO4)

				Magnesium Sulfate is a very soluble form of magnesium that will aid in building soil reserve magnesium.

				     ▪   Ammonium nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the product can’t be watered in.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the soil moisture levels are below 25%.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the levels of sulfur are high in soil reserve or SO4 is higher than 40% in soil solution.



				Sulfate of Potassium Magnesium 0-0-22 11%Mg 22%S (Langbeinite)

				Sul Po Mag is one of the most popular fertilizers used in the golf industry to supply soluble magnesium to the soil. However, it is also one of the most misused products, because of unnecessary applications of sulfur.  Sul Po Mag is an excellent product if both sulfur and potassium are also deficient, and if the ratio of potassium to magnesium is acceptable.  Sul Po Mag is totally water soluble, but is slower to dissolve than some other common Mg fertilizers because the particles are denser than other Mg sources.  Therefore, Sul Po Mag is a good product to build magnesium up in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if magnesium levels are high in soil reserve, or the ratio of magnesium is more than 50% higher than potassium.

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid).  Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty algae which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if soil temperatures 45 degrees.



				Dolomite 22%Ca and 12%Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium.  The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium.  These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants.  Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less.  Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil.  Dolomite is a source of both Ca and Mg, in addition to its liming affect.  Soil acidification is reversed by adding a liming material.  Liming materials are oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, and silicates of Ca and/or Mg.  The anion in liming materials reacts with soil acidity (H) to 
neutralize it. 

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade dolomite if you immediately need available magnesium.  The finer the product is ground, the more rapid the availability of 
         magnesium and calcium.  The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.



				Magnesium Oxide 55%Mg (MgO)

				Magnesium Oxide is a cost-effective source of magnesium where large amounts are required.  I only recommend using magnesium oxide as a soil amendment during aerification.  Magnesium oxide is not a very soluble product unless the soil has a high level of microbial activity.

				     ▪   Do not apply Magnesium Oxide if the organic matter is higher than 2.5%.



				Organic Magnesium Sources

				Magnesium Humate

				Magnesium Humate is a very effective organic fertilizer, because plants prefer organic acids to mineral anions. Humic and fulvic acid increases the availability of potassium in the soil, and reduce the loss of potassium to fixation.  Because the molecular weight of organic acid is heavy its mobility in the soil is slow, increasing the uptake and utilization of potassium.  Magnesium humate is a non-toxic water soluble powder that can be applied through a spray solution or fertigation application.



				Liquid Magnesium Recommendation

				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Deficiency Magnesium Symptoms

				1.      In its advanced form, magnesium deficiency may superficially resemble potassium deficiency. 

				2.      In the case of magnesium deficiency the symptoms generally start with mottled chlorotic areas developing in the interveinal tissue. 

				3.      The interveinal laminae tissue tends to expand proportionately more than the other leaf tissues, producing a raised puckered surface, with the top of the puckers
         progressively going from chlorotic to necrotic tissue. 

				4.      In some plants tints of orange, yellow, and purple may also develop. 



				Function of Magnesium in the Plant

				1.      Photosynthesis:  Mg is the center of the chlorophyll molecule.

				2.      Carrier of Phosphorus in the plant.

				3.      Mg is both an enzyme activator and a constituent of many enzymes.

				4.      Sugar synthesis.

				5.      Starch Translocation.

				6.      Plant oil and fat formation.

				7.      Nutrient uptake control.

				8.      Increase Iron utilization.

				9.      Aids nitrogen fixation in legume nodules.



				Factors affecting Magnesium Availability

				1.      Soil pH:  Low pH decreases Mg availability.  High pH increase Mg availability.

				2.      Mg:Mn ratio:  High available Mn can reduce Mg uptake.  This usually only happens on very low pH soils.

				3.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				4.      High cation applications:  Especially K.

				1.      Low soil temperatures.

				2.      High K:Mg ratios: 1:1 or higher.

				3.      Long periods of cool cloudy weather.

				4.      High nitrate N.

				5.      Poor drainage.



				Magnesium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Excess calcium, potassium and phosphorous can cause magnesium deficiencies.  
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				Calcium

				"I'm the biggest dude in the dirt"

				Written by Mike Hamilton, CCA & President of Turf Dietitian





































				There’s good news and bad news when it comes to calcium management. The bad news is the plant has a difficult time taking up calcium, due to its size and strong electrical charge. The good news is calcium is so abundant in most soils in the US, the plant has no choice but to take up a sufficient amount without any help from us. Plant roots are basically swimming in soluble calcium in pH soils above 6. In typically alkaline soils, there are thousands of pounds of calcium in an acre of soil, making it by far the most abundant nutrient in the soil.



				Low pH (less than 5.5) soils are ordinarily deficient in calcium. However, in low pH soils the structure of the soil is typically so poor, that few plants can thrive in that environment. Therefore, we rarely see quality turf growing in perpetually acidic soils. 



				If you’re burdened with low pH soils, you may choose to apply soluble calcium as a food source to compensate for the deficiency. However, that approach can be expensive and ineffective.  Logically, it’s more affordable and efficient to add large amounts of calcium carbonate to change the pH to a more turf friendly level. Calcium carbonate raises soil pH and improves soil structure. Once the soil has been corrected, the plant will consume all the calcium it needs, and benefit from a more flocculated soil.











































				Growers are often convinced to apply soluble forms of calcium to feed the plant, even when soil pH is high.  Growers are motivated by the misconception that if they don’t make frequent applications, the plant will become deficient, making it susceptible to pest attacks. The reality is if your soil pH is higher than 6, the plant will never have a calcium deficiency.  Calcium deficiency’s in turfgrass grown on higher pH soils, are simply a myth. There is some logic to these misconceptions, that is until you dig deeper into the conclusion.



				Apprehension from conclusions like, much of the calcium in the soil is in an insoluble form, drives calcium abuse. That condition is a fact, therefore it’s an easy concept to sell.  However, just because the calcium is tied up in an insoluble compound today doesn’t mean it will be tomorrow. Have you ever heard of mineralization?



				Mineralization is the decomposition of insoluble chemical compounds in organic matter, by which the nutrients in those compounds are released in soluble inorganic forms, making them available to plants. Therefore, anytime the soil receives rain (which is slightly acidic), or organic acids are washed into the soil through irrigation, an adequate amount of insoluble nutrients is made soluble. And, if the elemental makeup of the soil is 75% calcium, an ample amount becomes soluble every time the soil gets wet.



				We can prove that prove that mineralization happens by analyzing plant tissue results. 



				After heavy rains and long periods of saturated soils we see the calcium increase in the plant at a higher percentage than any other nutrient through those wet periods.



				Even if we take the entire mineralization process out of the equation, in most cases there’s enough soluble calcium in most irrigation water to supply the plant with an adequate supply of available calcium. It’s not unusual for us to see irrigation water supply 500 pounds of soluble calcium per acre foot of water used.



				It’s a known fact that calcium availability is dependent on particle size. A 5-ton limestone boulder can be considered a calcium source for both the soil and plant.  Regrettably, the calcium in that boulder may take 10 thousand years to release all its calcium.  However, through mineralization that boulder will eventually mineralizes into a grain of soil, making small amounts calcium available through the entire process.



				Even a high calcium lime that has a 90% CCE and is 90% fine can take 5 to 10 years to completely mineralize.  Because of the gradual breakdown of commonly used products, manufacturers have developed ways to make calcium so fine (pass through a 1,000-mess screen or higher), that they are immediately soluble.  That sounds great, but those products are very short-lived in the rootzone, hence the frequent applications.



				Again, the immediate availability of calcium sounds like a great concept.  However, if we know there is an adequate supply of natural soluble calcium in the soil and irrigation water, how does it make financial sense to use an expensive product to supply food that the plant doesn’t need?



				Now that I’ve talked you out of using soluble calcium products for feeding the plant, I’m going to tell you how wonderful those products are when used to feed the soil.



				Another advantage to using calcium is with a soil flush, again due to its size and charge. As high volume calcium infused water infiltrates through the soil, it knocks other cations off the soil colloid, and pushes free floating cations down past the roots. Calcium then takes the place of most of those cations being moved, giving some temporary relief from the natural environmental conditions. 



				The most soluble forms of calcium mentioned above are the most effective. However, keep in mind that when you're using calcium to flush in high sodium or magnesium environments, volume far out weights effectiveness.  Herein lies the challenge. The price of finely ground soluble calcium products can be up to 20 times the amount of a standard grade gypsum or calcite lime, but probably aren't 20 times more effective. Using finely ground calcium in low to moderate situations as a maintenance flush works great, but if sodium levels are up to 4 times or higher than the optimum ranges,then you should consider occasional high volume flushes.



				Adding organic acids, or timing flushes with natural rainfall will tremendously enhance the effectiveness of a flush. Rain water is slightly acidic and acids strip cations, creating more free spaces on the soil colloid. Organic acids will enhance a flush due the large size of the molecules compared to other anions that are bonded to free floating cations.



				CALCIUM AND SOIL STRUCTURE



				If it weren’t for calcium, soil would be nothing more than a solid block of goo.  Calcium is so essential for healthy, balanced, and well aerated soils that it should be applied in many cases, even when levels are high in soil reserve.



				I truly believe that the concept of feeding the soil calcium has been lost in recent years because of the concept of feeding the plant.



				Soil health benefits from calcium in two ways. Calcium is a vital component in the development of good soil structure.  Calcium is responsible for bonding soil particles into well flocculated aggregates.  Because calcium is a large molecule with two positive charges, it separates soil particles and creates larger pour space for oxygen. Nutrients like magnesium, sodium, and hydrogen are small particles that have the opposite effect on soil. Once a soil collapses due to high levels of magnesium, sodium, or hydrogen the only way to amend the condition is to add calcium to displace the other cations. 



				Why does this work?  Because calcium is the biggest and baddest gorilla in the forest.  Calcium simply outweighs and holds on tighter than other cations. Free flowing calcium will knock other cations off the soil colloids, grab ahold of the soil particle and hang on.



















































				One of the main questions I get from my customers is, “If the calcium is high in soil reserve, why should I add more?” My answer is, “The most important factor when determining calcium needs isn’t quantity in reserve, it’s balance with other major cations.” 



				Occasionally, I see a soil report in which no calcium is needed, but it’s very rare. Too many growers look at a soil report and don’t apply calcium because pH is high, or the report shows sufficient or high levels.



				Calcium doesn’t raise pH, carbonates do that job. The ratio of calcium to sodium, magnesium, potassium, hydrogen, ammonium, iron, and aluminum, is more important than target ranges. When other cations are high in ratio to calcium they affect uptake and/or soil structure. If calcium is significantly low in ratio to any of those cations, you should be applying calcium in bulk to try and restore the proper balance, especially sodium and magnesium.



				The next question is how much calcium should be applied and when should it be applied? 



				The rate is different for every situation, due to the fact there are dozens of influences you need to consider. Companies like Turf Dietitiancan help in that decision process, but the reality is achieving the desired results is pretty much a trial and error practice. Below are the steps to take for correcting ratio balance:



				1. Predetermine the desired results

				2. Select the most efficient source to achieve your goal

				3. Determine the rate of application

				4. Aerify soil profile if possible

				5. Retest soil 4 to 6 months later to monitor progress

				6. Evaluate and make adjustments for further corrections



				When sodium or magnesium become high in ratio to calcium, the soil structure becomes compromised. As more sodium and magnesium occupy the soil colloids, less oxygen becomes available which allows anaerobic bacteria to populate the soil. 













































				All calcium sources are effective to a certain degree at displacing magnesium and sodium. Thus, other factors must be evaluated to determine the most efficient source.



				FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING A SOURCE



				1. Are you trying to raise pH?

				2. Have you determined a desired result?

				3. Are you doing a bulk application of a flushing application?

				4. Which nutrient or nutrients are you trying to displace?

				5. What are the levels of anions in soil solution?

				6. What is the availability of the source?

				7. What is the solubility of the product you wish to use?



















































				CALCIUM SOURCES



				Gypsum (Calcium Sulfate)

				Dolomitic Limestone (Calcium and Magnesium carbonate)

				Hydrated Lime (Calcium Oxide)

				Calcitic Lime (Calcium carbonate)

				Calcium Chloride

				Calcium Nitrate

				Calcium Silicate

				Calcium Humate

				Finely Ground Calcium (Either Calcium Sulfate or Calcium Carbonate



				IDEAL CALCIUM RATIO'S



				Calcium to Magnesium 7 to 1

				Calcium to Potassium 13 to 1

				Calcium to Sodium 35 to 1

				Calcium to Hydrogen (Keep pH higher than 6.7



				THE PRIMARY ROLES OF CALCIUM WITHIN THE PLANT



				1. Proper cell division and elongation

				2. Proper cell wall development

				3. Nitrate uptake and metabolism

				4. Enzyme activity

				5. Starch metabolism



				CALCIUM IN THE SOIL AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER NUTRIENTS



				Other cations: Being a major cation, calcium availability is related to the soil CEC, and it is in competition with other major cations such as sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), magnesium (Mg++), Ammonium (NH4+), iron (Fe++), and aluminum (Al+++) for uptake by the plant.



				Sodium(Na+): High levels of soil Na will displace Ca and lead to Ca leaching. This can result in poor soil structure and possible Na toxicity to the crop. Conversely, applications of soluble Ca, typically as gypsum, are commonly used to desalinate sodic soils through the displacement principle in reverse.



				Phosphorus(P): As the soil pH is increased above pH 7.0, free or un-combined Ca begins to accumulate in the soil. This Ca is available to interact with other nutrients. Soluble P is an anion. Any free Ca reacts with P to form insoluble (or very slowly soluble) Ca-P compounds that are not readily available to plants.



				Iron(Fe++) and Aluminum(Al+++): As the pH of a soil decreases, more of these elements become soluble and combine with Ca to for essentially insoluble compounds.



				CALCIUM DEFICIENCY



				Calcium deficiency symptoms are very rare since it only occurs in low soil pH. When soil pH is above 6, visible deficiency symptoms are nonexistent.



				In low pH soils, the new leaves are often spotted or chlorotic and closely resemble plant disease. Extremely acidic soils (below pH of 5.0), often display toxicity's from heavy metals that can be confused with calcium deficiency. Deficiency in turf grown on low pH soils impairs root growth and leads to additional symptoms as a secondary effect.



				TOXICITY



				Calcium, for all practical purposes, is not considered to have a directly toxic effect on plants. Most of the problems caused by excess soil Ca are the result of secondary effects of high soil pH. Another problem from excess Ca may be the reduced uptake of other cation nutrients; such as phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, boron, copper, iron, or zinc.
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				CALCIUM



				Calcium - ppm   464

				%Calcium in Base Saturation   1% - Low    (Ideal 65% to 75%)

				%Calcium in Soil Solution   26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Ca:K Ratio   (Ideal is 13:1)    4.6 - Low

				Ca:Mg Ratio   (Ideal is 8:1)    6.4 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm  3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm  9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%





				Amount of Calcium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 2.5 lbs.



				High 

				At this time the calcium level in soil reserve is high, I don’t recommend any bulk applications of calcium.  Rarely are calcium applications needed when soil pH is higher than 6.6. Only apply bulk applications of calcium if it becomes low in soil reserve, or it’s low in ratio to potassium, magnesium or sodium. However, most calcium sources are excellent for flushing sodium, or balancing cation ratios.



				Only apply soluble liquid applications of calcium if tissue test show a deficiency or it’s low in soil solution.  Foliar absorption of calcium is very rare due to the size of the calcium molecule.  Excess calcium in the plant will reduce the amount of potassium and magnesium that the plant takes up.



				Calcium tends to be plentiful in most soils, but is not always in a form available to plants. Calcium becomes increasingly important when the plant is actively growing.  Calcium is responsible for cell division, cell elongation, cell strength and strong rooting.  Calcium can help to reduce soil compaction, improve soil structure, improves water and air penetration, and slow nutrient leaching.  Poor soil structure is a major limiting factor in growing quality turf. 



				Calcium can help decrease volatilization loss of ammonium nitrogen from applications of ammonia, ammonium nitrate, urea, ammonium sulfate, or any of the ammonium phosphates. Calcium can decrease the effective pH by precipitating carbonates and also by forming a complex calcium salt with ammonium hydroxide which prevents ammonia loss to the atmosphere.  Actually calcium improves the uptake of nitrogen by plant roots especially when the plants are young.  Calcium is essential to the biochemical mechanisms by which most plant nutrients are absorbed by roots. 



				Adding humic acid and a penetrating wetting agent to your flushing program, it is like dropping a bomb in the soil.   Regular flushing will also help keep sodium levels down and calcium levels more manageable.



				Mineral Sources and Liming Materials

				Liming materials contain calcium and/or magnesium in forms, which when dissolved, will neutralize soil acidity.  Not all materials containing calcium and magnesium are capable of reducing soil acidity.  For instance, gypsum (CaSO4) contains Ca in appreciable amounts, but does not reduce soil acidity.  Because it hydrolyzes in the soil, gypsum converts to a strong base and a strong acid.



				Calcium hydroxide is a strong base and rapidly ionizes to Ca++ and OH- ions.  The calcium ions replace absorbed H ions on the soil colloid and thereby neutralize soil acidity.  The carbonic acid formed (H2CO3) is a weak acid and partially ionizes to H+ and CO2-2 ions.  Therefore, the net effect is that more Ca than H ions are released in the soil, and consequently, soil acidity is neutralized. 



				Agricultural grade dolomite lime can take up to 5 years to completely decompose, making the process of raising pH very slow.  The most effective source of lime is finely ground and can pass through a 1000 mesh screen.  However, the finer the product, the more expensive the product will be.



				Fineness of Grinding is Important in Selecting Liming Materials

				Lime quality is measured by how effectively it neutralizes soil acidity.  This is determined largely by its chemical purity and size of particles.  The purity of lime is expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent (CCE).  This is a measure of how much of the material can react with the soil to neutralize acidity under ideal conditions compared to pure calcium carbonate.  Limestone should have a neutralizing value of at least 90 percent.  Even if the CCE of lime is satisfactory, it will not neutralize soil acidity unless the limestone is finely ground (500 to 1,000 mesh screen).  The Lime efficiency rating is arrived at by multiplying the calcium carbonate equivalent times the effective calcium carbonate content, which is based on the fineness of the liming material. 



				The amount of lime applied to raise soil pH is different on every soil type.  The amount to add depends on the cation exchange capacity of the soil, which is based on the soil’s clay content. Soil higher in clay will have a higher cation exchange capacity and will require more materials to raise the pH.



				A laboratory test called buffer index measures the responsiveness of the soil to lime applications. The soil test will give recommendations on application rates based on the buffer index rather than just the pH.  Below is a general rule of thumb application for lime, with application rates to raise the pH to a desired level.



				Liming Materials

				Dolomite 22%Ca and 12%Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium carbonate. The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium. These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants. Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil. Dolomite is a source of both Ca and Mg, in addition to its liming affect. Soil acidification is reversed by adding a liming material. Liming materials are oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, and silicates of Ca and/or Mg. The anion in liming materials reacts with soil acidity (H) to neutralize it. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, or potassium. Dolomite is also an excellent flushing product for reducing sodium levels in soil reserve, and sodium, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade dolomite if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium 
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Calcitic Lime 36%Ca Carbonate

				Calcitic Lime is a limestone compound that contains calcium carbonate. This element helps influence the pH of the soil and provides calcium to plants. Calcitic can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, magnesium, or potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade calcitic lime if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Lime Application Rates to Raise Soil pH to Approximately 7.0 for Turf



				          Existing Soil pH                                                                                                                                         Lime Application Rate

				                                                                                                                              Sandy                                                     Loamy                                                 Clay

				               6.5 to 7.0                                                                                     5 lbs/M = 220 lbs/A                               7 lbs/M = 308 lbs/A                           15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                                                                                               

				               6.0 to 6.5                                                                                   10 lbs/M = 440 lbs/A                             15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                          25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A

				               5.5 to 6.0                                                                                   20 lbs/M = 880 lbs/A                             25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A                        35 lbs/M = 1540 lbs/A

				               5.0 to 5.5                                                                                   30 lbs/M = 1320 lbs/A                           40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                        50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A      

				               4.5 to 5.0                                                                                   40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                           55 lbs/M = 2420 lbs/A                        80 lbs/M = 3520 lbs/A

				               3.5 to 4.5                                                                                   50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A                           70 lbs/M = 3080 lbs/A                      100 lbs/M = 4400 lbs/A



				Soil pH can be lowered by half a point from 7.0 to 6.5, for example by increasing soil nitrogen. Adding large amounts of compost, manure, or organic soil amendments can help drop pH over time by increasing bacterial populations. 



				Mineral Sources

				If you manage that rare piece of property that has low calcium levels and acceptable soil pH, then products below are designed to correct the deficiency.  



				Calcium Chloride 36%Ca and 65%Cl

				Calcium Chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in water and forms a very stable liquid. Calcium chloride is an excellent source of both calcium and chloride for turf. However chloride is rarely deficient in most of the earth’s soils, and calcium is rarely deficient in soil with a pH higher than 6.6. Calcium chloride improves soil tilth and reduces surface crusting. Calcium chloride is also an excellent soil amendment for flushing sodium and high levels of bicarbonates and sulfates through the rootzone of the soil. Calcium chloride leaches 40% more sodium than calcium sulfate.  

				     ▪   Do not use calcium chloride if the chloride levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using calcium chloride as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.



				Gypsum Calcium Sulfate 22%Ca 18%S

				Gypsum is one of those rare materials that performs in all three categories of soil treatment: an amendment, conditioner, and fertilizer. Gypsum provides both essential calcium and sulfur to plants, but is solubilized very slowly.  Finely ground gypsum is an excellent product for flushing sodium and reducing high levels of carbonates and chlorides in soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to build calcium levels if sulfur levels are high in soil reserve or SO4 is high in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to flush if the sulfate levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using gypsum as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush and improve soil structure.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				Calcium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a calcium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as calcium.  Always apply ¼" to ½" of water after a calcium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Calcium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The very low mobility of calcium is a major factor determining the expression of calcium deficiency symptoms in plants. 

				2.      Soft dead necrotic tissue at rapidly growing areas, which is generally related to poor translocation of calcium to the tissue rather than a low external supply of
         calcium. 

				3.      Very slow growing plants with a deficient supply of calcium may re-translocate sufficient calcium from older leaves to maintain growth with only a marginal 
         chlorosis of the leaves. 

				4.      Margins of the leaves growing more slowly than the rest of the leaf, causing the leaf to cup downward. 

				5.      Symptom often progresses to the point where the petioles develop but the leaves do not, leaving only a dark bit of necrotic tissue at the top of each petiole. 

				6.      Plants under chronic calcium deficiency have a much greater tendency to wilt than non-stressed plants. 



				Function of Calcium in the Plant

				1.      Proper cell Division and elongation.

				2.      Proper cell wall development.

				3.      Nitrate uptake and metabolism.

				4.      Enzyme activity.

				5.      Starch metabolism.

				6.      Cell strength.



				Factors affecting Calcium availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				3.      Low pH soils have less calcium the high pH soils.

				4.      High Sodium:  Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Calcium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Calcium can accentuate Boron deficiency. 

				2.      Liming can decrease the uptake of Boron, Copper, Iron, Manganese and Zinc by raising soil pH.
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Ca-Good

















				CALCIUM



				Calcium - ppm   464

				%Calcium in Base Saturation   1% - Low    (Ideal 65% to 75%)

				%Calcium in Soil Solution   26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Ca:K Ratio   (Ideal is 13:1)    4.6 - Low

				Ca:Mg Ratio   (Ideal is 8:1)    6.4 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm  3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm  9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%





				Amount of Calcium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 2.5 lbs.



				Optimum

				At this time the calcium level is in the optimum range in soil reserve.  I don’t recommend any bulk applications of calcium.  Rarely are calcium applications needed when soil pH is higher than 6.6. Only apply bulk applications of calcium if it becomes low in soil reserve, or it’s low in ratio to potassium, magnesium or sodium. However, most calcium sources are excellent for flushing sodium, or balancing cation ratios.



				Only apply soluble liquid applications of calcium if tissue test show a deficiency or it’s low in soil solution.  Foliar absorption of calcium is very rare due to the size of the calcium molecule.  Excess calcium in the plant will reduce the amount of potassium and magnesium that the plant takes up.



				Calcium tends to be plentiful in most soils, but is not always in a form available to plants. Calcium becomes increasingly important when the plant is actively growing.  Calcium is responsible for cell division, cell elongation, cell strength and strong rooting.  Calcium can help to reduce soil compaction, improve soil structure, improves water and air penetration, and slow nutrient leaching.  Poor soil structure is a major limiting factor in growing quality turf. 



				Calcium can help decrease volatilization loss of ammonium nitrogen from applications of ammonia, ammonium nitrate, urea, ammonium sulfate, or any of the ammonium phosphates. Calcium can decrease the effective pH by precipitating carbonates and also by forming a complex calcium salt with ammonium hydroxide which prevents ammonia loss to the atmosphere.  Actually calcium improves the uptake of nitrogen by plant roots especially when the plants are young.  Calcium is essential to the biochemical mechanisms by which most plant nutrients are absorbed by roots. 



				Adding humic acid and a penetrating wetting agent to your flushing program, it is like dropping a bomb in the soil.   Regular flushing will also help keep sodium levels down and calcium levels more manageable.



				Mineral Sources and Liming Materials

				Liming materials contain calcium and/or magnesium in forms, which when dissolved, will neutralize soil acidity.  Not all materials containing calcium and magnesium are capable of reducing soil acidity.  For instance, gypsum (CaSO4) contains Ca in appreciable amounts, but does not reduce soil acidity.  Because it hydrolyzes in the soil, gypsum converts to a strong base and a strong acid.



				Calcium hydroxide is a strong base and rapidly ionizes to Ca++ and OH- ions.  The calcium ions replace absorbed H ions on the soil colloid and thereby neutralize soil acidity.  The carbonic acid formed (H2CO3) is a weak acid and partially ionizes to H+ and CO2-2 ions.  Therefore, the net effect is that more Ca than H ions are released in the soil, and consequently, soil acidity is neutralized. 



				Agricultural grade dolomite lime can take up to 5 years to completely decompose, making the process of raising pH very slow.  The most effective source of lime is finely ground and can pass through a 1000 mesh screen.  However, the finer the product, the more expensive the product will be.



				Fineness of Grinding is Important in Selecting Liming Materials

				Lime quality is measured by how effectively it neutralizes soil acidity.  This is determined largely by its chemical purity and size of particles.  The purity of lime is expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent (CCE).  This is a measure of how much of the material can react with the soil to neutralize acidity under ideal conditions compared to pure calcium carbonate.  Limestone should have a neutralizing value of at least 90 percent.  Even if the CCE of lime is satisfactory, it will not neutralize soil acidity unless the limestone is finely ground (500 to 1,000 mesh screen).  The Lime efficiency rating is arrived at by multiplying the calcium carbonate equivalent times the effective calcium carbonate content, which is based on the fineness of the liming material. 



				The amount of lime applied to raise soil pH is different on every soil type.  The amount to add depends on the cation exchange capacity of the soil, which is based on the soil’s clay content. Soil higher in clay will have a higher cation exchange capacity and will require more materials to raise the pH.



				A laboratory test called buffer index measures the responsiveness of the soil to lime applications. The soil test will give recommendations on application rates based on the buffer index rather than just the pH.  Below is a general rule of thumb application for lime, with application rates to raise the pH to a desired level.



				Liming Materials

				Dolomite 22%Ca and 12%Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium carbonate. The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium. These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants. Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil. Dolomite is a source of both Ca and Mg, in addition to its liming affect. Soil acidification is reversed by adding a liming material. Liming materials are oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, and silicates of Ca and/or Mg. The anion in liming materials reacts with soil acidity (H) to neutralize it. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, or potassium. Dolomite is also an excellent flushing product for reducing sodium levels in soil reserve, and sodium, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade dolomite if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium 
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Calcitic Lime 36%Ca Carbonate

				Calcitic Lime is a limestone compound that contains calcium carbonate. This element helps influence the pH of the soil and provides calcium to plants. Calcitic can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, magnesium, or potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade calcitic lime if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Lime Application Rates to Raise Soil pH to Approximately 7.0 for Turf



				          Existing Soil pH                                                                                                                                         Lime Application Rate

				                                                                                                                              Sandy                                                     Loamy                                                 Clay

				               6.5 to 7.0                                                                                     5 lbs/M = 220 lbs/A                               7 lbs/M = 308 lbs/A                           15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                                                                                               

				               6.0 to 6.5                                                                                   10 lbs/M = 440 lbs/A                             15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                          25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A

				               5.5 to 6.0                                                                                   20 lbs/M = 880 lbs/A                             25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A                        35 lbs/M = 1540 lbs/A

				               5.0 to 5.5                                                                                   30 lbs/M = 1320 lbs/A                           40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                        50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A      

				               4.5 to 5.0                                                                                   40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                           55 lbs/M = 2420 lbs/A                        80 lbs/M = 3520 lbs/A

				               3.5 to 4.5                                                                                   50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A                           70 lbs/M = 3080 lbs/A                      100 lbs/M = 4400 lbs/A



				Soil pH can be lowered by half a point from 7.0 to 6.5, for example by increasing soil nitrogen. Adding large amounts of compost, manure, or organic soil amendments can help drop pH over time by increasing bacterial populations. 



				Mineral Sources

				If you manage that rare piece of property that has low calcium levels and acceptable soil pH, then products below are designed to correct the deficiency.  



				Calcium Chloride 36%Ca and 65%Cl

				Calcium Chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in water and forms a very stable liquid. Calcium chloride is an excellent source of both calcium and chloride for turf. However chloride is rarely deficient in most of the earth’s soils, and calcium is rarely deficient in soil with a pH higher than 6.6. Calcium chloride improves soil tilth and reduces surface crusting. Calcium chloride is also an excellent soil amendment for flushing sodium and high levels of bicarbonates and sulfates through the rootzone of the soil. Calcium chloride leaches 40% more sodium than calcium sulfate.  

				     ▪   Do not use calcium chloride if the chloride levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using calcium chloride as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.



				Gypsum Calcium Sulfate 22%Ca 18%S

				Gypsum is one of those rare materials that performs in all three categories of soil treatment: an amendment, conditioner, and fertilizer. Gypsum provides both essential calcium and sulfur to plants, but is solubilized very slowly.  Finely ground gypsum is an excellent product for flushing sodium and reducing high levels of carbonates and chlorides in soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to build calcium levels if sulfur levels are high in soil reserve or SO4 is high in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to flush if the sulfate levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using gypsum as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush and improve soil structure.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				Calcium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a calcium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as calcium.  Always apply ¼" to ½" of water after a calcium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Calcium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The very low mobility of calcium is a major factor determining the expression of calcium deficiency symptoms in plants. 

				2.      Soft dead necrotic tissue at rapidly growing areas, which is generally related to poor translocation of calcium to the tissue rather than a low external supply of
         calcium. 

				3.      Very slow growing plants with a deficient supply of calcium may re-translocate sufficient calcium from older leaves to maintain growth with only a marginal 
         chlorosis of the leaves. 

				4.      Margins of the leaves growing more slowly than the rest of the leaf, causing the leaf to cup downward. 

				5.      Symptom often progresses to the point where the petioles develop but the leaves do not, leaving only a dark bit of necrotic tissue at the top of each petiole. 

				6.      Plants under chronic calcium deficiency have a much greater tendency to wilt than non-stressed plants. 



				Function of Calcium in the Plant

				1.      Proper cell Division and elongation.

				2.      Proper cell wall development.

				3.      Nitrate uptake and metabolism.

				4.      Enzyme activity.

				5.      Starch metabolism.

				6.      Cell strength.



				Factors affecting Calcium availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				3.      Low pH soils have less calcium the high pH soils.

				4.      High Sodium:  Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Calcium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Calcium can accentuate Boron deficiency. 

				2.      Liming can decrease the uptake of Boron, Copper, Iron, Manganese and Zinc by raising soil pH.
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Ca-Lo

















				CALCIUM



				Calcium - ppm   464

				%Calcium in Base Saturation   1% - Low    (Ideal 65% to 75%)

				%Calcium in Soil Solution   26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Ca:K Ratio   (Ideal is 13:1)    4.6 - Low

				Ca:Mg Ratio   (Ideal is 8:1)    6.4 - Low

				Nitrate N - ppm  3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm  9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%





				Amount of Calcium taken up by the plant in one growing year is 2.5 lbs.



				Low

				At this time the calcium level in soil reserve is low. Typically low calcium levels are associated with low soil pH.  If the soil pH is low, I recommend bulk applications of calcite limestone. But, you will need to determine how high you wish to raise the pH level in order to calculate rates and frequency of application.  When raising soil pH do not assume once you get calcium to the optimum range that it will stay there. In most cases most cases the irrigation water source contains the properties to low soil pH.  Frequent monitoring is needed to manage calcium levels.



				Only apply soluble liquid applications of calcium if tissue test show a deficiency or it’s low in soil solution.  Foliar absorption of calcium is very rare due to the size of the calcium molecule.  Excess calcium in the plant will reduce the amount of potassium and magnesium that the plant takes up.



				Calcium tends to be plentiful in most soils, but is not always in a form available to plants. Calcium becomes increasingly important when the plant is actively growing.  Calcium is responsible for cell division, cell elongation, cell strength and strong rooting.  Calcium can help to reduce soil compaction, improve soil structure, improves water and air penetration, and slow nutrient leaching.  Poor soil structure is a major limiting factor in growing quality turf. 



				Calcium can help decrease volatilization loss of ammonium nitrogen from applications of ammonia, ammonium nitrate, urea, ammonium sulfate, or any of the ammonium phosphates. Calcium can decrease the effective pH by precipitating carbonates and also by forming a complex calcium salt with ammonium hydroxide which prevents ammonia loss to the atmosphere.  Actually calcium improves the uptake of nitrogen by plant roots especially when the plants are young.  Calcium is essential to the biochemical mechanisms by which most plant nutrients are absorbed by roots. 



				Adding humic acid and a penetrating wetting agent to your flushing program, it is like dropping a bomb in the soil.   Regular flushing will also help keep sodium levels down and calcium levels more manageable.



				Mineral Sources and Liming Materials

				Liming materials contain calcium and/or magnesium in forms, which when dissolved, will neutralize soil acidity.  Not all materials containing calcium and magnesium are capable of reducing soil acidity.  For instance, gypsum (CaSO4) contains Ca in appreciable amounts, but does not reduce soil acidity.  Because it hydrolyzes in the soil, gypsum converts to a strong base and a strong acid.



				Calcium hydroxide is a strong base and rapidly ionizes to Ca++ and OH- ions.  The calcium ions replace absorbed H ions on the soil colloid and thereby neutralize soil acidity.  The carbonic acid formed (H2CO3) is a weak acid and partially ionizes to H+ and CO2-2 ions.  Therefore, the net effect is that more Ca than H ions are released in the soil, and consequently, soil acidity is neutralized. 



				Agricultural grade dolomite lime can take up to 5 years to completely decompose, making the process of raising pH very slow.  The most effective source of lime is finely ground and can pass through a 1000 mesh screen.  However, the finer the product, the more expensive the product will be.



				Fineness of Grinding is Important in Selecting Liming Materials

				Lime quality is measured by how effectively it neutralizes soil acidity.  This is determined largely by its chemical purity and size of particles.  The purity of lime is expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent (CCE).  This is a measure of how much of the material can react with the soil to neutralize acidity under ideal conditions compared to pure calcium carbonate.  Limestone should have a neutralizing value of at least 90 percent.  Even if the CCE of lime is satisfactory, it will not neutralize soil acidity unless the limestone is finely ground (500 to 1,000 mesh screen).  The Lime efficiency rating is arrived at by multiplying the calcium carbonate equivalent times the effective calcium carbonate content, which is based on the fineness of the liming material. 



				The amount of lime applied to raise soil pH is different on every soil type.  The amount to add depends on the cation exchange capacity of the soil, which is based on the soil’s clay content. Soil higher in clay will have a higher cation exchange capacity and will require more materials to raise the pH.



				A laboratory test called buffer index measures the responsiveness of the soil to lime applications. The soil test will give recommendations on application rates based on the buffer index rather than just the pH.  Below is a general rule of thumb application for lime, with application rates to raise the pH to a desired level.



				Liming Materials

				Dolomite 22%Ca and 12%Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium carbonate. The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium. These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants. Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil. Dolomite is a source of both Ca and Mg, in addition to its liming affect. Soil acidification is reversed by adding a liming material. Liming materials are oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, and silicates of Ca and/or Mg. The anion in liming materials reacts with soil acidity (H) to neutralize it. Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, or potassium. Dolomite is also an excellent flushing product for reducing sodium levels in soil reserve, and sodium, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade dolomite if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium 
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply dolomite if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Calcitic Lime 36%Ca Carbonate

				Calcitic Lime is a limestone compound that contains calcium carbonate. This element helps influence the pH of the soil and provides calcium to plants. Calcitic can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil. Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH, of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, magnesium, or potassium.

				     ▪   Do not apply agricultural grade calcitic lime if you need immediately available calcium. The finer the product is ground the more rapid the availability of magnesium
         and calcium. The minimum grade of dolomite should be able to pass through a 1,000 mess screen.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if soil temperature is below 32 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcitic lime if calcium levels in the soil are high or the ratio of calcium is high to magnesium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Lime Application Rates to Raise Soil pH to Approximately 7.0 for Turf



				          Existing Soil pH                                                                                                                                         Lime Application Rate

				                                                                                                                              Sandy                                                     Loamy                                                 Clay

				               6.5 to 7.0                                                                                     5 lbs/M = 220 lbs/A                               7 lbs/M = 308 lbs/A                           15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                                                                                               

				               6.0 to 6.5                                                                                   10 lbs/M = 440 lbs/A                             15 lbs/M = 660 lbs/A                          25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A

				               5.5 to 6.0                                                                                   20 lbs/M = 880 lbs/A                             25 lbs/M = 1100 lbs/A                        35 lbs/M = 1540 lbs/A

				               5.0 to 5.5                                                                                   30 lbs/M = 1320 lbs/A                           40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                        50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A      

				               4.5 to 5.0                                                                                   40 lbs/M = 1760 lbs/A                           55 lbs/M = 2420 lbs/A                        80 lbs/M = 3520 lbs/A

				               3.5 to 4.5                                                                                   50 lbs/M = 2200 lbs/A                           70 lbs/M = 3080 lbs/A                      100 lbs/M = 4400 lbs/A



				Soil pH can be lowered by half a point from 7.0 to 6.5, for example by increasing soil nitrogen. Adding large amounts of compost, manure, or organic soil amendments can help drop pH over time by increasing bacterial populations. 



				Mineral Sources

				If you manage that rare piece of property that has low calcium levels and acceptable soil pH, then products below are designed to correct the deficiency.  



				Calcium Chloride 36%Ca and 65%Cl

				Calcium Chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in water and forms a very stable liquid. Calcium chloride is an excellent source of both calcium and chloride for turf. However chloride is rarely deficient in most of the earth’s soils, and calcium is rarely deficient in soil with a pH higher than 6.6. Calcium chloride improves soil tilth and reduces surface crusting. Calcium chloride is also an excellent soil amendment for flushing sodium and high levels of bicarbonates and sulfates through the rootzone of the soil. Calcium chloride leaches 40% more sodium than calcium sulfate.  

				     ▪   Do not use calcium chloride if the chloride levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using calcium chloride as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.



				Gypsum Calcium Sulfate 22%Ca 18%S

				Gypsum is one of those rare materials that performs in all three categories of soil treatment: an amendment, conditioner, and fertilizer. Gypsum provides both essential calcium and sulfur to plants, but is solubilized very slowly.  Finely ground gypsum is an excellent product for flushing sodium and reducing high levels of carbonates and chlorides in soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to build calcium levels if sulfur levels are high in soil reserve or SO4 is high in soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to flush if the sulfate levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using gypsum as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush and improve soil structure.



				Calcium Nitrate 15-0-0 19%Ca

				Calcium Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a calcium supplement, but does little to build soil reserve.  All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as calcium.  Always apply ¼" to ½" of water after a calcium nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 

				     ▪   Do not apply calcium nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Calcium Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The very low mobility of calcium is a major factor determining the expression of calcium deficiency symptoms in plants. 

				2.      Soft dead necrotic tissue at rapidly growing areas, which is generally related to poor translocation of calcium to the tissue rather than a low external supply of
         calcium. 

				3.      Very slow growing plants with a deficient supply of calcium may re-translocate sufficient calcium from older leaves to maintain growth with only a marginal 
         chlorosis of the leaves. 

				4.      Margins of the leaves growing more slowly than the rest of the leaf, causing the leaf to cup downward. 

				5.      Symptom often progresses to the point where the petioles develop but the leaves do not, leaving only a dark bit of necrotic tissue at the top of each petiole. 

				6.      Plants under chronic calcium deficiency have a much greater tendency to wilt than non-stressed plants. 



				Function of Calcium in the Plant

				1.      Proper cell Division and elongation.

				2.      Proper cell wall development.

				3.      Nitrate uptake and metabolism.

				4.      Enzyme activity.

				5.      Starch metabolism.

				6.      Cell strength.



				Factors affecting Calcium availability

				1.      Low CEC.

				2.      Cation Balance:    Ca : Mg 6.5:1     Ca : K 13:1     Mg : K 2:1

				3.      Low pH soils have less calcium the high pH soils.

				4.      High Sodium:  Excess Na reduces the availability of K.



				Calcium Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Calcium can accentuate Boron deficiency. 

				2.      Liming can decrease the uptake of Boron, Copper, Iron, Manganese and Zinc by raising soil pH.
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Sulfur



				SULFUR

				Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?



				Sulfur’s an interesting nutrient because it really falls in between a micro and macro nutrient. Like most macro nutrients, sulfur is responsible for structural formations within a plant. In addition, sulfur is responsible for enzyme production and reactions, like most micro-nutrients. Sulfur is often referred to as the micro-nutrient equivalent of nitrogen.

				Liebig’s law of minimums teaches us that no one nutrient is more crucial than another. The plant is only as good as the weakest link. However, there ARE nutrients that play a role in more essential functions than others, and sulfur is one of those nutrients.





				Leibig’s law, or the law of the minimum, states that growth is dictated not by total resources available, but the the scarcest resource (limiting factor). The law also can be applied to biological populations and ecosystem models for factors such as sunlight or mineral nutrients.

				With that being said, I rank sulfur near the top of that indispensable list. The amount of sulfur required by a plant is very low in comparison to most macro-nutrients.  Yet, we frequently see sulfur applied at an excessive rate, because of water treatments or because it’s in the majority of fertilizers used in turf.

				So, does the application of excess sulfur create plant stress or plant health problems?  I’ve yet to find any research that could confirm excess sulfur has any negative affect on plant health. So, there’s no problem applying excess sulfur, right?  Not so fast my friend, you can’t forget about the effects of excess sulfur on soil structure.

				Like all nutrients in excess, sulfur has the potential to be destructive to soil structure. When soil structure is poor, the likelihood for plant decline increases significantly.  Therefore, in my mind applying excess sulfur, will eventually cause life threating problems for the turf. Most of the time problems associated with excess sulfur is diagnosed as water infiltration issues, excessive organic matter accumulation, or black layer.

				How does excess sulfur cause soil structure problems? The simplest explanation is that it’s part of the process that reduces the amount of oxygen in the soil.

				The available form of sulfur to a plant is SO4 (sulfate).  Therefore, as natural mineralization of sulfur takes place, it’s using up to 4 oxygen molecules in the soil.  However, that alone usually isn’t enough to deplete the soil of oxygen (unless the soil pH is below 6).  Converting sulfur into sulfate is only the start of oxygen depletion process. As SO4 increase in the soil so do anaerobic bacteria, and they are the main culprit in the depletion of oxygen in soil.



				Your soil is a war zone every second of every day. All living organisms in the soil are battling each other to establish the prefect environment for their existence. The good guys need oxygen to thrive, while the bad guys need an oxygen free environment to survive. The nuclear bomb in the anaerobic bacteria arsenal is sulfuric acid. Anaerobic bacteria use SO4 to produce sulfuric acid H2SO4, in order to kill its enemy (anaerobic bacteria).Once the balance of power shifts, anaerobic bacteria start colonizing the macro-pour space of the soil, clogs them up, and makes them void of oxygen.



				Most of the time in higher pH soils, excess SO4 is being supplied by irrigation water and not excess sulfur. Not only is the water providing the necessary means for anaerobic bacteria colonization, it’s already stocked with significant levels of them. Any aerification system you can install into your water supply will help to reduce the levels of anaerobic bacteria in the water source.



				It’s never easy or inexpensive to treat water. So, what can you do to remedy excess SO4 in your water source?  By going after it in the soil. Be proactive with any cultural practice that increases oxygen in the soil (aerification, flushing, venting, underground ventilation).



				The key to maintaining perfect soil, is to balance everything. Not only is it important to balance the 4 major cations, but also the anions, bacteria, organic acids, water, oxygen and much more. If the SO4 is high, switch your bulk applications to carbonates, chlorides, or organic sources.



				I know what you are thinking; carbonates and chlorides are just as bad, right? Absolutely they are, but only if they are in excess. If I were talking about excess carbonates or chlorides, I’d be recommending sulfates to help balance the anions.



				Yes, bicarbonates, chlorides, and sulfate can all three be extremely detrimental to soils and plants if they are excessive in your water source or soil. Equally important, all three are essential for healthy plant growth; but only when in balance.  All 3 major anions, a Dr. Jeckle and Mr. Hide personality.

				So how do you start developing a balance of anions in the soil? It all starts with soil testing. For many years the standard for superintendents was to have their soil tested one to two times per year. However, what we have discovered over the past 10 years, is that the anion ratios change throughout the year due to changes in weather and the environment. I recommend minimal soil testing at least once per month for one to two years, until you have established enough data to be able to predict the changes in anion levels.



				Sulfur Facts

				Because sulfur leaches quickly most deposits are in the organic matter. Sulfur itself is not available to plants.  Sulfur must convert to the sulfate (SO4--) to become available for plant uptake.

				Excess sulfur is generally thought to cause black layer. Black layer is deadly to plants when in it converts to hydrogen sulphide.  However, for black layer to form; sulfur, sulfates, and anaerobic bacteria must all be present in the soil. Typically, the symptoms of black layer begin with saturated soils, followed by surface algae, rotten smelling soil, turf decline, followed by turf death. 



				The function of Sulfur in the plant:

				A structural component of proteins and peptides

				Assists with the conversion of inorganic N into a protein

				Sparks chlorophyll production

				A structural component of various enzymes

				Sulfur acts as a soil conditioner that helps reduce the drying sodium content of soils.

				Sulfur aids in the plant’s resistance to disease.



				Sulfur Uptake by Plants

				For plants to be able to successfully uptake sulfur, it must be in the sulfate form. For years superintendents only monitored cations. However, because we can now measure the available nutrients in soil solution it’s important to monitor and manage for anions for plant and soil health. Anions tend to compete with other anions in this regard, therefore any excess sulphate can reduce the uptake of other anions such as nitrates, carbonates, chlorides, and phosphorus.





				Sulfur Deficiency Symptoms

				We’ve already established that without sulfur in your soil, your turf will be lacking in amino acids and proteins, enzymes, and vitamins. Obviously, without these building blocks plants will suffer and die.

				Sulphur deficiencies will be more likely in sandy soils with a low organic matter component and have high rainfall conditions. A low organic matter for turf is considered to be less than 2%. It’s important to note that even in high organic matter soils, deficiencies can occur if the mineralization process isn’t rapid enough to meet the plants’ requirement.

				As sulfur is fixed into plants the deficiency symptoms can become quite striking. In fact, the first sign of deficiency is a paleness in the younger foliage. As this paleness is common in both young and older foliage, it becomes harder to notice. It can lead to a misdiagnosis of a nitrogen deficiency. However, it’s important to note that if there is a nitrogen deficiency, the symptoms will start to appear on the older leaves first.

				Another sign would be a lightening of leaf vein color that can be compared to the surrounding tissue. You may also note that plant growth is small and stunted.



				Sulfur deficiencies may occur when the following factors affect its availability:

				Sand: As sulfur is leachable and that sandy soils are generally low in OM, sandy soils will be lower in sulfur.

				Low Soil Organic Matter: The amount of organic matter in your soil acts as a reservoir for sulfur. The lower the OM the lower the levels of sulfur will be.

				Soil Temperature: Cold soil will cause a slowing of the mineralization process.

				Drainage: Poor drainage causes saturated soil. The saturated soil will hinder the microbial process as it reduces the oxygen levels in the soil. 



				Sulfur Toxicity

				Sulfur toxicity rarely occurs. Excessive applications of sulfur mostly result in a depression of soil pH and an increase in problems that follow with a pH decrease.



				Sulfur Sources

				There are many products available to help superintendents manage and prevent any sulfur deficiencies.

				Plants can readily take up sulfur in the sulfate form. It’s immediately available to help develop the roots and get your plants off to a faster start. Monitoring your soil’s general health is a good management tool to help maintain balance in the soil. 





				Choosing the Most Efficient Method of Sulfur Management

				I cannot stress this enough; plant, soil and water analysis are a key method to maintain turf health. Even more so for analyzing the amount of sulfur and its ratio to other anions in the soil.

				By doing more frequent monitoring of plant tissue, soil and water, it will allow you to be proactive to seasonal changes, and more efficient with your applications.  

				Correcting any nutrient problem is difficult, but it becomes easier when you understand how they behave throughout the year. It’s hard to correct problems if you don’t know what they are in the first place. Regular testing gives you solid data to make the best choices for your turf.



				Written by Mike Hamilton, CCA & President of Turf Dietitian 













































































































































S-Hi

















				SULFUR



				Sulfur - ppm   9.4





				Amount of Sulfur taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.5 lbs.



				High

				Typically high levels sulfur in soil reserve or SO4 in soil solution indicate the presents of anaerobic bacteria and saturated soils.  The potential for having a negative effect on soil structure is very high when sulfur or SO4 is high.  Keep in mind that SO4 moves rapidly through most soils, but will tie up in organic matter. 



				When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule.  Sulfur also seeks out free oxygen in the soil because sulfates need four oxygen elements to form the compound.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric acid).  



				Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  



				High levels of elemental sulfur in soil reserve will lower pH, and reduce the amount of oxygen in the soil.



				Sulfur Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The veins and petioles show a very distinct reddish color. 

				2.      The visual symptoms of sulfur deficiency are very similar to the chlorosis found in nitrogen deficiency. However, in sulfur deficiency the yellowing is much more
         uniform over the entire plant including young leaves. 

				3.      Reddish color often found on the underside of the leaves and the petioles has a more pinkish tone and is much less vivid than that found in nitrogen deficiency. 

				4.      With advanced sulfur deficiency brown lesions and/or necrotic spots often develop along the petiole, and the leaves tend to become more erect and often twisted
         and brittle. 



				Function of Sulfur in the Plant

				1.      A structural component of protein and peptides.

				2.      Active in conversion of inorganic N into protein.

				3.      A catalyst in chlorophyll production.

				4.      Promotes nodule formation in legumes.

				5.      A structural component of various enzymes.



				Factors affecting Sulfur Availability

				1.      Sand:  Sulfur is very leachable.

				2.      Soil Organic Matter Organic matter is a reservoir for S.

				3.      Cold Soil:  The conversion of S to the available SO4 is caused by microbial process.

				4.      Ammonium Sulfate applications greatly enhance the uptake of SO4

				5.      Other anions tend to buffer SO4.



				Sulfur Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Sulfur can reduce copper toxicity.
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S-Good

















				SULFUR



				Sulfur - ppm   9.4





				Amount of Sulfur taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.5 lbs.



				Optimum

				At this time the sulfur levels are in the optimum range and no recommendations are needed.  However, typically high levels sulfur in soil reserve or SO4 in soil solution indicate the presents of anaerobic bacteria and saturated soils.  The potential for having a negative effect on soil structure is very high when sulfur or SO4 is high.  Keep in mind that SO4 moves rapidly through most soils, but will tie up in organic matter. 



				When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule.  Sulfur also seeks out free oxygen in the soil because sulfates need four oxygen elements to form the compound.  If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric acid).  



				Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  



				High levels of elemental sulfur in soil reserve will lower pH, and reduce the amount of oxygen in the soil.



				Sulfur Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The veins and petioles show a very distinct reddish color. 

				2.      The visual symptoms of sulfur deficiency are very similar to the chlorosis found in nitrogen deficiency. However, in sulfur deficiency the yellowing is much more
         uniform over the entire plant including young leaves. 

				3.      Reddish color often found on the underside of the leaves and the petioles has a more pinkish tone and is much less vivid than that found in nitrogen deficiency. 

				4.      With advanced sulfur deficiency brown lesions and/or necrotic spots often develop along the petiole, and the leaves tend to become more erect and often twisted
         and brittle. 



				Function of Sulfur in the Plant

				1.      A structural component of protein and peptides.

				2.      Active in conversion of inorganic N into protein.

				3.      A catalyst in chlorophyll production.

				4.      Promotes nodule formation in legumes.

				5.      A structural component of various enzymes.



				Factors affecting Sulfur Availability

				1.      Sand:  Sulfur is very leachable.

				2.      Soil Organic Matter Organic matter is a reservoir for S.

				3.      Cold Soil:  The conversion of S to the available SO4 is caused by microbial process.

				4.      Ammonium Sulfate applications greatly enhance the uptake of SO4

				5.      Other anions tend to buffer SO4.



				Sulfur Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Sulfur can reduce copper toxicity.
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S-Lo

















				SULFUR



				Sulfur - ppm   9.4

				Sulfate    44%

				Saturation Index   40%

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				Potassium - ppm   101 - High

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Magnesium - ppm   72.9 - High

				%Magnesium in Soil Solution  13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				Calcium - ppm   464 - High

				%Calcium in Soil Solution   26% - Low    (Ideal is 53%)

				Mg:K Ratio   (Ideal is 1.5:1)    0.7 - Low

				pH   7.21





				Amount of Sulfur taken up by the plant in one growing year is 0.5 lbs.



				Low

				At this time the sulfur levels in soil reserve are low.  I recommend doing a bulk application of sulfur.  Choose a source from below that best suits your soil conditions.



				Sulfur is used in the formation of amino acids, proteins and oils.  It is necessary for chlorophyll formation, helps develop and activate certain enzymes and vitamins and is a structural component of two of the 21 amino acids that form protein.



				Sulfates and nitrate nitrogen behavior in the soil are very similar.  Both SO4 and NO3 are anions and are very mobile in the soil.  The relationship between sulfur and nitrogen in the plant are also alike.  Both S and N are components of protein and are involved in chlorophyll formation.  They are also linked by the role of S in the conversion of nitrate to amino acids.  Plants having high N needs (Hybrid bermudagrass) will usually also have high S needs.



				Most of the sulfur in the soil is tied up in organic matter and like most elements suflur has to go through a chemical process to become available to the plant.



				The decomposition of organic matter releases sulfur, however high levels of oxygen are required to convert sulfur to available SO4.  Unlike farm soils that are tilled regularly, turfgrass soils rarely retain enough oxygen or get sufficient organic matter decomposition.  Mineralization of sulfur is affected by temperature, moisture and high oxygen levels.  Soil conditions where sulfur is most likely to be deficient are low organic matter levels, excessive organic matter levels, sandy soils, well drained soil, and high rainfall conditions.



				The most common chemical sources of sulfur fertilizers are sulfate based products or elemental sulfur.  However elemental sulfur is 100% unavailable to plants, and must be oxidized into a soluble sulfate (SO4) compound in order to be available for plant uptake.  



				The SO4 anion supports two negative charges, so it’s not absorbed by negative charged soil colloids.  As soil acidity increases, a limited number of positive charged ions will attach to clay particles and organic matter. However, the majority of SO4 in soil solution moves freely with soil moisture, especially in the upper levels of the soil profile. 



				Elemental sulfur sources are highly acidifying.  The mineralization of sulfur into SO4 strips and uses all the oxygen from the water molecule.  The hydrogen that is released in the process attaches to soil colloids, reducing the number of available sites for other cations.  Because, hydrogen is such a small molecule it is bound tightly to the exchange sites. The more exchange sites that are occupied by hydrogen the lower the soil pH will be.  Although in order to affect a big change in soil acidity, would require excessive amounts of elemental sulfur.   



				There are several S fertilizer sources available. Most soluble S fertilizer contains sulfate, but others such as bisulfites, thiosulfates, and polysulfides are also
available. 



				Mineral Sources for Bulk Sulfur Applications

				Elemental Sulfur

				Elemental sulfur is the most concentrated form of sulfur.  However, it must be oxidized to the sulfate form before plants can use it.  Elemental sulfur must be finely ground to particle sizes of 100 to 200 mesh to be oxidized and effective during the same growing season. 

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil temperatures are higher than 75 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur unless soil pH is higher than 6.6.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if the soil is saturated, or the saturation index is higher than 45% water pore space.

				     ▪   Do not apply elemental sulfur if you need immediately available sulfur.



				Ammonium Sulfate 21-0-0 24%S

				     ▪   Ammonium nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				     ▪   Do not use ammonium sulfate nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can not be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply before a heavy rainfall.

				     ▪   Do not apply ammonium sulfate as a sulfur source if the nitrogen is high in soil reserve or plant tissue.



				Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 17%S (K2SO4)

				Potassium Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants. Potassium sulfate supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant 
growth.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate if the levels of potassium are high in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply potassium sulfate if soil temperatures are 45 degrees or below.



				Magnesium Sulfate 9-0-0 14%Mg 12%S (MgSO4)

				Magnesium Sulfate is a very soluble form of sulfate that will aid in building soil reserve sulfate.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the magnesium levels are high in soil reserve or soil solution.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the product can not be watered in.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if the soil moisture levels are below 25%.

				     ▪   Do not apply magnesium sulfate if there is potential for heavy rain due to leaching and runoff. 



				Gypsum Calcium Sulfate 22%Ca 18%S

				Gypsum is one of those rare materials that performs in all three categories of soil treatment: an amendment, conditioner, and fertilizer.  Gypsum provides both essential calcium and sulfur to plants, but is solubilized very slowly.  Finely ground gypsum is an excellent product for flushing sodium and reducing high levels of carbonates and chlorides in soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to build sulfur levels if calcium levels are high in soil reserve.



				Sulfate of Potassium Magnesium 0-0-22 11%Mg 22%S (Langbeinite)

				Sul Po Mag is one of the most popular fertilizers used in the golf industry to supply soluble potassium, magnesium and sulfate to the soil.  However it is also one of the most misused products, because of unnecessary applications of potassium and magnesium.  Sul Po Mag is an excellent product if both potassium and magnesium are also deficient, and if the ratio of potassium to magnesium is acceptable.  Sul Po Mag is totally water soluble, but is slower to dissolve than some other common K fertilizers because the particles are denser than other K sources.  Therefore, Sul Po Mag is a good product to build potassium up in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag as a sulfate source if magnesium levels are high in soil reserve. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag as a sulfate source if potassium levels are high in soil reserve.  

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply Sul Po Mag if soil temperatures are 45 degrees or below.



				Ammonium thiosulfate solution 12-0-0 26%S

				Ammonium thiosulfate is the most commonly used source of sulfur in fluid fertilizer. Applications to the soil, thiosulfate is decomposed to form approximately equal amounts of sulfate sulfur and elemental sulfur. Thiosulfate is an effective source of sulfur; however, since it also contains ammonium nitrogen, it has a high salt effect on seed and should not be placed with the seed when used as a starter.

				     ▪   Do not apply ammonium thiosulfate if nitrogen is high in soil reserve or plant tissue.

				     ▪   Ammonium nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				     ▪   Do not use ammonium sulfate nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can not be irrigated at least ½’ immediately after the application.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply before a heavy rainfall.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nutirent applications and nutrient management. 



				Sulfur Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The veins and petioles show a very distinct reddish color. 

				2.      The visual symptoms of sulfur deficiency are very similar to the chlorosis found in nitrogen deficiency. However, in sulfur deficiency the yellowing is much more
         uniform over the entire plant including young leaves. 

				3.      Reddish color often found on the underside of the leaves and the petioles has a more pinkish tone and is much less vivid than that found in nitrogen deficiency. 

				4.      With advanced sulfur deficiency brown lesions and/or necrotic spots often develop along the petiole, and the leaves tend to become more erect and often twisted
         and brittle. 



				Function of Sulfur in the Plant

				1.      A structural component of protein and peptides.

				2.      Active in conversion of inorganic N into protein.

				3.      A catalyst in chlorophyll production.

				4.      Promotes nodule formation in legumes.

				5.      A structural component of various enzymes.



				Factors affecting Sulfur Availability

				1.      Sand:  Sulfur is very leachable.

				2.      Soil Organic Matter Organic matter is a reservoir for S.

				3.      Cold Soil:  The conversion of S to the available SO4 is caused by microbial process.

				4.      Ammonium Sulfate applications greatly enhance the uptake of SO4

				5.      Other anions tend to buffer SO4.



				Sulfur Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Sulfur can reduce copper toxicity.
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Zn-Hi

















				ZINC



				Zinc - ppm   3.67





				High

				At this time levels of zinc in soil reserve is high. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of zinc. Zinc forms a constricted bond with carbonate when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of Zinc.



				If plant tissue shows a need for a zinc application, check the ratio of zinc with manganese, copper, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of zinc, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Zinc to Iron                              1 to 4.5

				          Zinc to Copper                        2.4 to 1

				          Zinc to Manganese                 1 to 3.2



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nutirent applications and nutrient management. 



				Zinc Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      In the early stages of zinc deficiency the younger leaves become yellow and pitting develops in the interveinal upper surfaces of the mature leaves. 

				2.      Guttation (dew) is also prevalent. 

				3.      As the deficiency progress these symptoms develop into an intense interveinal necrosis but the main veins remain green, as in the symptoms of recovering iron
         deficiency.

				4.      In many plants, especially trees, the leaves become very small and the internodes shorten, producing a rosette like appearance. 



				Function of Zinc in the Plant

				1.      Production of Auxins.

				2.      Activates enzymes in protein synthesis.

				3.      Involved in the regulation of consumption of sugars.

				4.      Necessary for starch formation and proper root development.

				5.      Influences the rate of seed and stalk maturation.

				6.      Necessary for the formation of chlorophyll and carbohydrates.

				7.      Helps plan to withstand lower air temperatures.



				Factors affecting Zinc Availability

				1.      pH:  High soil ph reduces Zn availability.  Low pH increase Zn availability.

				2.      High P levels responsible for Zn deficiencies.

				3.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Zn uptake.

				4.      Zn:Cu ratio:  Excess Cu interferes with Zn uptake.

				5.      Zn:Mg ratio:  Addition of Mg can increase the uptake of Zn.

				6.      Arsenic can inhibit the uptake of both P and Zn. (MSMA).

				7.      High HCO3.



				Zinc Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Uptake can be decreased by high Phosphorus levels, liming or high levels of Copper, Iron or Manganese. 

				2.      Zinc deficiencies are often associated with Manganese deficiencies.
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Zn-Good

















				ZINC



				Zinc - ppm   3.67





				Optimum

				At this time levels of zinc are in the optimum range in soil reserve. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of zinc. Zinc forms a constricted bond with carbonate when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of Zinc.



				If plant tissue shows a need for a zinc application, check the ratio of zinc with manganese, copper, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of zinc, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Zinc to Iron                               1 to 4.5

				          Zinc to Copper                         2.4 to 1

				          Zinc to Manganese                  1 to 3.2



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nutirent applications and nutrient management. 



				Zinc Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      In the early stages of zinc deficiency the younger leaves become yellow and pitting develops in the interveinal upper surfaces of the mature leaves. 

				2.      Guttation (dew) is also prevalent. 

				3.      As the deficiency progress these symptoms develop into an intense interveinal necrosis but the main veins remain green, as in the symptoms of recovering iron
         deficiency.

				4.      In many plants, especially trees, the leaves become very small and the internodes shorten, producing a rosette like appearance. 



				Function of Zinc in the Plant

				1.      Production of Auxins.

				2.      Activates enzymes in protein synthesis.

				3.      Involved in the regulation of consumption of sugars.

				4.      Necessary for starch formation and proper root development.

				5.      Influences the rate of seed and stalk maturation.

				6.      Necessary for the formation of chlorophyll and carbohydrates.

				7.      Helps plan to withstand lower air temperatures.



				Factors affecting Zinc Availability

				1.      pH:  High soil ph reduces Zn availability.  Low pH increase Zn availability.

				2.      High P levels responsible for Zn deficiencies.

				3.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Zn uptake.

				4.      Zn:Cu ratio:  Excess Cu interferes with Zn uptake.

				5.      Zn:Mg ratio:  Addition of Mg can increase the uptake of Zn.

				6.      Arsenic can inhibit the uptake of both P and Zn. (MSMA).

				7.      High HCO3.



				Zinc Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Uptake can be decreased by high Phosphorus levels, liming or high levels of Copper, Iron or Manganese. 

				2.      Zinc deficiencies are often associated with Manganese deficiencies.
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Zn-Lo

















				ZINC



				Zinc - ppm   3.67

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%

				Organic Matter   1.1

				pH   7.21





				Low

				At this time levels of zinc in soil reserve is low.  Typically, the only time I see high zinc levels is from the excess use of fungicides or sun screen.  However, if the soil pH is higher than 6.5 I do not recommend a bulk application of zinc.  Zinc forms a constricted bond with carbonate when soil pH is high, making it unavailable for plant uptake.  Because the plant requires such a small amount of manganese, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				High organic matter, high levels of phosphorous, waterlogged soil and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of zinc. Check the ratio of zinc with manganese, copper, and iron. If you don’t monitor plant tissue levels before each foliar treatment then before applying foliar zinc products at a rate that takes the below ratio’s into consideration.



				If you feel it is necessary to apply a mineral zinc source do so keeping the ratio's below in mind.



				         Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients                                Actual

				          Zinc to Iron                               1 to 4.5                       3.67 to 14.5

				          Zinc to Copper                         2.4 to 1                       3.67 to 0.246

				          Zinc to Manganese                  1 to 3.2                       3.67 to 4.5



				Zinc is fairly immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. A deficiency of zinc in turf is characterized by the occurrence of wide light yellow strips on each side of the midrib of the leaf. However, on turf the yellowing is so faint, a 25X hand lens or microscope is needed to see the stripes.



				The particular role of Zn in the growth and development of plants is not completely known. It is known that zinc is an important component of various enzymes that are responsible for driving many metabolic reactions in all plants. Growth and development would stop if specific enzymes were not present in plant tissue.



				Mineral Zinc Sources

				If zinc is deficient, and you feel there is a need to build soil reserve the products listed below will suffice.  However, if the soil pH is higher than 6.5, there are high bicarbonates, high levels of phosphorous, or high organic matter any application may be ineffective. If the soil pH is lower than 6.5, bulk applications will correct zinc deficiency.  However, any bulk application of zinc should be closely monitored closely.   



				Zinc Sulfate 12%S 36%Zn

				Zinc Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The zinc portion of the ZnSO4 is no different than other zinc fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc sulfate if you are using large amounts of fungicide.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc sulfate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc sulfate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees.



				Zinc Nitrate 7-0-0 5% Zn

				Zinc Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a zinc supplement. All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as zinc.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a zinc nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if you are on a preventive fungicide program.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply zinc nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nutirent applications and nutrient management. 



				Zinc Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      In the early stages of zinc deficiency the younger leaves become yellow and pitting develops in the interveinal upper surfaces of the mature leaves. 

				2.      Guttation (dew) is also prevalent. 

				3.      As the deficiency progress these symptoms develop into an intense interveinal necrosis but the main veins remain green, as in the symptoms of recovering iron 
         deficiency.

				4.      In many plants, especially trees, the leaves become very small and the internodes shorten, producing a rosette like appearance. 



				Function of Zinc in the Plant

				1.      Production of Auxins.

				2.      Activates enzymes in protein synthesis.

				3.      Involved in the regulation of consumption of sugars.

				4.      Necessary for starch formation and proper root development.

				5.      Influences the rate of seed and stalk maturation.

				6.      Necessary for the formation of chlorophyll and carbohydrates.

				7.      Helps plan to withstand lower air temperatures.



				Factors affecting Zinc Availability

				1.      pH:  High soil ph reduces Zn availability.  Low pH increase Zn availability.

				2.      High P levels responsible for Zn deficiencies.

				3.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Zn uptake.

				4.      Zn:Cu ratio:  Excess Cu interferes with Zn uptake.

				5.      Zn:Mg ratio:  Addition of Mg can increase the uptake of Zn.

				6.      Arsenic can inhibit the uptake of both P and Zn. (MSMA).

				7.      High HCO3.



				Zinc Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Uptake can be decreased by high Phosphorus levels, liming or high levels of Copper, Iron or Manganese. 

				2.      Zinc deficiencies are often associated with Manganese deficiencies.
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Manganese



				Manganese

				 "Life as we know it would not be possible without me."

				Written by Mike Hamilton, CCA & President of Turf Dietitian



























				Manganese is a micronutrient that is taken into the plant in extremely small quantities. Manganese never occurs in nature as a pure element, it immediately combines with oxygen or other elements.



				Manganese is actually one of the least understood AND one of the most underused nutrients in the industry.



				Many growers fear manganese toxicity more than understand its function in the plant.  The reality is manganese toxicity is virtually non-existent in soils with a pH higher than 6.



































				Manganese plays many important roles in the plant, but its most important role is in the splitting of the water molecule in the early stages of photosynthesis. A manganese deficiency in the plant will have a detrimental effect on chloroplast, thus reducing photosynthesis. This reduction in photosynthesis starts a diminishing chain reaction in the plant, that leads to plant degeneration.

















				Normal levels of manganese measured in a turfgrass plant are around 300 parts per billion.  With such small amounts being used by the plant why would anyone need to apply manganese to supplement the plant?  My answer is about 97% of you. Of the millions of soil samples taken each year only 3% show manganese to be in excess in soil reserve or solution.



				A plant can only take manganese up in the form of Mn+2 (two oxygens). Because manganese has a high redox potential it oxidizes rapidly, quickly converting into Mn+3, Mn+4, Mn+5, Mn+6, and Mn+7; all of which cannot be taken up by the plant.  The reality is like most heavy metals, manganese is an oxygen hog.



				You may notice that there are big discrepancies on how different labs measure manganese in soil reserve. Some labs measure all the manganese compounds in the soil, while others only measure the available form.  It’s my theory that both should be measured.



				Although it’s true that only a small amount of manganese in the soil is available to the plant, high levels can cause low oxygen in soil aggregates, and detrimental drainage issues.



				Manganese tends to tie up with organic matter, which causes it to leach slowly. But, manganese can be pushed off colloids and deep into the greens profile with the use of highly acidic products. If enough manganese (or other heavy metals), are pushed into an oxygen rich environment such as a drainage system, it can cause even coarse soil aggregates to bond and seal up drainage passages. 



				Now that some of the acid injection programs have been around for decades, more Superintendents are starting to realize drainage system failures. There is a place for acidic products in agriculture, but one must weigh the potential long-term issues associated with overuse.



				Now that I’ve frightened you out of applying any manganese, I’m going to say this. “Manganese may be the most important nutrient you can apply, if applied correctly”.  Why? Because there are so many factors that affect manganese availability, it’s a wonder the plant can take any up.



				The correct way to apply manganese (and other heavy metals) is with light applications in a foliar spray.  The theory is to spray enough manganese to supply the plant but apply it in a way that very little or none gets into the soil. Due to the rapid oxidation of manganese I don’t recommend granular applications; it’s simply a waste of money and oxygen.



				Factors Affecting Availabiity



				Soil pH: High soil pH diminishes Mn availability, due to rapid oxygenation.  Low soil pH will increase availability, due to the lack of oxygen, even to the point of toxicity.

























				Organic Matter: Mn bonds tightly to organic matter.  The higher organic matter is in the soil the more deficient manganese will be in the plant.

				Soil Moisture: Short term waterlogged soils can cause oxygen reduction to Mn++, turning it into Mn+ which is an unavailable form.  Conversely, under long-term or frequent waterlogged conditions, available Mn++ can be increased. Dry soil condition allows Mn++ to oxidized quickly unavailable forms such as Mn+++, Mn++++ or higher.





























				Mn:Fe Balance: Soils high in available Iron (Fe), or high Fe applications can reduce Mn uptake.

				Mn:Zn Balance: There is conflicting research high soil Zn can either increase, or decrease Mn uptake by various plant species. Until more definite evidence is available, we probably should not include the soil Zn level in our consideration of Mn availability.

				Mn:Mo Balance: One researcher observed that Mn concentrations were reduced in half by molybdenum (Mo) fertilization. This limited evidence should not be used to make Mo recommendations due to the possible toxic reactions of high Mo contents that could occur in animals grazing or eating the crops grown on high Mo soils.

				Mn:Si Balance: Research has shown that silicon (Si) applications can alter the Mn distribution in leaf tissue in such a way as to reduce the possibility of Mn toxicity from excess Mn uptake.

				Nitrogen deficiencies: Low N availability decreases the vigor of plants to an extent that it may fail to take up adequate amounts of many other nutrients. Manganese uptake can be affected in this way.

				Mn:S Balance: The Sulfur interaction is primarily one-way, as the Sulfur content of the plant is diminished so also is the Manganese content.

				Mn:Anion Balance: Heavy fertilization with materials containing Cl-, NO3-, SO4--, can also enhance Mn uptake (termed the anion effect).



				Functions of Manganese



				Manganese is responsible for the assimilation of carbon dioxide in photosynthesis.

				It is involved in the Hill Reaction where water is split during photosynthesis.



















				Manganese aids in the fusion of chlorophyll.

				Manganese helps with nitrate absorption.

				Manganese activates fat forming enzymes.

				Manganese is a part of the formation of riboflavin, ascorbic acid, and carotene.

				Manganese is responsible for the transportation of electrons during photosynthesis.



				Tolerance to Pathogenic Infection



				Manganese is part of the activation process of over 35 enzymes, several of which are necessary in the formation of lignin.  Deficiency of lignin in plant tissue, especially in the roots; is associated with enhanced pathogenic infection. Manganese application contributes to the resistance against soil-borne diseases.



				One of the enzymes manganese activates is peroxidase.  The peroxidase enzyme produces hydrogen peroxide within the plant cell and contributes to natural pathogen resistance. Hydrogen peroxide is responsible for stabilizing the plant cell wall, and is also thought to be directly toxic to pathogens.



				Nearly all environmental stress influences cause oxygen stress to plants. Manganese plays a crucial role in enhancing stress tolerance. Several enzymes triggered by manganese are responsible for removing toxic substances from plants.



				Deficiency Symptoms



				Because Mn is not translocated in the plant, deficiency symptoms appear first on younger leaves. The most common symptoms on most plants are interveinal chlorosis. Sometimes a series of brownish-black specks appear in the affected areas. In small grains, grayish areas appear near the base of younger leaves. Manganese deficiencies occur most often on soils with a high pH and/or naturally low Mn content.



				Toxicity



				Manganese toxicity is a relatively common problem on low pH soils. It normally is associated with soils of pH 5.0 or lower. 



















































































































Mn-Hi

















				MANGANESE



				Manganese - ppm   4.5





				High

				At this time levels of manganese in soil reserve is high. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of manganese. Manganese forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of manganese.



				If plant tissue shows a need for manganese application, check the ratio of manganese with copper, zinc, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of manganese, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Manganese to Iron                   1 to 1.4

				          Manganese to Zinc                  3.2 to 1

				          Manganese to Copper             7.8 to 1



				Manganese is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Manganese deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Mn and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Mn and Fe symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Manganese is an essential element used by the plant to create thousands of organic compounds that make up plant tissue or drive growth processes. Manganese is also essential to photosynthesis, it is an enzyme activator during chlorophyll production and it is a structural component of the chloroplasts where photosynthesis occurs.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Manganese Deficiency Symptoms

				1.       The early stages of the chlorosis induced by manganese deficiency are somewhat similar to iron deficiency. 

				2.       They begin with a light chlorosis of the young leaves and netted veins of the mature leaves especially when they are viewed through transmitted light. 

				3.       As the stress increases, the leaves take on a gray metallic sheen and develop dark freckled and necrotic areas along the veins. 

				4.       A purplish luster may also develop on the upper surface of the leaves. 



				Function of Manganese in the Plant

				1.      The assimilation of carbon dioxide in photosynthesis.

				2.      Aids in the synthesis of chlorophyll and in nitrate assimilation.

				3.      Activates fat forming enzymes.

				4.      Functions in the formation of riboflavin, ascorbic acid, and carotene (amino acids).

				5.      It functions in electron transport during photosynthesis. 

				6.      Involved in splitting H2O during photosynthesis.



				Factors affecting Manganese Availability

				1.      Ph:  High soil ph reduces Mn availability.  Low pH increase Mn availability, even to the point of toxicity.

				2.      High OM can tie up Mn.

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Waterlogged conditions change available Mn++ to Mn+ which is unavailable.

				4.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				5.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Mn uptake.

				6.      Mn:S ratio:  As the sulfur content of the plant is diminished so is the Mn content.

				7.      Anion Balance: Excess Cl, NO3, HCO3, and SO 4 can enhance Mn uptake.



				Manganese Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper, Iron or Zinc can accentuate Manganese deficiency – especially repeated soil applications of Iron. 

				2.      Uptake can be decreased by liming or increased by Sulfur applications. 
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Mn-Good

















				MANGANESE



				Manganese - ppm   4.5





				Optimum

				At this time levels of manganese are in the optimum range in soil reserve. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of manganese. Manganese forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of manganese.



				If plant tissue shows a need for manganese application, check the ratio of manganese with copper, zinc, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of manganese, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Manganese to Iron                   1 to 1.4

				          Manganese to Zinc                  3.2 to 1

				          Manganese to Copper             7.8 to 1



				Manganese is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Manganese deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Mn and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Mn and Fe symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Manganese is an essential element used by the plant to create thousands of organic compounds that make up plant tissue or drive growth processes. Manganese is also essential to photosynthesis; it is an enzyme activator during chlorophyll production and it is a structural component of the chloroplasts where photosynthesis occurs.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Manganese Deficiency Symptoms

				1.       The early stages of the chlorosis induced by manganese deficiency are somewhat similar to iron deficiency. 

				2.       They begin with a light chlorosis of the young leaves and netted veins of the mature leaves especially when they are viewed through transmitted light. 

				3.       As the stress increases, the leaves take on a gray metallic sheen and develop dark freckled and necrotic areas along the veins. 

				4.       A purplish luster may also develop on the upper surface of the leaves. 



				Function of Manganese in the Plant

				1.      The assimilation of carbon dioxide in photosynthesis

				2.      Aids in the synthesis of chlorophyll and in nitrate assimilation.

				3.      Activates fat forming enzymes.

				4.      Functions in the formation of riboflavin, ascorbic acid, and carotene (amino acids).

				5.      It functions in electron transport during photosynthesis. 

				6.      Involved in splitting H2O during photosynthesis.



				Factors affecting Manganese Availability

				1.      Ph:  High soil ph reduces Mn availability.  Low pH increase Mn availability, even to the point of toxicity.

				2.      High OM can tie up Mn.

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Waterlogged conditions change available Mn++ to Mn+ which is unavailable.

				4.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				5.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Mn uptake.

				6.      Mn:S ratio:  As the sulfur content of the plant is diminished so is the Mn content.

				7.      Anion Balance: Excess Cl, NO3, HCO3, and SO 4 can enhance Mn uptake.



				Manganese Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper, Iron or Zinc can accentuate Manganese deficiency – especially repeated soil applications of Iron. 

				2.      Uptake can be decreased by liming or increased by Sulfur applications. 
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				MANGANESE



				Manganese - ppm   4.5

				Nitrate N - ppm   3.2 - Low

				NO3:NH4 (Ideal 3:1)   Actual  1:1 - Low

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%

				Organic Matter   1.1

				pH   7.21





				Low

				At this time levels of manganese in soil reserve is low.  However, it the soil pH is higher than 6.5 I do not recommend a bulk application of manganese.  Manganese forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high, making it unavailable for plant uptake.  Because the plant requires such a small amount of manganese, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of manganese. Check the ratio of manganese with copper, zinc, and iron. If you don’t monitor plant tissue levels before each foliar treatment the before applying foliar manganese products at a rate that takes the below ratio’s into consideration.



				Manganese is the only micronutrient that I will occasionally recommend a bulk application at aerification time.  Manganese is often very low in ratio to the other heavy metals, because it leaches quickly.  Manganese also ties up in the soil with free radical oxygen making it unavailable to the plant.



				              Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients                             Actual

				          Manganese to Iron                   1 to 1.4                        4.5 to 14.5

				          Manganese to Zinc                  3.2 to 1                        4.5 to 3.67

				          Manganese to Copper             7.8 to 1                        4.5 to 0.246



				Manganese is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Manganese deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Mn and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Mn and Fe symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Manganese is an essential element used by the plant to create thousands of organic compounds that make up plant tissue or drive growth processes. Manganese is also essential to photosynthesis; it is an enzyme activator during chlorophyll production and it is a structural component of the chloroplasts where photosynthesis occurs.



				Mineral Manganese Sources

				If manganese is deficient, and you feel there is a need to build soil reserve; the products listed below will suffice.  However; if the soil pH is higher than 6.5, there are high bicarbonates, or high organic matter any application may be ineffective. If the soil pH is lower than 6.5, bulk applications will correct manganese deficiency.  However, any bulk application of manganese should be closely monitored closely.   Manganese toxicity can rapidly develop rapidly in strongly acid soil.



				Manganese Sulfate 18%S 31%Mn

				Manganese Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The manganese portion of the Mn2+SO4 is no different than other manganese fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in 
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese sulfate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese sulfate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Manganese Chloride 17%Mn 34%Cl

				Manganese Chloride typically cost less money than other sources of manganese.  Manganese chloride rapidly dissolves in soil water.  The Mn2+ will be retained on the negatively charged cation exchange sites of clay and organic matter.  The Cl portion will readily move with the water.  Because manganese chloride is rapidly available,
it has a high potential of salt burn.  There are no significant impacts on water or air associated with normal application rates of manganese chloride. 

				     ▪   Check the percentage of chloride in the soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese chloride when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese chloride if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Manganese Nitrate 7-0-0 15%Mn

				Manganese Nitrate is an excellent product to use for a manganese supplement. All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as nitrate, requiring no additional microbial action and transformation in the soil.  Nitrate nitrogen is the most effect method for plants to pull in cations such as manganese.  Always apply ¼" to ½” of water after a manganese nitrate application due to its potential for salt burn.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate if the soil is saturated and the soil temperature is higher than 80 degrees. 

				     ▪   Do not apply manganese nitrate if the nitrogen levels are high in soil reserve or in the plant tissue. 



				Manganese Oxides 55%Mn

				Manganese Oxide is a cost-effective source of manganese where large amounts are required.  I only recommend using manganese oxide as a soil amendment during aerification.  Manganese oxide is not a very soluble product unless the soil has a high level of microbial activity.

				     ▪   Do not apply Manganese Oxide if the organic matter is higher than 2.5%.



				Manganese Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The early stages of the chlorosis induced by manganese deficiency are somewhat similar to iron deficiency. 

				2.      They begin with a light chlorosis of the young leaves and netted veins of the mature leaves especially when they are viewed through transmitted light. 

				3.      As the stress increases, the leaves take on a gray metallic sheen and develop dark freckled and necrotic areas along the veins. 

				4.      A purplish luster may also develop on the upper surface of the leaves. 



				Function of Manganese in the Plant

				1.      The assimilation of carbon dioxide in photosynthesis.

				2.      Aids in the synthesis of chlorophyll and in nitrate assimilation.

				3.      Activates fat forming enzymes.

				4.      Functions in the formation of riboflavin, ascorbic acid, and carotene (amino acids).

				5.      It functions in electron transport during photosynthesis. 

				6.      Involved in splitting H2O during photosynthesis.



				Factors affecting Manganese Availability

				1.      Ph:  High soil ph reduces Mn availability.  Low pH increase Mn availability, even to the point of toxicity.

				2.      High OM can tie up Mn.

				3.      Soil Moisture:  Waterlogged conditions change available Mn++ to Mn+ which is unavailable.

				4.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				5.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Mn uptake.

				6.      Mn:S ratio:  As the sulfur content of the plant is diminished so is the Mn content.

				7.      Anion Balance: Excess Cl, NO3, HCO3, and SO 4 can enhance Mn uptake.



				Manganese Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper, Iron or Zinc can accentuate Manganese deficiency – especially repeated soil applications of Iron. 

				2.      Uptake can be decreased by liming or increased by Sulfur applications. 
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Cu-Hi

















				COPPER



				Copper - ppm   0.246





				High

				At this time levels of copper in soil reserve is high. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of copper. Copper forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of copper.



				If plant tissue shows a need for copper application, check the ratio of copper with manganese, zinc, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of copper, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Copper to Iron                          1 to 11

				          Copper to Zinc                         1 to 2.4

				          Copper  to Manganese            1 to 7.8



				Copper is mobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Copper deficiency is rarely evident on turfgrass. 



				Copper is an essential element used by the plant as a catalyst in photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration.  Copper in an integral part of many enzyme systems associated in transforming amino acids into complex proteins. Copper contributes to carbohydrate absorption, and in the development of lignin.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Copper Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Copper deficiency may be expressed as a light overall chlorosis along with the permanent loss of turgor in the young leaves.

				2.      Recently matured leaves show netted, green veining with areas bleaching to a whitish gray. 

				3.      Some leaves develop sunken necrotic spots and have a tendency to bend downward. 

				4.      Trees under chronic copper deficiency develop a rosette form of growth. Leaves are small and chlorotic with spotty necrosis. 



				Function of Copper in the Plant

				1.      Catalyst in photosynthesis and respiration.

				2.      Constituent of several enzyme systems involved in building and converting amino acids to proteins.

				3.      Important to the formation of lignin in plant cell walls, which contributes to structural strength.  

				4.      Important in carbohydrate and protein metabolism.



				Factors affecting Copper Availability

				1.      Root Growth:  Cu is the most immobile micronutrient, so anything that inhibits new root growth will inhibit Cu uptake.

				2.      pH:  Low ph increases uptake high pH inhibits uptake.

				3.      Waterlogged soils can reduce Cu availability.  

				4.      Cu:Zn ratio:  High levels of Zn will reduce the uptake of Cu

				5.      High N uptake will reduce the transportation of Cu into the growing tips of plants. 

				6.      Cu:P ratio:  High soil P levels can reduce Cu uptake.

				7.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Cu uptake.

				8.      High HCO3.



				Copper Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper can accentuate Molybdenum and to a lesser degree Iron, Manganese and Zinc deficiency.
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Cu-Good

















				COPPER



				Copper - ppm   0.246





				Optimum

				At this time levels of copper are in the optimum range in soil reserve. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of copper. Copper forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of copper.



				If plant tissue shows a need for copper application, check the ratio of copper with manganese, zinc, and iron. Because the plant requires such a small amount of copper, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Copper to Iron                          1 to 11

				          Copper to Zinc                         1 to 2.4

				          Copper  to Manganese            1 to 7.8



				Copper is mobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Copper deficiency is rarely evident on turfgrass. 



				Copper is an essential element used by the plant as a catalyst in photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration.  Copper in an integral part of many enzyme systems associated in transforming amino acids into complex proteins. Copper contributes to carbohydrate absorption, and in the development of lignin.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Copper Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Copper deficiency may be expressed as a light overall chlorosis along with the permanent loss of turgor in the young leaves.

				2.      Recently matured leaves show netted, green veining with areas bleaching to a whitish gray. 

				3.      Some leaves develop sunken necrotic spots and have a tendency to bend downward. 

				4.      Trees under chronic copper deficiency develop a rosette form of growth. Leaves are small and chlorotic with spotty necrosis. 



				Function of Copper in the Plant

				1.      Catalyst in photosynthesis and respiration.

				2.      Constituent of several enzyme systems involved in building and converting amino acids to proteins.

				3.      Important to the formation of lignin in plant cell walls, which contributes to structural strength.  

				4.      Important in carbohydrate and protein metabolism.



				Factors affecting Copper Availability

				1.      Root Growth:  Cu is the most immobile micronutrient, so anything that inhibits new root growth will inhibit Cu uptake.

				2.      pH:  Low ph increases uptake high pH inhibits uptake.

				3.      Waterlogged soils can reduce Cu availability.  

				4.      Cu:Zn ratio:  High levels of Zn will reduce the uptake of Cu

				5.      High N uptake will reduce the transportation of Cu into the growing tips of plants. 

				6.      Cu:P ratio:  High soil P levels can reduce Cu uptake.

				7.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Cu uptake.

				8.      High HCO3.



				Copper Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper can accentuate Molybdenum and to a lesser degree Iron, Manganese and Zinc deficiency.
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Cu-Lo

















				COPPER



				Copper - ppm   0.246

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Bicarbonate     21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%

				Organic Matter   1.1

				pH   7.21



				Low

				At this time levels of copper in soil reserve is low.  However, it the soil pH is higher than 6.5; I do not recommend a bulk application of copper.  Copper forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high, making it unavailable for plant uptake.  Because the plant requires such a small amount of copper, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				High organic matter, high levels of phosphorous, waterlogged soil, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of copper. Check the ratio of copper with manganese, zinc, and iron. If you don’t monitor plant tissue levels before each foliar treatment then before applying foliar copper products at a rate that takes the below ratio’s into consideration.



				If you feel it is necessary to apply a mineral copper source do so keeping the ratio's below in mind.



				             Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients                          Actual

				          Copper to Iron                          1 to 11                     0.246 to 14.5

				          Copper to Zinc                         1 to 2.4                    0.246 to 3.67

				          Copper  to Manganese            1 to 7.8                    0.246 to 4.5



				Copper is mobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Copper deficiency is rarely evident on turfgrass. 



				Copper is an essential element used by the plant as a catalyst in photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration.  Copper in an integral part of many enzyme systems associated in transforming amino acids into complex proteins. Copper contributes to carbohydrate absorption, and in the development of lignin.



				Mineral Copper Sources

				If copper is deficient, and you feel there is a need to build soil reserve; the products listed below will suffice.  However; if the soil pH is higher than 6.5, there are high bicarbonates, or high organic matter any application may be ineffective. If the soil pH is lower than 6.5, bulk applications will correct copper deficiency.  However, any bulk application of copper should be closely monitored closely.   Copper toxicity can rapidly develop rapidly in strongly acid soil.



				Copper Sulfate 19%S 47%Cu

				Copper Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The copper portion of the CuSO4 is no different than other copper fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply copper sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply copper sulfate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply copper sulfate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply copper sulfate if soil temperatures is 45 degrees or below.



				Cupric Chloride 47%Cu  30%Cl

				Cupric Chloride typically cost less money than other sources of copper.  Cupric chloride rapidly dissolves in soil water.  The Cu will be retained on the negatively charged cation exchange sites of clay and organic matter.  The Cl portion will readily move with the water.  Because cupric chloride is rapidly available, it has a 
high potential of salt burn.  There are no significant impacts on water or air associated with normal application rates of cupric chloride. 

				     ▪   Check the percentage of chloride in the soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Do not apply cupric chloride when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply cupric chloride if soil temperatures 45 degrees.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Copper Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      Copper deficiency may be expressed as a light overall chlorosis along with the permanent loss of turgor in the young leaves.

				2.      Recently matured leaves show netted, green veining with areas bleaching to a whitish gray. 

				3.      Some leaves develop sunken necrotic spots and have a tendency to bend downward. 

				4.      Trees under chronic copper deficiency develop a rosette form of growth. Leaves are small and chlorotic with spotty necrosis. 



				Function of Copper in the Plant

				1.      Catalyst in photosynthesis and respiration.

				2.      Constituent of several enzyme systems involved in building and converting amino acids to proteins.

				3.      Important to the formation of lignin in plant cell walls, which contributes to structural strength.  

				4.      Important in carbohydrate and protein metabolism.



				Factors affecting Copper Availability

				1.      Root Growth:  Cu is the most immobile micronutrient, so anything that inhibits new root growth will inhibit Cu uptake.

				2.      pH:  Low ph increases uptake high pH inhibits uptake.

				3.      Waterlogged soils can reduce Cu availability.  

				4.      Cu:Zn ratio:  High levels of Zn will reduce the uptake of Cu

				5.      High N uptake will reduce the transportation of Cu into the growing tips of plants. 

				6.      Cu:P ratio:  High soil P levels can reduce Cu uptake.

				7.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces Cu uptake.

				8.      High HCO3.



				Copper Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      High levels of Copper can accentuate Molybdenum and to a lesser degree Iron, Manganese and Zinc deficiency.
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Fe-Hi

















				IRON



				Iron - ppm   14.5





				High

				At this time levels of iron in soil reserve is high. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of iron. Iron forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of iron. Plants release compounds called siderophores which bind iron and enhance its solubility. This mechanism also involves bacteria, which is restricted in saturated soils.



				If plant tissue shows a need for iron application, check the ratio of iron with copper, zinc, and manganese. Because the plant requires such a small amount of iron, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Iron to Magnesium                1.4 to 1

				          Iron to Zinc                            4.5 to 1

				          Iron to Copper                        11 to 1



				Iron is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Iron deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Fe and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Fe and Mn symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Iron is crucial to plants because it is a component of certain enzymes and proteins that are used during photosynthesis and in respiration.  Iron is also a part of the process of nitrogen fixation.  Although iron is not part of the chlorophyll molecule it is part of the process of forming the molecule. One positive charged electron from iron is stripped away by an enzyme created by manganese, the exposed electron then connects with Mg++ to create Mg+++ which is at the center of the chlorophyll molecule.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Iron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The most common symptom for iron deficiency starts out as an interveinal chlorosis of the youngest leaves, evolves into an overall chlorosis, and ends as a totally
          bleached leaf. 

				2.      The bleached areas often develop necrotic spots. 

				3.      Up until the time the leaves become almost completely white they will recover upon application of iron. 

				4.      In the recovery phase the veins are the first to recover as indicated by their bright green color. This distinct venial re-greening observed during iron recovery is
         probably the most recognizable symptom in all of classical plant nutrition. 

				5.      Because iron has a low mobility, iron deficiency symptoms appear first on the youngest leaves. 

				6.      Iron deficiency is strongly associated with calcareous soils and anaerobic conditions, and it is often induced by an excess of heavy metals. 



				Function of Iron in the Plant

				1.      Chlorophyll development and function (loans a + charge to Mg).

				2.      It plays a role in energy transfer within the plant.

				3.      It is a constituent of certain enzymes and proteins.

				4.      Iron functions in plant respiration, and plant metabolism.

				5.      It is involved in nitrogen fixation.



				Factors affecting Iron Availability

				1.      Low Organic matter:  Om compounds are able to form Fe complexes that improve availability. 

				2.      Soil pH:  High pH decreases Fe availability.  Low pH increase Fe availability.

				3.      Saturated, compacted or poorly aerated soils.  In low pH soils, this condition can increase Fe availability to the point of toxicity.

				4.      High soil P:  Inhibits Fe uptake.

				5.      NO3:  Increased NO3 can reduce Fe uptake.

				6.      Fe:Zn ratio:  Zn deficiency increases Fe uptake, sometimes to the point of toxicity.  High Zn availability reduces Fe uptake.

				7.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				8.      K:Fe ratio:  Low K availability increases Fe uptake.

				9.      Fe:Mo ratio:  Rarely happens usually only on very low pH soils.

				10.    High HCO3.



				Iron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Iron deficiency can be accentuated by liming. 

				2.      Low Potassium levels or high levels of Copper, Manganese or Zinc.
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Fe-Good

















				IRON



				Iron - ppm   14.5





				Optimum

				At this time levels of iron are in the optimum range in soil reserve. I don’t recommend any bulk applications of iron. Iron forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high (6.5 or higher), making it unavailable for plant uptake. High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of iron. Plants release compounds called siderophores which bind iron and enhance its solubility. This mechanism also involves bacteria, which is restricted in saturated soils.



				If plant tissue shows a need for iron application, check the ratio of iron with copper, zinc, and manganese. Because the plant requires such a small amount of iron, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Iron to Magnesium                1.4 to 1

				          Iron to Zinc                            4.5 to 1

				          Iron to Copper                        11 to 1



				Iron is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Iron deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Fe and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Fe and Mn symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Iron is crucial to plants because it is a component of certain enzymes and proteins that are used during photosynthesis and in respiration.  Iron is also a part of the process of nitrogen fixation.  Although iron is not part of the chlorophyll molecule it is part of the process of forming the molecule. One positive charged electron from iron is stripped away by an enzyme created by manganese, the exposed electron then connects with Mg++ to create Mg+++ which is at the center of the chlorophyll molecule.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Iron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The most common symptom for iron deficiency starts out as an interveinal chlorosis of the youngest leaves, evolves into an overall chlorosis, and ends as a totally
          bleached leaf. 

				2.      The bleached areas often develop necrotic spots. 

				3.      Up until the time the leaves become almost completely white they will recover upon application of iron. 

				4.      In the recovery phase the veins are the first to recover as indicated by their bright green color. This distinct venial re-greening observed during iron recovery is
         probably the most recognizable symptom in all of classical plant nutrition. 

				5.      Because iron has a low mobility, iron deficiency symptoms appear first on the youngest leaves. 

				6.      Iron deficiency is strongly associated with calcareous soils and anaerobic conditions, and it is often induced by an excess of heavy metals. 



				Function of Iron in the Plant

				1.      Chlorophyll development and function (loans a + charge to Mg).

				2.      It plays a role in energy transfer within the plant.

				3.      It is a constituent of certain enzymes and proteins.

				4.      Iron functions in plant respiration, and plant metabolism.

				5.      It is involved in nitrogen fixation.



				Factors affecting Iron Availability

				1.      Low Organic matter:  Om compounds are able to form Fe complexes that improve availability. 

				2.      Soil pH:  High pH decreases Fe availability.  Low pH increase Fe availability.

				3.      Saturated, compacted or poorly aerated soils.  In low pH soils, this condition can increase Fe availability to the point of toxicity.

				4.      High soil P:  Inhibits Fe uptake.

				5.      NO3:  Increased NO3 can reduce Fe uptake.

				6.      Fe:Zn ratio:  Zn deficiency increases Fe uptake, sometimes to the point of toxicity.  High Zn availability reduces Fe uptake.

				7.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				8.      K:Fe ratio:  Low K availability increases Fe uptake.

				9.      Fe:Mo ratio:  Rarely happens usually only on very low pH soils.

				10.    High HCO3.



				Iron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Iron deficiency can be accentuated by liming. 

				2.      Low Potassium levels or high levels of Copper, Manganese or Zinc.
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Fe-Lo

















				IRON



				Iron - ppm   14.5

				Sulfur - ppm   9.4 - Good

				Sulfate    44%

				Organic Matter   1.1

				pH   7.21





				Low

				At this time levels of iron in soil reserve is low.  However, if the soil pH is higher than 6.5 I do not recommend a bulk application of iron.  Iron forms a constricted bond with carbonates when soil pH is high, making it unavailable for plant uptake.  



				Because the plant requires such a small amount of iron, foliar applications are the most efficient and effective source to supplement plant need. 



				High organic matter, waterlogged soils, and competition with other heavy metals will further restrict the uptake of iron. Plants release compounds called siderophores which bind iron and enhance its solubility. This mechanism also involves bacteria, which is restricted in saturated soils.



				Check the ratio of iron with copper, zinc, and manganese. If you don’t monitor plant tissue levels before each foliar treatment then before applying foliar iron products at a rate that takes the below ratio’s into consideration.



				If you feel it is necessary to apply a mineral iron source do so keeping the ratio's below in mind. Iron tends to be the most abundant heavy metal in the soil and it ties up with organic matter fairly quick.  I rarely see iron deficiency in the soil and plant.



				Ideal ratio’s for Micronutrients

				          Iron to Magnesium                1.4 to 1

				          Iron to Zinc                            4.5 to 1

				          Iron to Copper                        11 to 1



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Iron is very immobile in the plant, therefore deficiency symptoms are first seen in the young leaves. Iron deficiency is diagnosed by interveinal chlorosis, while the veins themselves remain dark green. Fe and Mg deficiency are almost identical, however Mg deficiency appear in the older leaves. Fe and Mn symptoms are very similar and both affect new growth.  If you suspect an iron deficiency, you will most likely need to test the plant tissue to determine which nutrient is needed. 



				Iron is crucial to plants because it is a component of certain enzymes and proteins that are used during photosynthesis and in respiration.  Iron is also a part of the process of nitrogen fixation.  Although iron is not part of the chlorophyll molecule it is part of the process of forming the molecule. One positive charged electron from iron is stripped away by an enzyme created by manganese; the exposed electron then connects with Mg++ to create Mg+++ which is at the center of the chlorophyll molecule.



				Mineral Iron Sources

				If iron is deficient, and you feel there is a need to build soil reserve; the products listed below will suffice.  However if the soil pH is higher than 6.5, there are high bicarbonates, or high organic matter any application may be ineffective. If the soil pH is lower than 6.5, bulk applications will correct iron deficiency.  However, any bulk application of iron should be closely monitored closely.   Iron toxicity can rapidly develop rapidly in strongly acid soil.



				Iron Sulfate 18%S 20%Fe

				Iron Sulfate is an excellent source of nutrition for plants.  The iron portion of the Fe2+SO4 is no different than other iron fertilizers.  However, it also supplies a valuable source of sulfur, which is also sometimes deficient for plant growth.  

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in 
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Do not apply iron sulfate when heavy rain is expected.

				     ▪   Do not apply iron sulfate if the soil pH is higher than 6.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply iron sulfate if the organic matter is higher than 2.5.

				     ▪   Do not apply iron sulfate if soil temperatures 45 degrees or below.



				Ferrous Ammonium Sulfate 21-0-0 16%S 14%Fe

				Ferrous Ammonium Sulfate is an excellent product to use for an iron supplement. All of the nitrogen is immediately available for plant uptake as ammonium. 

				     ▪   Check the levels of sulfur in soil reserve and the percentage of sulfate (SO4) in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any bulk sulfate product if sulfur levels are high in 
         reserve, or the ratio of SO4 with chlorides and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 

				     ▪   Ammonium nitrogen is subject to rapid volatilization.

				     ▪   Do not use ammonium nitrogen during periods of drought, or if it can’t be irrigated at least ½" immediately after the application.

				     ▪   Do not apply if soil temperatures are below 55 degrees.

				     ▪   Do not apply before a heavy rainfall.



				Iron Oxides 69%Fe

				Iron Oxide is a cost-effective source of iron where large amounts are required.  I only recommend using iron oxide as a soil amendment during aerification. Iron oxide is not a very soluble product unless the soil has a high level of microbial activity.



				Iron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The most common symptom for iron deficiency starts out as an interveinal chlorosis of the youngest leaves, evolves into an overall chlorosis, and ends as a totally
         bleached leaf. 

				2.      The bleached areas often develop necrotic spots. 

				3.      Up until the time the leaves become almost completely white they will recover upon application of iron. 

				4.      In the recovery phase the veins are the first to recover as indicated by their bright green color. This distinct venial re-greening observed during iron recovery is
         probably the most recognizable symptom in all of classical plant nutrition. 

				5.      Because iron has a low mobility, iron deficiency symptoms appear first on the youngest leaves. 

				6.      Iron deficiency is strongly associated with calcareous soils and anaerobic conditions, and it is often induced by an excess of heavy metals. 



				Function of Iron in the Plant

				1 .     Chlorophyll development and function (loans a + charge to Mg).

				2.      It plays a role in energy transfer within the plant.

				3.      It is a constituent of certain enzymes and proteins.

				4.      Iron functions in plant respiration, and plant metabolism.

				5.      It is involved in nitrogen fixation.



				Factors affecting Iron Availability

				1.      Low Organic matter:  Om compounds are able to form Fe complexes that improve availability. 

				2.      Soil pH:  High pH decreases Fe availability.  Low pH increase Fe availability.

				3.      Saturated, compacted or poorly aerated soils.  In low pH soils, this condition can increase Fe availability to the point of toxicity.

				4.      High soil P:  Inhibits Fe uptake.

				5.      NO3:  Increased NO3 can reduce Fe uptake.

				6.      Fe:Zn ratio:  Zn deficiency increases Fe uptake, sometimes to the point of toxicity.  High Zn availability reduces Fe uptake.

				7.      Fe:Mn ratio:  These two elements are antagonistic, and one will inhibit the uptake of the other.

				8.      K:Fe ratio:  Low K availability increases Fe uptake.

				9.      Fe:Mo ratio:  Rarely happens usually only on very low pH soils.

				10.    High HCO3.



				Iron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Iron deficiency can be accentuated by liming.

				2.      Low Potassium levels or high levels of Copper, Manganese or Zinc.
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Boron





				Boron

				“I’m a personal trainer for plants.”





















				When thinking about what nutrients to apply to get your turf as strong as possible, boron may not be on your radar.  So, why is boron the nutrient of the month in March?



				Because March is the month where turf in most parts of the country is waking up and starting to grow!



				One of boron’s primary responsibilities is to assist calcium in enhancing cell strength, cell elongation, and cell reproduction.



				If there is insufficient levels of boron in the plant when spring growth is initiated, plant cells may be compromised, and the reproduction of new cells may be limited, making the plant more susceptible to disease and environmental stress.



				When disease attacks a stressed plant in the summer, the usual diagnosis is environmental stress.  However, the Theory of Trophobiosis hypothesized by Dr. Francis Chaboussou, states all plant disease begins with a nutrient deficiency.



				What if the cause of those stubborn diseases is something as simple as a boron deficiency? 



				I admit, if plants are under a pathogen attack, I wouldn’t necessarily immediately think of boron. However, when plant growth is at its peak in the spring and fall, proper management of boron can eliminate it as the culprit. 



				What are the primary roles of boron within the plant?



				Boron plays a part to assist calcium in cell division, cell wall strength and cell formation. Because twice as much calcium is required during the reproductive process, it's essential to monitor and apply both when the plant is rapidly growing.



				Boron is involved in nitrogen metabolism and protein formation.



				Boron is a part of the process of building sugar and carbohydrates in leaves after photosynthesis.



				Boron is also responsible for moving sugars and carbohydrates through the plants and into the roots.



				Boron moves starches and immobile cations from cell to cell and throughout the plant.



				Boron works directly with potassium to regulate water loss by opening and closing the stomata in leaf tissue.



				Boron is responsible for the formation of certain proteins and regulation of hormone levels.



				Boron is important in the transportation of potassium and calcium throughout the plant.



				Boron and the nutrient delivery system



				If you were to ask any farmer that grows dicot crops if boron is mobile in the plant, their answer would be no. However boron is extremely mobile in monocots, making it unique from all other essential nutrients.



				Nutrients are transported through the vascular system (xylem and phloem) of the plant. Nutrients are taken into plant roots as inorganic molecules, then transported upward through the xylem tubes.



				The xylem is responsible for transporting water and nutrients upward and depositing them in leaves and branches. The phloem is responsible for transporting organic molecules (acids, sugars, carbohydrates and starches), in all directions to the plant depending on the time of day. The phloem also deposits food and nutrients to the necessary plant parts.



				Immobile nutrients can’t make it into the phloem without help. In monocots, boron helps immobile cations into and through the phloem. Because boron has a negative charge it pulls in immobile cations with positive charges (Ca, Fe, Cu, Zn, and Mn) by attaching magnetically, and delivering them where they are utilized. This process makes monocots more efficient than dicots.



				A lot of nutrients are exhausted before they ever reach their target. Knowing how nutrients move in the plant will help you to apply nutrients at the right time during the season.  Keeping boron levels sufficient in the grass plant when it’s actively growing, will assure that essential cations reach their target.



				Weekly tissue testing is the only way to monitor boron levels in the plant.  Give us a call and we can show you how easy it is to assure you are feeding the plant a balanced diet. 





























































































































































B-Hi

















				BORON



				Boron - ppm   0.193





				High

				At this time levels of boron in soil reserve is high.  Unlike other micronutrients boron is an anion, and does not tie up in organic matter, organic acids or to the soil colloid. 



				The specific function of boron in plant growth has not been well defined, but boron is known to function in the use of carbohydrates and starches. In addition, boron plays an important role in the movement (translocation) of water and plant nutrients from the root to the plants' growing portion. Boron is mobile in the plant, especially when it’s taken into the plant through the root system. Nutrients like calcium, manganese, and iron rely of boron to pull them into new plant cells, therefore deficiency symptoms can be confused with symptoms of other plant nutrients.



				Boron leaches through sandy soils very quickly making deficiencies very common on sand base putting greens. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Boron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The tolerance of plants to boron varies greatly, to the extent that the boron concentrations necessary for the growth of plants having a high boron requirement
         may be toxic to plants sensitive to boron. 

				2.      Boron is poorly transported in the phloem of most plants, with the exception of those plants that utilize complex sugars. 

				3.      Plants with poor boron mobility, boron deficiency results in necrosis of meristematic tissues in the growing region, leading to loss of apical dominance and the 
         development of a rosette condition. These deficiency symptoms are similar to those caused by calcium deficiency. 

				4.      In plants in which boron is readily transported in the phloem, the deficiency symptoms localizes in the mature tissues, similar to those of nitrogen and potassium. 

				5.      Both the pith and the epidermis of stems may be affected, often resulting in hollow or roughened stems along with necrotic spots. 

				6.      The leaf blades develop a pronounced crinkling and there is a darkening and crackling of the petioles often with exudation of syrupy material from the leaf blade. 

				7.      The leaves are unusually brittle and tend to break easily. 

				8.      Also, there is often a wilting of the younger leaves even under an adequate water supply, pointing to a disruption of water transport caused by boron deficiency. 



				Function of Boron in the Plant

				1.      Maintaining a balance between sugar and starch.

				2.      The translocation of sugar and carbohydrates.

				3.      Cell division, nitrogen metabolism and protein formation.

				4.      Essential for proper cell wall formation.

				5.      Important role in the proper function of cell membranes ant the transport of K to guard cells for proper control of internal water balance.



				Factors affecting Boron Availability

				1.      pH:  High pH reduces and low pH enhances availability.

				2.      Leaching:  B is mobile so high rainfall may cause deficiencies.

				3.      Low OM.

				4.      Low soil moisture.

				5.      Ca:B ratio:  High Ca levels reduce B uptake.

				6.      K:B ratio:  High K levels reduce B uptake.

				7.      P:B ratio:  High P applications increase B uptake.

				8.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces B uptake.



				Boron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Calcium deficiency or excess can cause boron deficiencies.
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B-Good

















				BORON



				Boron - ppm   0.193





				Optimum

				At this time levels of boron are in the optimum range in soil reserve.  Unlike other micronutrients boron is an anion, and does not tie up in organic matter, organic acids or to the soil colloid. 



				The specific function of boron in plant growth has not been well defined, but boron is known to function in the use of carbohydrates and starches. In addition, boron plays an important role in the movement (translocation) of water and plant nutrients from the root to the plants' growing portion. Boron is mobile in the plant, especially when it’s taken into the plant through the root system. Nutrients like calcium, manganese, and iron rely of boron to pull them into new plant cells, therefore deficiency symptoms can be confused with symptoms of other plant nutrients.



				Boron leaches through sandy soils very quickly making deficiencies very common on sand base putting greens. 



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Boron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The tolerance of plants to boron varies greatly, to the extent that the boron concentrations necessary for the growth of plants having a high boron requirement
         may be toxic to plants sensitive to boron. 

				2.      Boron is poorly transported in the phloem of most plants, with the exception of those plants that utilize complex sugars. 

				3.      Plants with poor boron mobility, boron deficiency results in necrosis of meristematic tissues in the growing region, leading to loss of apical dominance and the 
         development of a rosette condition. These deficiency symptoms are similar to those caused by calcium deficiency. 

				4.      In plants in which boron is readily transported in the phloem, the deficiency symptoms localize in the mature tissues, similar to those of nitrogen and potassium. 

				5.      Both the pith and the epidermis of stems may be affected, often resulting in hollow or roughened stems along with necrotic spots. 

				6.      The leaf blades develop a pronounced crinkling and there is a darkening and crackling of the petioles often with exudation of syrupy material from the leaf blade. 

				7.      The leaves are unusually brittle and tend to break easily. 

				8.      Also, there is often a wilting of the younger leaves even under an adequate water supply, pointing to a disruption of water transport caused by boron deficiency. 



				Function of Boron in the Plant

				1.      Maintaining a balance between sugar and starch.

				2.      The translocation of sugar and carbohydrates.

				3.      Cell division, nitrogen metabolism and protein formation.

				4.      Essential for proper cell wall formation.

				5.      Important role in the proper function of cell membranes ant the transport of K to guard cells for proper control of internal water balance.



				Factors affecting Boron Availability

				1.      pH:  High pH reduces and low pH enhances availability.

				2.      Leaching:  B is mobile so high rainfall may cause deficiencies.

				3.      Low OM.

				4.      Low soil moisture.

				5.      Ca:B ratio:  High Ca levels reduce B uptake.

				6.      K:B ratio:  High K levels reduce B uptake.

				7.      P:B ratio:  High P applications increase B uptake.

				8.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces B uptake.



				Boron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Calcium deficiency or excess can cause boron deficiencies.
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B-Lo

















				BORON



				Boron - ppm   0.193

				Na - ppm   70.1 - High





				Low

				At this time levels of boron in soil reserve is low.  Unlike other micronutrients boron is an anion, and does not tie up in organic matter, organic acids or to the soil colloid. I recommend applying boron in a tank solution as a soil spray.  Because boron can become toxic in the plant only apply low rates and monitor its uptake with plant tissue testing.



				The specific function of boron in plant growth has not been well defined, but boron is known to function in the use of carbohydrates and starches. In addition, boron plays an important role in the movement (translocation) of water and plant nutrients from the root to the plants' growing portion. Boron is mobile in the plant, especially when it’s taken into the plant through the root system. Nutrients like calcium, manganese, and iron rely of boron to pull them into new plant cells, therefore deficiency symptoms can be confused with symptoms of other plant nutrients.



				Boron leaches through sandy soils very quickly making deficiencies very common on sand base putting greens. 



				Mineral Boron Sources

				Broax 11%B

				Broax contains sodium tetraborate a natural organic substance.

				     ▪   Do not apply if sodium levels are high in soil solution or plant tissue.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 3 pounds of borax per acre of turf.



				Solubor 20% B

				The minute particle size of Solubor and inherent high solubility, even at low temperatures, gives rapid solubility properties even under demanding conditions. The relatively small quantities of Solubor needed to correct deficiency (and therefore for addition to formulations) make it an economical source of boron for manufacturers.

				     ▪   Do not apply more than 5 pounds of Solubor per acre of turf.



				I recommend taking tissue samples weekly if spraying nutrient solutions weekly.  The data from tissue testing will help to accurately dial in your programs by preventing antagonistic deficiencies.  The data you collect will become of real value when the government starts enforcing the new laws of water quality.  Tissue testing will help to take the guess work out of nitrogen applications and nutrient management. 



				Boron Deficiency Symptoms

				1.      The tolerance of plants to boron varies greatly, to the extent that the boron concentrations necessary for the growth of plants having a high boron requirement 
         may be toxic to plants sensitive to boron. 

				2.      Boron is poorly transported in the phloem of most plants, with the exception of those plants that utilize complex sugars. 

				3.      Plants with poor boron mobility, boron deficiency results in necrosis of meristematic tissues in the growing region, leading to loss of apical dominance and the
         development of a rosette condition. These deficiency symptoms are similar to those caused by calcium deficiency. 

				4.      In plants in which boron is readily transported in the phloem, the deficiency symptoms localize in the mature tissues, similar to those of nitrogen and potassium. 

				5.      Both the pith and the epidermis of stems may be affected, often resulting in hollow or roughened stems along with necrotic spots. 

				6.      The leaf blades develop a pronounced crinkling and there is a darkening and crackling of the petioles often with exudation of syrupy material from the leaf blade. 

				7.      The leaves are unusually brittle and tend to break easily. 

				8.      Also, there is often a wilting of the younger leaves even under an adequate water supply, pointing to a disruption of water transport caused by boron deficiency. 



				Function of Boron in the Plant

				1.      Maintaining a balance between sugar and starch.

				2.      The translocation of sugar and carbohydrates.

				3.      Cell division, nitrogen metabolism and protein formation.

				4.      Essential for proper cell wall formation.

				5.      Important role in the proper function of cell membranes ant the transport of K to guard cells for proper control of internal water balance.



				Factors affecting Boron Availability

				1.      pH:  High pH reduces and low pH enhances availability.

				2.      Leaching:  B is mobile so high rainfall may cause deficiencies.

				3.      Low OM.

				4.      Low soil moisture.

				5.      Ca:B ratio:  High Ca levels reduce B uptake.

				6.      K:B ratio:  High K levels reduce B uptake.

				7.      P:B ratio:  High P applications increase B uptake.

				8.      N stress:  Low N availability reduces B uptake.



				Boron Antagonism and Interaction

				1.      Calcium deficiency or excess can cause boron deficiencies.
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Sodium

				Sodium

				“I’m Potassium’s Evil Twin”



				Even though sodium is an essential element, we rarely think of it as part of our nutritional programs. Sodium is typically that evil nutrient that quickly becomes destructive to plants and soil structure. Because of osmotic pressure, moderate levels of sodium can suck moisture and nutrients in or out of plants, shrink roots, and diminish many of metabolic functions of a healthy plant. 



				Sodium replaces other nutrients on soil exchange sites and within the plant, especially potassium.  Sodium and potassium are similar in size, are both carried into the plant through diffusion, and perform many of the same functions; mainly that of respiration and transpiration. Therefore, potassium will usually be the essential replacement nutrient when manage sodium.



				High sodium levels on turfgrass are mostly cause by high sodium levels in water sources but can also be caused simply by natural sodium deposits in the soil. 



				We work with hundreds of golf courses across the United States and, over thee quarter of them have sodium issues serious enough to warrant frequent monitoring and management. Most of the more serious problems we see are within 100 miles of an ocean or in the desert Southeast.  However, we do see courses in those extreme zones that don’t have sodium issues, and courses in sodium free environments that have issues. Therefore, never assume you do or don’t have a sodium issue simply because of where your course is located.  Depend on testing to determine the challenges and establish a management strategy based on the data.   



				Inland sodium problems don’t tend to fluctuate as much as coastal courses but are harder to manage because of the lack of rainfall.   Sodium levels on costal soils can fluctuate frequently due to seasonal rains, tropical storms, solar tides, high winds blowing off the ocean, elevated ground water levels, and osmosis movement. Consequently, your management programs should change to compensate for those instabilities.



				Courses with moderate to extreme sodium levels will need to repeatedly manage the concentrations in the rootzone. If you don’t you will be risking the health of the turf and soil, especially during periods of environmental stress. It’s also wise to test soil, water, and plant tissue frequently to help determine frequency and level of control measures. The more serious the challenge, the more you should test and adjust your procedures. 



				If the golf course you manage is one of those that has low levels of sodium in your water source and soil, count your blessings; but don’t assume it will always be that way. Although, you won’t need to manage sodium as intensely as courses with high levels, you should still work on sodium ratio balance with other major cations. One example: if sodium is low, but potassium is lower; you have a sodium issue.  Sodium will replace potassium in the plant which will affect respiration and transpiration. 



				We have a hand full of golf course (mostly in the mountains and the Northwest) in which the soils are almost deficient in sodium. Not many of those Superintendents apply sodium, but probably should. 



				Developing a sodium management program



				20 years ago, managing high levels of sodium in plants and soils was usually attempted by applying gypsum a few times per year.  However, as the demands for faster smoother greens grew, so did the necessitated to developing more efficient and precise techniques.  In order to develop an effective sodium management program many factors must be considered.  Let’s take a good look at most of those factors.



				1.       Determine how serious the problem is.

				        a.       Levels of sodium in the soil and water.

				                        i.      Levels in soil and water can vary drastically based on soil structure.

				                        ii.      Should you treat the soil or the water.

				        b.       Ratios of sodium with other cations

				                        i.      Extremely important for managing healthy turf and soil. 

				        c.       Soil texture-Soil Density

				                        i.      The finer the soil partials the harder it is to manage problems.

				        d.       Soil structure

				                        i.      The better the soil the easier it is to manage the problem

				        e.       Percentage organic matter

				                        i.      The higher the OM the harder it is to correct problems.

				        f.         Water infiltration rate

				                        i.      The lower the IR the harder it is to correct problems

				        g.       Percentage of air to water pore space

				                        i.      The higher the oxygen pores the easier it is to manage the problem

				        h.       Seasonal sodium impacts

				                        i.      Dilution of water from seasonal rain fall can temporarily improve water quality

				         i.         Weather impacts

				                         i.      Hurricanes, tropical storms, and strong winds off oceans can dramatically worsen sodium issues

				         j.         Plant tolerance

				                         i.      Sodium tolerant turf lessens the impact of high sodium soils 

				         k.       Anion ratios

				                         i.      Determines efficiency of products used to manage high sodium levels

				2.       Take soil, water and tissue sample

				          a.       Soil test will provide date to determine soil structure, sodium levels in soil reserve, and soil solution.

				                          i.       Data from soil structure will indicate the degree of difficulty in managing sodium.











				The data above shows good soil structure. Low OM and SI makes it easier to manage sodium because, you are assured that water will move through the soil quickly, allowing sodium to be flushed. Routine flushing will be an efficient means to push sodium out of the rootzone. Low CEC shows that less K, Ca, and Mg will need to be applied to replace sodium on the exchange sites.











				The data above shows poor soil structure. High OM and SI makes it more difficult to manage sodium, because poorly structured soils hold water. If you can’t push the water through the soil, sodium will only accumulate. Turf grown in saturated soils are more prone to sodium impairment, due to lack of oxygen and root deterioration. Flushing becomes more difficult because it necessitates more water and time to achieve gravitational flow.  High CEC show higher amounts of K, Ca, and Mg will be required to displace sodium and establish balanced ratios. If the greens have no sub-surface drainage, it may be unfeasible to achieve a gravitational flush.



				b.       Ratios of sodium to other major cations in soil reserve













				If you are managing soils that have persistent sodium problems, then sodium ratios to other base cations will be essential data for you to identify. Flushing is a great tool to cleans the rootzone exchange sites, but it’s only temporary relief. After three or four irrigation cycles the sodium concentrations begin to increase again. By applying bulk application of calcium, potassium, or magnesium after the flush will increase the time intervals between the flush.



				It’s my opinion, that target ranges on a soil report are useless information when correcting sodium ratios.  If you were to prescribe to that theory, and don’t apply a nutrient when it shows up high; you will be unable to correct the sodium ratio. 

























				Actual Calcium to Sodium is 10 to 1.                                                  Ideal Calcium to Sodium range is 47 to 1

				Actual Magnesium to Sodium is 1.3 to 1                                            Ideal Magnesium to Sodium range is 8.5 to 1        

				Actual Potassium to Sodium is 1 to 1                                                Ideal Potassium to Sodium range is 2 to 1



				Look at the ratios between calcium, magnesium, and potassium with sodium from the data above. The data shows calcium and magnesium are high in soil reserve.  Yet, when you look deeper into the data it shows they are very low in ratio to sodium.  Because the soil is getting a constant feed of excess sodium with each irrigation event, the only way you will correct the sodium ratios is to ignore the target ranges.  What’s missing from the data above is this course high organic matter and a saturation index. Since this course has poor soil structure magnesium will likely make the problem worse. 

				·       I always stress caution when applying bulk rates of magnesium. High levels of magnesium will damage soil structure and cause waterlogged soils because of its small size.  



				Water Samples



				The more serious the sodium challenge the more frequently you should test your water source.  Water testing not only gives you an indication of where the nutrients in the soil are coming from, it also allows you to adjust based on the most current conditions. Your water source won’t likely change from day to day, but it will change from season to season and after large rain events. Typically, water is cleaner and more balanced during rain season, and at it’s worse during periods of drought. Seasonal changes in water quality can change the intensity and strategy of your management program.



				The ratios for major cations on the water report ideally should be the same as soil ideals, and usually are if the soil structure is good. However, many times soil conditions are worse than the water quality.  



				As you can see from the water data blow, sodium is extremely high.  If your water report looks like this, then sodium management will likely be your main challenge. 





























				The question I get the most from Superintendents is, “should I amend the water or the soil?  It’s my opinion that treating the soil is the best method to manage sodium in most cases, because the soil has holding capacity.  Treating water is a temporary fix, it’s expense and if not constantly monitored can cause as many problems as it corrects.



				A lot of golf courses treat water with different forms of acid. But acid products aren’t really intended to manage sodium.  Acids are utilized to strip nutrients from soil colloids, and to help mineralize chemical compounds in the soil.  I am a big fan for using weaker acid products in a flushing and replace program because of its ability to free up exchange sites. However, in my opinion frequent applications of strong acids has the potential to create long term toxicity problems.



				The general rule of thumb to determining whether acid injection is a practical tool for your golf course is based on absorption ratios.  If the adjusted sodium ratio is 2 units higher than the sodium absorption ratio, then you will most likely see benefits.  However, keep in mind if the adjusted ratio is only 2 units higher, the requirements will be less, and the intervals of use will be greater than if the number is higher. 









				3.       Determine what type of sodium soil you have on your property. There are three types of high sodium soils: saline, saline-sodic and sodic. All three have their own unique characteristics, and all require a different management program.

				        a.       Saline Soil

				                        i.      Contain ample amounts of soluble salts to injure plants.

				                        ii.      Typically have large enough amounts of calcium and magnesium to offset sodium accumulations.

				                        iii.      Have EC of 4 or higher

				                        iv.      Typically have high levels of sulfate and chlorides in soil solution. 

				        b.       Saline-Sodic Soil

				                        i.      Higher concentrations of sodium salts in ratio to calcium and magnesium

				                        ii.      Soils typically have an EC of less than 4

				                        iii.      Exchangeable levels of sodium higher than 15%

				                        iv.      pH’s below 8.5

				         c.       Sodic Soil

				                        i.      pH’s higher than 8.5

				                        ii.      Extremely high exchangeable sodium

				                        iii.      The soil is sticky when wet but forms hard clods and crusts upon drying.

				                        iv.      Low water and air permeability. 

				4.       Measure electro conductivity daily and chart.

				        a.       Valuable data to adjust your program frequently and anticipate environmental changes.

				5.       Measure electro conductivity at various depths 2”, 4”, and 6”

				        a.       Measuring at various depths will provide data for flushing depth and frequency.

				        b.       Low to slightly salinity track monthly

				        c.       Moderate and higher salinity track weekly.

				        d.       GPS moisture meters make collecting and logging this data easy.

















				Methods to manage sodium



				Flushing

				Flushing is one of the most valuable tools for managing sodium, but it’s only a temporary mitigation of sodium pressure. 



				Flushing can be accomplished by applying enough water to achieve gravitational flow through the soil profile. Flushes are better accomplished when calcium-based products, organic acids, and wetting agents are used in conjunction with the purge.



				Flushing accomplishes three things, it helps to strip nutrients off occupied soil colloids, it pushes the released nutrients through the profile with the water flow, and it pulls oxygen down into the soil pores. The oxygen that’s pulled into the soil will enhance root growth, which will in turn improve soil structure. 



				The goal of the flush is to reduce the amount of sodium occupying the exchange sites, then immediately replace it with calcium, potassium, or magnesium. By applying soluble forms of nutrients immediately after the flush, you are attempting to change the sodium ratios on the cation exchange sites to enhance a more balanced plant uptake of the base cations. 



				Soil data will give the information you need to know what nutrients to replace, at what ratio they need to be applied, and the source of product that will be most efficient.  When I look at the data below, I see the need to apply calcium and potassium to balance the CBS and use them in the carbonate form to enhance efficiency. 





















				If you have good soil structure, the flushes will be quicker, less frequent and require less water to achieve a gravitational flush. For flushing to work the way it is designed, you must get a complete flush of water through the entire profile. If you don’t get a complete flush, you are likely to have little effect on changing sodium ratios and may even make the ratios worse.



				For a true flush to occur, there must be water flowing through the drain tile at the end of the process. The process starts by filling the greens well to field capacity, then continue applying water until you get a steady flow through the tile. If your greens have moderate to bad soil structure, it will require more water to flush and will require cycle soak techniques to prevent run off.



				I have flushed old greens that had never been flushed before that have required 4 to 5 hour’s run time per head.  After the first flush those same greens flushed with 45 minutes of run time.  I’ve also had old greens with no sub-surface drainage that I couldn’t flush, so not every course can use flushing as a tool.  The bottom line is if you have greens that can’t be flushed, they should have been rebuilt years ago.



				Bulk Applications

				Bulk applications to balance soil is a simple strategy.  Use soil date to determine how acute the problem is, determine what nutrients to apply, determine the best source of product to use, then apply.  



				If you have sandy soils with good structure and low organic matter it will be easier to maintain and adjust soil balance.  However, if you have poor soil structure, it may be financially unachievable to make a big impact through bulk applications. 



				We work with golf courses that have fairways and greens that are more than 100 years old.  Many of those courses have heavy organic matter, on top of dense clay soils.  These types of soils have a tremendous holding capacity and will require tens of thousands of pounds of each individual nutrient per acre foot to make a big difference. I don’t know of any golf course who has that type of budget. Yet, doing nothing, is not a good answer either. If you have fundamental challenges with sodium, do as much as you can afford. Ag grade fertilizers consist of courser grade particles, they move slowly through the soil profile, and can take a few years to completely mineralize. After a few years of consistent application, you will start making positive gains in the rootzone.



				Too many times, I see Superintendent trying to amend newly constructed greens after the fact.  The best time to amend new greens is when the mix is blended.  You can add large amounts of nutrient, adjust ratios, and balance the entire column of soil.  The number one reason I get for not blending nutrients in early stages of construction is cost. It’s my opinion, that I would rather cut cost in another part of the golf course. Any extra expense for amendments on greens in the early stages will only add to the longevity of the greens.



				Improving soil structure 

				The success of any crop starts with soil structure. How do you improve soil structure? Oxygen!  But, what can you do to improve soil structure if you have soils like mentioned above?  Oxygen!



				Farmers have a great advantage over golf courses, because they plow 12 to 18 inches of soil once or twice per year. Plowing increases air holding capacity, which infuses massive amounts of oxygen in the soil. Soil oxygen increases microbial populations, which further improve soil structure and soil productivity. 



				Superintendents aerify when golfers let them. Aerification is better than nothing, but only infuses small amounts of oxygen in the soil. Aerification of poorly structured soils rarely see a net gain of oxygen space in a soil profile. 



				The more aggressive you get with your aerifacation and top-dressing programs the better product you’re going to produce. The closer you can get to plowing your poorly structured soils, the easier it will be to improve conditions.  Every year at the GCSAA show, I see new types of more aggressive equipment that’s aimed at deeply agitating soil.



				Alternative water sources

				Alternative water sources are rarely an option, but if you can find a cleaner water source it will payoff in the long run.  I work with several courses with poor quality water, that use city water on greens, and it makes a big difference. 



				Fertigation

				When soil and water are dominated by excessive amounts of sodium, very little in the plant is functioning correctly.  At that point it may be better to bypass the soil and apply plant absorbed nutrients directly to the foliage. Spraying nutrients or injecting nutrients through the irrigation system may be the best option to feed the plant.



				All elements can be toxic and can wreak havoc on both soil and plants.  However, none wreak more havoc or require more attention than sodium. 



				There are many times we are called out to look at sick turf.  In almost every case the Superintendent is at the point in which they have thrown the kitchen sink at the problem. Most of the time the final stage of the decline is due to pest, nutrition, or water problems. Unfortunately, rarely is sodium taken into consideration as the precursor. If you have sodium issues develop a detailed management plan.  If you would like some help with developing a plan, gives us a call.
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Na-Hi

















				Sodium



				Na - ppm   70.1

				%Sodium  in Base Saturation   0.1% - Low    (Ideal is 1% to 2%)

				%Sodium in Soil Solution   0.5% - High    (Ideal is <10%)

				%Magnesium in Soil Solution  13% - Low    (Ideal is 22%)

				%Potassium in Soil Solution   7% - Low    (Ideal is 15%)

				Bicarbonate   - 21%

				Sulfate    44%

				Chloride     35%





				High Levels of Sodium

				Sodium levels are high in soil reserve and soil solution.  I recommend routine flushing with one of the products mentioned below.  Choose the product that best suits your soil conditions.  Sodium levels can change rapidly as the irrigation water supply changes, or tropical weather occurs.  Monitoring sodium uptake by the plant will help to monitor sodium levels.  Weekly tissue testing is the most affordable way to monitor sodium levels in the plant.



				High levels of sodium typically come from the water source being used for irrigation.  Reclaimed of effluent water is usually high in sodium and chlorides.  However sodium can move through the soil by osmosis, or be trapped in rain water for golf courses located near the ocean, intercostal waterways, or salty lakes.



				There are several challenges associated with high levels of sodium the soil: deterioration of soil structure, and plant damage or death due to excess sodium.



				The first problem is associated with the soil structure.  In high sodium soils, high levels of exchangeable sodium cause the individual sand, silt and clay particles to be separated and not clumped together into larger particles.  This dispersion makes the soil tight and impervious, so that it allows little air, rain or irrigation water to permeate into the soil.  Therefore, the plants may not receive enough moisture and oxygen to grow.  Salts may accumulate on the soil surface because they cannot leach out of the root zone. 



				As soils become more saline, plants become unable to draw as much water from the soil.  This is because the plant roots contain varying concentrations of ions (salts) that create a natural flow of water from the soil into the plant roots.  As the level of salinity in the soil nears that of the roots water becomes less and less likely to enter the root.  In fact, when the soil salinity levels are high enough, the water in the roots is pulled back into the soil.  The plants become unable to take in enough water to grow.  Each plant species naturally contains varying levels of root salts.  This is why some plants can continue to thrive when others have died. 



				High sodium soils can be corrected by:

				          Improving drainage

				          Flushing

				          Reducing evaporation

				          Applying chemical treatments



				Flushing Products

				Dolomite 22%Ca and 12%Mg Calcium Magnesium Carbonate

				Dolomite is a limestone compound that contains calcium and magnesium carbonate.  The best mixtures contain 8 to 12 percent magnesium and 18 to 22 percent calcium.  These elements help influence the pH of the soil and provide valuable nutrients to plants. Dolomite can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less.  Dolomite is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium or potassium.  Dolomite is also an excellent flushing product for reducing sodium levels in soil reserve, and sodium, sulfates, and chlorides in soil solution.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Calcitic Lime 36%Ca Carbonate

				Calcitc Lime is a limestone compound that contains calcium carbonate.  This element helps influence the pH of the soil and provides calcium to plants.  Calcitic can often contain sodium, but it should only be 0.2 percent sodium or less.  Calcitic lime is best used to change the acidity, or pH of the soil, but can also be used as a flushing product to control high levels of sodium, magnesium, or potassium.

				     ▪   When using calcium carbonate as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.

				     ▪   Do not use dolomite or calcium carbonate as a flushing product if bicarbonates are over 50% in soil solution.



				Calcium Chloride 36%Ca and 65%Cl

				Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine.  It is highly soluble in water and forms a very stable liquid.  Calcium chloride is an excellent source of both calcium and chloride for turf.  However chloride is rarely deficient in most of the earth’s soils, and calcium is rarely deficient in soil with a pH higher than 6.6.  Calcium chloride improves soil tilth and reduces surface crusting.  Calcium chloride is also an excellent soil amendment for flushing sodium and high levels of bicarbonates and sulfates through the rootzone of the soil.  Calcium chloride leaches 40% more sodium than calcium sulfate.  

				     ▪   Do not use calcium chloride if the chloride levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using calcium chloride as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush, and improve soil structure.



				Gypsum Calcium Sulfate 22%Ca 18%S

				Gypsum is one of those rare materials that performs in all three categories of soil treatment: an amendment, conditioner, and fertilizer.  Gypsum provides both essential calcium and sulfur to plants, but is solubilized very slowly.  Finely ground gypsum is an excellent product for flushing sodium and reducing high levels of carbonates and chlorides in soil solution.  

				     ▪   Do not use gypsum to flush if the sulfate levels in soil solution are higher than 40%.

				     ▪   When using gypsum as a flushing product, also apply humic or fulvic acid to enhance the flush and improve soil structure.



				Potassium Chloride (KCl) 0-0-60

				Potassium Chloride can be used as a flushing product if calcium is excessive in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Check the percentage of chloride in the soil solution.  Don’t apply any chloride product if the ratio with sulfates and bicarbonates is higher than 40%.

				     ▪   Potassium chloride is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and chlorides are not over 40% in soil solution.



				Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50 17% S (K2SO4)

				Potassium Sulfate can be used as a flushing product if calcium is excessive in soil reserve.

				     ▪   Potassium sulfate is a very efficient flushing tool as long as potassium is low in soil solution and sulfates are not over 40% in soil solution.

				     ▪   When elemental sulfur comes into contact with H2O, it strips the oxygen off of the molecule, and forms SO4. If the soil is not sufficiently flocculated it will collapse 
         and squeeze out the air pores replacing them with water holding pores.  Any available hydrogen left in the soil, then attaches to SO4 forming H2SO4 (sulfuric 
         acid). Water-logged soils and sulfuric acid tend to kill aerobic bacteria, which are replaced by anaerobic bacteria (purple and green sulfur cyanobacteria).  Purple 
         and green sulfur bacterial have very few benefits for higher plants.  In fact, the black crusty alga which forms over thin turf areas in the winter is cyanobacteria.  
         The black layer directly below the thatch build up appears to be and anaerobic sulfur layer. 
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Na-Good

















				Sodium



				Na - ppm   70.1





				Low Levels of Sodium

				Sodium levels are not an issue at this time.  However, sodium can change rapidly as the irrigation water supply changes.  Monitoring sodium uptake by the plant will help to monitor sodium levels.  Weekly tissue testing is the most affordable way to monitor sodium levels in the plant.
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Na-Lo

















				Sodium



				Na - ppm   70.1





				Low Levels of Sodium

				Sodium levels are not an issue at this time.  However, sodium can change rapidly as the irrigation water supply changes.  Monitoring sodium uptake by the plant will help to monitor sodium levels.  Weekly tissue testing is the most affordable way to monitor sodium levels in the plant.
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